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Abstract
A generalised model of biological topographic map development is presented which combines both weight plasticity and the formation and elimination of synapses (synaptic rewiring)
as well as both activity-dependent and -independent processes. The question of whether an
activity-dependent process can refine a mapping created by an activity-independent process is investigated using a statistical approach to analysing mapping quality. The model is
then implemented in custom mixed-signal VLSI. Novel aspects of this implementation include: (1) a distributed and locally reprogrammable address-event receiver, with which
large axonal fan-out does not reduce channel capacity; (2) an analogue current-mode
circuit for Euclidean distance calculation which is suitable for operation across multiple
chips; (3) slow probabilistic synaptic rewiring driven by (pseudo-)random noise; (4) the
application of a very-low-current design technique to improving the stability of weights
stored on capacitors; (5) exploiting transistor non-ideality to implement partially weightdependent spike-timing-dependent plasticity; (6) the use of the non-linear capacitance of
MOSCAP devices to compensate for other non-linearities. The performance of the chip
is characterised and it is shown that the fabricated chips are capable of implementing the
model, resulting in biologically relevant behaviours such as activity-dependent reduction
of the spatial variance of receptive fields. Complementing a fast synaptic weight change
mechanism with a slow synapse rewiring mechanism is suggested as a method of increasing the stability of learned patterns.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Rationale
The aim of this project was to investigate how to implement synaptic rewiring (the formation and elimination of synapses) in neuromorphic VLSI. In particular it may be desirable to allow the weights of synaptic connections (which can change rapidly and have
frequently been stored in volatile memory on capacitors) to influence network topology
(which changes slowly and can be stored in stable memory elements), in order to overcome an existing problem of how to stably store learnt patterns in neuromorphic systems.
The phenomenon of biological topographic map formation was chosen as a case-in-point
to constrain designs. It will be seen that there are existing neuromorphic systems which
achieve synaptic rewiring through the manipulation of off-chip look-up tables. An alternative was however conceived whereby synapse circuits could advantageously store details
of their incoming connectivity locally and change this based on the outcome of a locally
implemented learning rule.

1.2 Statement of hypothesis
Formally, given the above rationale, this is an investigation of the hypothesis that (1)
synaptic rewiring can be implemented in neuromorphic VLSI by circuitry distributed
throughout the synapses of a neural array, that (2) this ability can be used to model the
1
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phenomenon of topographic map formation, and that (3) this ability can increase the stability of patterns learnt by a neuromorphic system.
This hypothesis has guided the following investigation, embodying as it does the core of
the electronic system created, a link to the biological phenomena on which it is based, and
a suggestion of the practical benefits that it may generate.

1.3 Thesis structure
In brief, the structure of this thesis is as follows. Firstly, a model of topographic map formation is developed. There follows the presentation of circuitry relating to: the functioning of neurons and synapses; the construction of neural networks by systems for the delivery of spikes; and the rewiring of these networks according to topographic constraints.
Finally a functioning circuit implementation of the model is demonstrated.
Due to the diverse subject areas which this thesis covers, each chapter begins with a literature review relevant to the contents of the chapter. The detailed chapter-by-chapter
structure is as follows.

Chapter 2: Modelling topographic map formation
The literature on biological topographic map formation is reviewed, as is that on synaptic plasticity, including synapse formation and elimination. While synapse formation and
elimination is undoubtedly an important part of topographic map formation, most computational models fail to model this explicitly but rather assume its equivalence with weight
plasticity.
A generalised model of topographic map development is presented, which is based on
spiking (integrate-and-fire) neurons, and combines both weight plasticity and the formation and elimination of synapses (synaptic rewiring) as well as both activity-dependent
and -independent processes.
A novel approach to analysing mapping quality is developed, which allows independent
consideration of the development of a projection’s preferred locations and the spread of
receptive fields. This is used to address statistically the question of whether an activity-
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dependent process can refine a mapping created by an activity-independent process and to
assess the effect of the interplay between two forms of plasticity.
Computational simulations were carried out and it is shown that (within the model): (a)
Synapse formation and elimination embed in the network topology changes in the weight
distributions of synapses due to the activity-dependent synaptic modulation rule used
(Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity - STDP); (b) the variance of receptive fields can be
reduced by an activity dependent mechanism, with or without spatially correlated inputs;
(c) the accuracy of preferred locations will not necessarily improve when synapses are
formed based on distributions with on-average perfect topography.
The remainder of the thesis is about the implementation of the above model in neuromorphic VLSI.

Chapter 3: Silicon neuron and synapse
The literature on the field of Neuromorphic VLSI is reviewed, focusing on neuron and
synapse implementations, including implementations of spike-timing-dependent plasticity
(STDP).
The design choices which have been made stem from the following principles: information
should be kept locally to minimise its transmission where possible; limited quantisation of
time is acceptable; and the scaling of numbers of neurons and synapses should be borne
in mind when considering area constraints.
Neuron and synapse circuits are presented. Novelty includes: (a) A switched capacitor implementation of excitatory and leakage currents onto the membrane; (b) very-low-current
design technique applied to the design of a STDP circuit, resulting in weights which retain
traces of their learnt values over tens of seconds; (c) the use of MOSCAP non-linearities
to offset other non-linearities, resulting in broadly linear behaviours over wide voltage
ranges; and (d) a simple approach to introducing a controlled amount of weight dependence into STDP.
The performance of these circuits is characterised, based on chip results; their ability
to perform equivalently to the neurons and synapses used in the computational model in
chapter 2 is demonstrated; The effects of process variation are considered and in particular
it is shown that the homeostatic nature of STDP helps to reduce this problem.

4
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Chapter 4: A distributed and locally reprogrammable address-event
receiver
Techniques for transmitting spikes in neuromorphic systems are reviewed, focusing on
address-event representation.
A design is presented for a run-time-reprogrammable address-event decoder, where the
decoding elements are distributed through the synaptic array and act simultaneously. This
allows a spike to be received simultaneously by all the synapses on the axonal arbour. This
decoder is compatible with existing address-event senders. The scalability of this system is
compared with existing systems, with respect to silicon area, energy and speed (thus, channel capacity), as numbers of neurons and synapses in a system increase. It is shown that
this system scales particularly well in terms of speed as synaptic fan-out increases. This
advantage is demonstrated with chip results which show firstly the simultaneous receipt
of spikes by many synapses, then the simultaneous functioning of 8 chips, configured in a
grid arrangement [Merolla et al., 2007], achieving spike delivery rates which are arguably
higher than any other system published to date.
Alternative designs are discussed, namely: a word-serial distributed decoder; floating gate
memory for semi-analogue addressing; and an integrated look-up-table.

Chapter 5: Synaptic rewiring and Euclidean distance calculation
Literature is reviewed which relates to neuromorphic approaches topographic mapping
and synaptic rewiring. There is then a presentation of the reasoning behind the approach
of storing connectivity information locally within neurons. This approach is then used to
argue for the location of circuitry for implementing synaptic rewiring within each synapse.
Such circuitry is then presented and its functioning demonstrated. In the model of synaptic
rewiring adopted, the connection rule requires a calculation of the distance between a neuron and the ideal location of a potential pre-synaptic partner; consequently, circuitry for
Euclidean distance calculation is presented, whose novel features are current-mode operation across multiple chips and the capability of implementing both wrap-around (toroidal)
and non-wrap-around topologies. The ability of the rewiring circuitry together with the
distance calculation circuitry to allow the formation of radially symmetric receptive fields
with arbitrary relationships of connection probability to distance from the centre is then
demonstrated.
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Chapter 6: The model implemented
As the capabilities of the fabricated chip have been demonstrated in chapters 3, 4 and 5,
in this chapter, chip results are presented which qualitatively match the simulation results
presented in chapter 2, thus demonstrating its fitness for the intended purpose. Similarities
and differences between the model and its implementation are discussed.
Finally the project is summarised, conclusions are drawn and future work is proposed.

Chapter 2
Modelling Topographic Map Formation

2.1 Introduction
The hypothesis presented in section 1.2 includes the idea that circuitry which implements
synaptic rewiring may be used to model the phenomenon of topographic map formation.
This chapter lays the groundwork, by presenting a novel model of topographic map formation which includes the process of synaptic rewiring. Firstly, the subjects of synaptic
plasticity and topographic map formation are reviewed. The question of how to assess
the quality of topographic mappings is addressed with the novel statistical methods of
analysing receptive field development. Simulation results from the model are presented.

2.1.1 Synaptic plasticity
The connections between neurons, known as synapses, are crucial elements in neural systems, both for communication and transfer of information and for their plasticity, which
provides a basis for the memory and adaptability of organisms. The term “synaptic plasticity” encompasses the formation and elimination of synapses and changes in their physiological strength. These processes will be discussed in the following two sections.

2.1.1.1 Synapse formation and elimination

In order to construct the neural networks of the nervous system, neurons form synapses. In
the vertebrate brain, chemical synapses are predominant (cf. gap junctions), and typically
7
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form as follows. A neuron grows processes; these are typically specialised into dendrites,
which convey incoming signals and are typically branched over a short range, and axons,
which convey outgoing signals and may travel for a relatively long distance of millimetres
or more before branching (the branching of the axon results in an “axonal arbor”). When
an axon branch comes into close proximity with a dendrite, (which may be aided by the
formation of an outgrowth on the dendrite known as a spine), a synapse may form. This is
a specialised region in which neurotransmitter chemicals can be released from the axon.
This release is typically in response to a wave of depolarisation known as a spike, which
travels along the axon from the body of the neuron. The neurotransmitter can then cause
depolarisation or hyperpolarisation in the dendrite (these are, respectively, the effects of
excitatory and inhibitory synapses), which propagate towards the body of the neuron and
may in turn cause further spikes to be transmitted (or alternatively may inhibit further
spikes). Neurons in one area of the brain often develop axons which grow en masse to a
different area to innervate the neurons there. These axons are guided by concentrations of
marker chemicals [Dickson, 2002]. The growing end of an axon continuously grows and
retracts finger-like protrusions called filopodia which carry sensors for various chemicals
and, in a manner which is not completely understood, allow the axon to be guided. The
area-by-area structure of the brain and the guidance of axons to form connections between
different brain areas are prerequisites for the development of topographic maps, as will be
seen later in section 2.1.2.

Synaptic connections can also be eliminated. This process is well studied, for example
at the neuromuscular junction. In neonatal mammals, each muscle fibre is innervated by
axons from several different motor neurons and then during development most of these
synapses are eliminated so that in the adult, each muscle fibre is innervated by only one
motor neuron. The process is known to be competitive and various mechanisms have been
proposed to account for this [Buffelli et al., 2004], including Hebbian mechanisms, see
below in section 2.1.1.2.

When a synapse is eliminated, the axon branch that leads to it is retracted [Bishop et al.,
2004]. Unoccupied dendritic spines also retract [Trachtenberg et al., 2002]. The formation and elimination of synapses (as well as the remodelling of axons and dendrites that
underlies it) is collectively referred as synaptic rewiring [Chklovskii et al., 2004].
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2.1.1.2 Hebbian learning

The physiological strength of a synapse refers to the efficacy with which the arrival of a
spike at a synapse affects the membrane potential in the post-synaptic neuron. The terms
“synaptic strength” and “weight” are used interchangeably. In the model presented in section 2.1.1.3, based on an established neurophysiological model [Song and Abbott, 2001],
the peak synaptic conductance corresponds to synaptic weight; when a spike arrives at the
synapse this is assumed to achieve an instantaneous rise in the conductance of the postsynaptic neural membrane towards an excitatory reversal potential, which then decays.
Synapse strength can also be modelled more concisely as a combination of factors such
as the probability of vesicle release, post-synaptic receptor density, etc [Vogelstein et al.,
2007].
Hebb [1949] proposed that where one neuron consistently took part in causing another one
to fire then the connection between them would become strengthened. From this postulate,
the term “Hebbian learning” has come to encompass a class of systems in which changes
in strengths of the synapses between neurons are related to the correlation of their activity.
Long term potentiation refers to the increase in the physiological strength of a synapse,
which is known to be triggered by changes in intracellular Ca2+ concentration and can
occur following stimulation (typically at high frequency in experimental protocols) of both
pre- and post-synaptic neurons [Malenka and Nicoll, 1999]; long term depression refers
to a complementary reduction in physiological strength (which can be induced by lower
frequency stimulation).
In models of synaptic plasticity in which coincidence of pre- and post-synaptic activity
causes potentiation, additional constraints are typically applied to prevent the run-away
potentiation of synapses, such as global normalisation or decay of synaptic strength [Miller
et al., 1989]. Such constraints could be seen as simplifications of homeostatic processes,
which serve to keep the overall activity of neurons in balance [Turrigiano, 2007].
Although in this thesis, a Hebbian mechanism is used to modulate synapses in order to
develop topographic mappings (see below in section 2.1.4), the same mechanism can serve
as a basis for learning and memory; thus although map development is usually addressed
in separate literature to memory, in this thesis, issues of learning and memory storage
are considered, and the terms “synaptic learning” and “synaptic modulation” are used
interchangeably (where appropriate).
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2.1.1.3 Spike-timing-dependent plasticity

Hebb’s postulate implies causality. For a pre-synaptic spike to cause a post-synaptic neuron to fire it is necessary that the pre-synaptic spike precede the post-synaptic spike. Bi
and Poo [1998] observed that in cultured hippocampal neurons, the potentiation or depression of a synapse was dependent on the temporal order of induced pre- and post-synaptic
activity. In this study [and in Markram et al. 1997, Zhang et al. 1998], pre-synaptic activity preceding post-synaptic activity cause potentiation (and vice-versa) in accordance
with the causality condition, though in other studies the opposite temporal dependence
has been observed [Bell et al., 1997]. Such Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity (STDP),
as it has become known, was predicted prior to these observations in computational and
VLSI models [Gerstner et al., 1996, Hafliger et al., 1997] (the historical antecedents of
STDP are traced in more detail by Morrison et al. [2008] p. 481), and has since been
investigated extensively in computational neuroscience.
Song et al. [2000] modelled STDP in a way which has been used in many subsequent
studies. The model is summarised here, as it forms a basis for work in this project. STDP
was implemented such that a pre-synaptic spike at time t pre and a post-synaptic spike at
time t post modify the corresponding peak synaptic conductance by g → g + gmax F(∆t),

where ∆t = t pre − t post and:



 A .e( τ∆t+ ) ,
i f ∆t < 0 
+
F(∆t) =
−∆t
 −A .e( τ− ) , i f ∆t ≥ 0 
−

(2.1)

where A+/− are magnitudes relative to the range of conductance and τ+/− are time constants for potentiation and depression respectively. This is cumulative for all pre- and
post-synaptic spike pairs. g is bounded in the range 0 ≤ g ≤ gmax . The peak synaptic

conductance g is then used to instantaneously increase the excitatory conductance of the

neuronal membrane on the arrival of a spike and this conductance decays exponentially
thereafter.
This model was used to show that in a neuron whose dendritic synapses implemented
STDP, the synaptic weights would diverge into a strong group and weak group, with the
effect that (a) output spike rate was held within a narrow range relative to the range of
mean input frequencies applied, and (b) groups of synapses whose input spikes were more
correlated, i.e. more likely to arrive within a narrow time window of each other, would
be preferentially strengthened over synapses whose input spikes were less correlated. (a)
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is interesting as it is a form of homeostatic regulation and (b) is interesting as it allows
unsupervised learning based on input correlations. The divergence of incoming synaptic
weights for a neuron into a bimodal population, however, is an effect of the choice of
models for STDP and the other results mentioned do not necessarily depend on it. In the
update rule for synaptic conductance shown above, the change in conductance is not dependent on the initial conductance (except to the extent that the conductance is bounded);
that is to say, it is an additive update rule.
Other authors investigated multiplicative update rules, which assume linear attenuation
of depression as a lower boundary is approached [Van Rossum et al., 2000], or this in
addition to linear attenuation of potentiation as an upper boundary is approached [Kistler
and Van Hemmen, 2000, Rubin et al., 2001]. With these rules, a unimodal distribution of
synaptic weights results, but competition fails to achieve robust segregation of groups of
synapses. Following this, Gutig et al. [2003] developed a generalised STDP rule which
allowed for a tunable degree of weight dependence. In the model, a single pair of presynaptic and post-synaptic action potentials with time difference ∆t ≡ t post − t pre induces
a change in synaptic efficacy ∆w given by:

∆w =

(

∆t

−λ f− (w).e( τ ) , i f ∆t < 0

λ f+ (w).e(

−∆t
τ )

,

i f ∆t ≥ 0

)

where λ is a learning rate, w is the initial synaptic efficacy, τ is a single time constant for
both depression and potentiation, and f+ (w) and f− (w) are updating functions which in
general are weight dependent. They introduced a family of updating functions:

f+ (w) = (1 − w)µ

f− (w) = αwµ

Thus by changing the parameter µ, the model can capture a range of update rules between
completely additive and completely multiplicative — see figure 2.1, (α allows for different
learning rates for potentiation and depression).
They then investigated various parameters for this model to determine under what conditions a bimodal distribution would result and to what extent such symmetry breaking
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Figure 2.1: Synaptic updating functions with varying weight dependence. Figure taken from
Gutig et al. [2003] p. 3698: “Effect of the parameter µ on the updating functions f+ (w) (top
half) and f− (w) (bottom half) for µ = 0, 0.02, 0.15, 0.5, 1 (α = 1). As µ increases, the
curves change from the constant additive updating curves (µ = 0, horizontal lines at 1 and

−1) to the multiplicative updating functions with linear weight dependence ( µ = 1, straight
lines with slope −1).”

would capture the correlational structure in the incoming activity. The last point is important since Song et al. [2000] also showed that two groups of inputs which were intracorrelated but not inter-correlated would compete to control the output of the neuron, i.e.
one group of synapses would end up potentiated and the other depressed, and the outcome
would be random. Thus there is a question of how strong correlational cues have to be
in order to affect the resulting synaptic weight distributions. Gutig et al. [2003] therefore
investigated the parameters µ, and the amount of correlation within groups of correlated
inputs. They found that there are constrained regions of the parameter space in which the
correlational structure of the inputs can be captured by resulting synaptic weight distributions, and that the sensitivity of the outcome to differences in the amount of correlation
between competing groups was maximised with 0 < µ < 1. Thus a degree of weight dependence can improve the ability of STDP to act as a correlation detection mechanism. Whilst
a bimodal distribution can always form in the presence of a sub-group of correlated inputs
and another group of uncorrelated inputs, for larger values of µ the equilibrium weights of
the two groups will not diverge to extremes but may be close together, and the separation
will not persist if the correlations are removed. Available evidence currently suggests that
a unimodal distribution is more realistic than a bimodal one [Song et al., 2005]. Interestingly, Morrison et al. [2007] have more recently shown that the original results from Bi
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and Poo [1998] are best described by a learning rule which cannot be captured by the formalism of Gutig et al. [2003] since increasing weight appears to have a positive influence
on the magnitude of a potentiating update.

There is ongoing debate about the nature of STDP, the molecular mechanisms that give rise
to it and its relevance as a candidate mechanism for memory and learning. To give some
example of the range of questions that exist: STDP-like behaviour can arise from a synaptic update rule dependent on post-synaptic membrane voltage rather than post-synaptic
spikes [Brader et al., 2007]; there are experiments which indicate that individual synapses
may have binary strengths and experience all-or-nothing plasticity events [Petersen et al.,
1998], which are apparently at odds with studies showing synapses have unimodal distributions; and there are questions over how the contributions of different spike pairs should
be combined [Sjostrom et al., 2001, Butts et al., 2007]. Experiments demonstrating the
nature of STDP have typically used in vitro preparations [Bi and Poo, 1998] or unrealistic levels of stimulation [Zhang et al., 1998] leading to questions about their relevance to
normal cellular processes.

Notwithstanding the above, learning rules similar to the formalism of Song et al. [2000]
have been used to investigate: topographic map formation [Song and Abbott, 2001]; the response to latency in inputs [Guyonneau et al., 2005]; visual feature map learning [Masquelier and Thorpe, 2007]; receptive field reorganisation [Young et al., 2007]; learning crossmodal spatial transformations [Davison and Fregnac, 2006] etc. The study of Jun and Jin
[2007] is particularly notable as a study of the formation of synfire chains using a combination of STDP and a form of rewiring plasticity, similar to the model presented in this
thesis.

In the computational model described in section 2.2, weight independent STDP is adopted,
in order to reduce the parameter space of the model and in keeping with the aforementioned body of work, whereas for the neuromorphic VLSI implementation described in
section 3.4.4, partially weight-dependent update rules are investigated due to synergistic
properties of the silicon substrate. For the intended application, these rules should be
expected to achieve the same effects though possibly with varying degrees of efficiency.
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2.1.1.4 The link between synaptic weight change and rewiring

Both forms of plasticity discussed above, namely synapse rewiring and changes in synapse
weight, have the potential to change the performance of a neural network and therefore act
as a basis for development (as well as for learning and memory). It is therefore natural to
question whether there is a relationship between them. At the neuromuscular junction a
reduction in synaptic efficacy precedes synapse withdrawal (as judged by quantal release
probability and post-synaptic receptor density,[Colman et al., 1997, Balice-Gordon and
Lichtman, 1993]). One interpretation of this is that the weakness of a synapse is a causal
factor in its elimination. Experiments in which kittens are deprived of visual input in one
eye are also informative (as pointed out by Miller [1998]); responses of cells in the primary visual cortex (“V1”) previously tuned to the deprived eye become less responsive to
input from that eye (and sometimes more responsive to input from the open eye) over a
period of hours [Mioche and Singer, 1989], with the change in response complete within
two days [Hensch et al., 1995], whereas axonal remodelling associated with this change
is incomplete after 4 days [Antonini and Stryker, 1996]. This is an illustration of the different timescales over which the different forms of plasticity operate: in general, weight
plasticity operates over a period of minutes to hours whereas structural changes operate
over a scale of days to weeks or longer [Chklovskii et al., 2004]. Synaptic weight potentiation may also be a causal factor in the formation of new synapses, as demonstrated in
hippocampal slice cultures where synapse formation follows LTP induction [Toni et al.,
1999].

2.1.2 Topographic maps in the brain
A topographic map is an area of the brain where the response to input parameters varies
continuously across the area. Where a sheet of neurons in one area (the “source” area)
innervates a sheet of neurons in another (“target”) area, the mapping between the areas
can be said to be topographic if neighbouring neurons in the target area are (maximally)
responsive to the activity of neighbouring neurons in the source area [Udin and Fawcett,
1988]. Alternatively, if a sheet of neurons is responsive either more or less directly to a
sensory modality such as vision, the sheet of neurons could be said to have a topographic
map of the sensory input if, to take the example of vision, cells in neighbouring parts of the
sheet of neurons are receptive to stimulation from neighbouring parts of the visual field.
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There are numerous topographic mappings present in most vertebrate brains. Indeed, the
development of topographic maps across the cortex is a process that goes hand in hand
with the division of the cortex into functional areas [Sur and Rubenstein, 2005]. Most
sensory modalities project topographically; for example, the retina is responsive across
its two-dimensional surface to the two dimensions of the visual field and the retina then
projects topographically (or “retinotopically”) to the superior colliculus in mammals or
the corresponding optic tectum in lower vertebrates. It also projects retinotopically to the
various layers of the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (“LGN”). The projections from the LGN
to V1, and to higher cortical areas involved with vision continue, to maintain retinotopic
organisation. Audition is also topographically organised, with the range of frequency
sensitivities of the cells of the cochlear projected smoothly across the cochlear nucleus.
Note that the term “projection” is used here to indicate a set of directional connections
from one brain area or layer of cells to another.

2.1.2.1 Receptive fields

Most projections between brain areas exhibit many-to-many connectivity, that is to say, an
axon from one source neuron makes connections with many target neurons, and likewise
the dendritic tree of one target neuron forms synapses with many source neurons. Thus, a
target neuron is unlikely to exhibit sensitivity to excitation from only one source neuron;
rather it is said to have a “receptive field”, which is a region of the source area over which
the neuron is responsive to stimulation. In an alternative nomenclature, the term “receptive
field” refers to the area in the visual field (or other sensory space) in which stimulation
causes activity in the target neuron whilst a patch of a neural sheet from which a target
neuron receives connection is referred to as an incoming “connection field” [Nakahara
et al., 2006]. These terms are used interchangeably here. The region of a target neural
sheet to which the axonal arbor of a source neuron projects may be called a “projective
field” [Venier et al., 1997].
Gaze et al. [1974] demonstrated two ways in which receptive fields can be assessed; a
target location was recorded from (albeit mainly using multi-unit rather than single cell
recordings); then the boundaries of an area of the input space were determined in which
stimulation repeatably caused a discernible increase in spiking activity in the target; alternatively a point in the input space was determined for which target response was maximal.
Projections from both eyes, originally growing along separate optic nerves, are mixed
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together in the optic chiasm, so that the topographic maps present in the cortex receive
input from both eyes, (in those areas which map parts of the visual field which are visible
from both eyes). Although these projections are intermixed, tracing the connections from
the eyes to V1 (via LGN) reveals that in many mammals there are alternating stripes in V1
in which cells predominantly receive input from one eye or the other [Hubel et al., 1977];
these are known as patterns of ocular dominance. Thus the receptive fields of V1 neurons
can be seen as covering areas of both retinae, though with a preference for one of them.
This preference may be mediated by differing numbers or weights of synapses from the
respective areas.
In fact, many different parameters of the visual input have representations which vary
across V1, such as: orientation – the tendency of a neuron to respond to edges between
regions of differing illumination which are oriented in a particular direction [Hubel and
Wiesel, 1962, Erwin et al., 1995]; spatial frequency – a neuron may be maximally responsive to stimuli whose illumination varies with a given frequency across a portion of the
visual field (judged perpendicularly to any preferred orientation) [De Valois et al., 1982];
and colour sensitivity [Tootell et al., 1988].

2.1.3 The purpose of topographic organisation
Reasons why topographic organisation may exist in the brain or purposes it may serve are
presented here, under the headings of dimension reduction, wiring efficiency and multimodal integration.

2.1.3.1 Dimension reduction

One way to think about orientation stripe patterns in V1 (introduced in section 2.1.2.1)
is that three dimensions of information from the visual field, namely azimuth, elevation
and ocularity, are compressed into the two (predominant) dimensions of the cortical area
V1. There is a caveat that area V1 also has 3 dimensions; however, ocularity is strongest
in one layer (layer 4) of V1, which has very little depth, and to the extent that ocularity
exists in the cells of other layers it corresponds to the preferences of layer 4 cells in the
corresponding location, hence the term ocular dominance column (generally, cells within
confined columns through the cortex are responsive to the same stimuli). Whilst retinotopy is maintained across the entire area of V1, at a closer scale the representation of
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ocularity across the area oscillates from one eye to the other. In fact, the many different
parameters of the visual input introduced above such as orientation, colour, etc, also have
representations across V1 which vary continuously (though sometimes with abrupt discontinuities) at fine scale. The sensitivity to orientation, for example, has been shown to
be finely ordered, down to the scale of neighbouring neurons [Ohki et al., 2005, 2006].
These variations in input preference at fine scale can be seen as the effect of attempting to
reduce many dimensions of input stimuli into two physical dimensions.

2.1.3.2 Wiring efficiency

Knudsen et al. [1987] sought to define computational maps as maps (whether topographic
or not) which apply some transformation to the patterns of activity which pass through
them rather than simply relaying information. By this definition, orientation maps as
defined above are computational maps, since orientation-selective neurons sample an area
of the visual space with such a receptive field as to be primarily sensitive to edges oriented
in a particular direction; thus there is a mapping from neurons in LGN primarily sensitive
to centre-surround contrast to those in V1 sensitive to orientation. In order to perform such
transformations, connections are needed with neurons representing local and neighbouring
locations in visual space rather than far apart locations. Thus, if neurons which represent
neighbouring parts of the input space (or more generally, neighbouring values for input
parameters) are close together then the total amount of wiring required can be shorter and
thus the wiring of the brain can be more efficient. There would be evolutionary pressure
towards such a solution, due to the costs of wiring to an organism in terms of energy,
volume and perhaps speed of transmission.
Chklovskii and Koulakov [2004] argued that since neural networks with the same connection topology will have equivalent functionality regardless of the physical location of the
neurons, and differ only in the wiring cost, it is hard to justify the existence of topographic
maps without reference to wiring cost.

2.1.3.3 Multimodal integration

The superior colliculus (“SC”) is the mammalian equivalent of the optic tectum in lower
vertebrates. The optic tectum is a key part of the visual system. In mammals the visual
pathways in the cortex provide most of the functionality of visual perception. However,
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the SC retains a role in gaze control. A stimulus in the visual field can invoke eye saccades
or head or torso movements to orientate the gaze in the direction of the stimulus. The topographic map of the visual field also acts as a map of potential gaze orientations, as activity
in a circumscribed patch of the SC precedes eye saccades towards the corresponding target
location [King, 2004]. Gaze changes can also be invoked by auditory or somatosensory
stimuli. Whilst neurons in the superficial layer of the SC are responsive to input from retinal ganglion cells, neurons in successively deeper layers receive input from the inferior
colliculus (part of the auditory pathway), and the somatosensory cortex respectively. (In
addition they receive input from many cortical and thalamic areas [Harting et al., 1992]).
The auditory and somatosensory projections are ordered so as to represent the body and
the space around it in the same coordinate frame as the visual projection and are overlaid
so that neurons which are vertically aligned are responsive to the same part of space, albeit via different modalities. This would give an organism a basis for multimodal sensory
integration. Experiments with cats show that the effect of visual and auditory stimuli from
the same direction sum non-linearly both in terms of the activity they cause in the SC and
in the startle response invoked [Holmes and Spence, 2005].

2.1.4 The development of topographic maps
The development of topographic maps between two brain areas requires that axons grow
from the source area to the correct target area and then form synapses with neurons in
the correct location. This is a highly complex process, which involves axon guidance to
the correct area, finding the correct layer and topographic point and creation of synapses
on appropriate parts of the target cell(s) [Benson et al., 2001]. This thesis excludes consideration of axon guidance to the correct brain area and additionally does not consider
the questions of how to target the correct layer (in projections to layered tissue) or how
to terminate on the correct part of a dendritic tree. Rather it is primarily concerned with
the development of receptive fields. Although the model which is to be the main subject of this thesis assumes a mechanism for finding correct topographic position, models
which hypothesise mechanisms for the establishment of correct topographic locations are
reviewed here, in order to place the model in context.
A much-studied example of a topographic mapping is that between the retina and the optic
tectum, or the SC in mammals, and in the following discussion this mapping will be used
as an example.
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In Xenopus (the African Clawed Frog), the mapping between each retina and the contralateral tectum to which it projects is such that the dorsal-ventral axis (from top to bottom —
literally from back to belly) of the retina is projected across the medial-lateral axis (from
the centre out sideways) of the tectum whilst the nasal-temporal axis (from the nose to
the temples) of the retina is projected across the rostral-caudal axis (from head to tail) of
the tectum [Gaze et al., 1974]; this is also true in animals as diverse as the Golden Hamster [Finlay et al., 1978] etc. In Xenopus, the projection forms while the areas themselves
grow, the retina growing by marginal accretion of cells [Straznicky and Gaze, 1971] whilst
the tectum grows in a curvilinear fashion starting from the most rostral-lateral point with
addition of cells in caudal and medial directions [Straznicky and Gaze, 1972]. Retinal
Ganglion Cell (RGC) axons from the retina enter the contralateral tectum and are immediately directed towards an appropriate topographic location, branching as they approach
it and forming synapses with the tectal cells’ dendrites. In chicks and rodents by contrast,
the axons grow parallel to the dorsal SC, overshooting the appropriate location and then
axon branches form, which accumulate in an appropriate location whilst other branches
retract [McLaughlin et al., 2003b]; thus the spatial spread of the axonal arbors reduce,
and this is often referred to as topographic refinement. Because, in Xenopus, the areas
grow while the mapping is forming, appropriate retinotopic locations for RGCs change
during development with respect to the actual cells in the tectum; at each point in development from as early as can be measured (developmental stage 47) such order as can be
discerned is topographic, consistent with the adult ordering [Gaze et al., 1974]. From this
it can be deduced that the pattern of efferent (outward) connectivity for individual RGCs
and afferent (inward) connectivity for tectal cells changes during development; initially
RGCs from the centre of the eye project to a central location in the existing tectum, but
this location is rostral-lateral with respect to the full grown tectum. Later the same RGCs
project to the centre of the tectum, to cells which were not formed initially, whilst the tectal cells in the rostral lateral tectum have receptive fields in the nasal ventral retina. This
requires that new axon branches and synapses are formed whilst old synapses and axon
branches are retracted. (There is a caveat based on this evidence that old synapses may
simply become weaker rather than being eliminated, since Gaze et al. [1974] believed, but
could not prove, that they were recording from terminal arborisations of optic nerve fibres
when they assessed the activity resultant from activation of retina; McLaughlin’s visualisations of axon retraction at later stages albeit in a different organism are suggestive of
axon retraction rather than simply of the weakening of remaining synapses).
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More facts about map development are pertinent and will be introduced during the following discussion on models.

2.1.5 Models of topographic map formation
Models of topographic map development are introduced here which seek to explain the
development of topographic organisation and receptive fields, under the headings: activity
dependence; weight vs wiring plasticity; lateral interactions in the target layer; and growth
of areas. During this discussion, the tenets of the model which is presented in this thesis
will be revealed; each section concludes by stating the relevance of the discussion to the
model which will be presented.

2.1.5.1 Activity dependence

Models of topographic map formation can be divided into those which require activity of
the participant cells (that is to say, electrical or spiking activity) in order to form the map
and those which do not. The following sections discuss these separately and then how
they can be combined.

Activity-independent models

Sperry [1943] proposed that in order to establish topo-

graphic maps, each pair of cells which are to be connected should have unique chemical
markers to signal that they should connect to each other. However, the sheer number
of unique signatures that would be required to be genetically programmed makes this
unlikely. He then proposed [Sperry, 1963] that the target area be labelled by two orthogonal gradients of chemicals which in-growing axons could use to be guided to the
correct location (this is known as the chemoaffinity hypothesis). Experimental evidence
in favour of this hypothesis has followed recently, with the discovery of various candidate marker chemicals, the most well-studied of which is the ephrin family of membranebound molecules and their associated receptors. To take the example of the mapping from
RGCs to the optic tectum, EphA receptors are found in RGCs, distributed in an increasing gradient across the nasal-temporal axis of the retina [Flanagan and Vanderhaeghen,
1998], whilst their associated membrane-bound ephrin-A ligands are expressed in a decreasing gradient along the rostral-caudal axis of the tectum. There is a complementary
arrangement in the other dimension, where EphB receptors are distributed in an increasing
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gradient in the dorsal-ventral direction across the retina, whilst their associated ephrin-B
ligands are distributed in an increasing gradient along the medial-lateral axis of the tectum
[Mann et al., 2002].
Allowing then that there exist molecular gradients which may act as cues for developing
axons, Prestige and Willshaw [1975] distinguished between two ways the interactions may
work. In Type I matching, source neurons have an affinity for a specific patch of the target
area, whereas in Type II matching, all source neurons have maximum affinity for one
end of the target area. Models which hypothesise type I mechanisms, in which all axons
independently find their own positions using interactions between receptor and ligand, can
include those which require counter gradients [Gierer, 1983] and those which require set
points [Honda, 1998]. An example of a set point mechanism is as follows: it is known
that axons enter the tectum from the rostral end and grow caudally; if each axon were to
continue growing until interactions between receptors and ligands reach a critical level,
then those axons with fewer receptors will reach a zone of greater ligand density before
the required interaction strength is attained; if the effect of the presence of the ligand
on the growing axon is repulsion then such a mechanism is achieved, and indeed this is
the normal mode of interaction for Ephs and ephrins [Orioli and Klein, 1997]. Type II
models by contrast require competitive interaction between axons, all having maximum
affinities for the same limited space, with the winners being determined by the strengths
of interactions between receptors and ligands [Koulakov and Tsigankov, 2004]. Neither of
these types of mechanisms can account for a range of results which have been attained by
performing specific surgical manipulations to the retinotectal system. These manipulations
are summarised in [Goodhill and Xu, 2005]. Briefly, there have been experiments in which
either the tectum or the retina have been rotated, half of the retina or tectum or noncomplementary halves of both have been removed, in which a portion of tectum has been
rotated, and in which two halves of retinae have been swapped. In each case any developed
projections are cut and then allowed to regenerate following surgery, and the resulting
mapping is analysed, to assess the interactions between presumed marker gradients in the
abnormal mapping. For example, when the nasal half of the retina is removed, connections
from the remaining half reform in a smooth gradient across the entire rostral-caudal axis
of the tectum. This is inconsistent with a type II rule, since the available space in the
tectum has not decreased thus all connections from the temporal retina should still be
able to occupy the same space in the tectum as before the lesion. If marker gradients are
assumed to be constant in the remaining tissue then it is also inconsistent with a type I
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rule, since the fixed immutable relationship between retinal and tectal locations would not
change. This suggests that marker gradients and concentrations may be subject to change
(at least following such surgeries). Two recent models propose mechanisms by which
marker concentrations in the tectum may change [Frean, 2006, Willshaw, 2006] (the latter
is a detailed instantiation of a previous theoretical model [Willshaw and von der Malsburg,
1979]). In both models the amount of marker chemical in an innervating axon is supposed
to induce changes in the level of the corresponding marker chemical in the tectal cell(s)
with which it is connected. Such models are promising due to their ability to explain the
results of the aforementioned lesion studies.
In summary, this section has presented examples of models in which maps form irrespective of the spiking or other electrical activity of the neurons involved.

Activity-dependent models

By contrast to the examples in the previous section, other

models show how maps can form based on Hebbian reinforcement of the correlated activity of neighbouring cells. Willshaw and von der Malsburg [1976] presented a model
in which two 2-dimensional sheets of neurons represent two brain areas between which
a topographic mapping should form, with excitatory connections from each neuron of
the source layer to each neuron of the target layer. Neighbouring source-layer neurons
are simultaneously active and target-layer neurons excite neighbouring or nearby neurons
whilst inhibiting distant neurons. With a Hebbian mechanism applied to the weights of
the synapses, the mapping develops so that neighbouring source-layer neurons maintained
strong connections with neighbouring target-layer neurons whilst other connections become weakened (in fact this is one study, such as referred to in section 2.1.1.2, in which
global synaptic normalisation is required in order to constrain the weight distributions
yielded by the Hebbian mechanism). Intuitively, activity induced into neighbouring cells
is self-reinforcing whilst activity induced into non-neighbouring cells causes them to compete, with the activity in those cells which benefit from more local reinforcement winning
the competition; the higher activity levels both pre- and post-synaptically in neighbouring
cells then causes Hebbian synaptic reinforcement. In order for the maps to be oriented
correctly, however, an initial bias in the correct direction is required. Therefore some
element of the explanation of topography involves processes more fundamental than the
activity-dependent forces invoked in this model.
Similar mechanisms have been used in studies which seek to explain ocular dominance
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column formation [Miller et al., 1989, Erwin and Miller, 1998]. In these studies, two
input areas were used, with intra-correlations in their activity stronger than any intercorrelations, mimicking the supposed effect of input from two eyes being brought together
on a single cortical area. Goodhill [1993] also addressed ocular dominance formation,
though with a more abstract synaptic update rule which allowed that a global competition be evaluated and that all synapses within a region of the winning location should be
strengthened. These assumptions are similar to the mechanism of the Kohonen map [Kohonen, 1982], a highly successful data clustering algorithm which took its inspiration from
the process of biological topographic map formation. In an alternative activity-dependent
mechanism [proposed by Elliott et al., 1996, Elliott and Shadbolt, 1998, 1999], activity in
axons induces the release of neurotrophic factor from tectal cells, which diffuses locally,
causing formation of synapses from nearby axons.
The above models assume that activity in the source layer of a mapping is spatially correlated, that is, that neighbouring or nearby neurons in the source layer are more like to
be co-active. This would be a reasonable assumption for the visual system since positions
close together in the visual field are more likely to receive similar stimuli. In the case of
mammals though, retinotopic projections largely form prior to birth or to the opening of
the eyes, when an organism would not receive any visual input. However in developing
eyes which have not yet opened there are spontaneous waves of activity [Wong, 1999],
which would provide spatial correlations in the absence of genuine visual input. There
are also spontaneously generated spatially correlated patterns of activity in other areas,
such as V1 [Chiu and Weliky, 2001]. The role of retinal waves and of spatial correlations in general is nevertheless debatable. The refinement of axonal arborisation and the
development of ocular dominance are two phenomena which are at least partly activity
dependent and are the key subjects in the model presented in this thesis. Regarding the refinement of axonal arborisation, in amphibia and fish (those animals where RGCs directly
target an appropriate location), blocking all synaptic activity doesn’t affect the formation
of topography [O’Rourke et al., 1994], which suggests that activity independent mechanisms are responsible. However in a study involving mutant fish with no spiking activity
in their RGCs, the axonal arbors were less refined [Gnuegge et al., 2001], suggesting that
in at least some cases, activity dependent processes play an important role. Regarding
the question of whether such activity needs to have spatial correlations, McLaughlin et al.
[2003b] showed that mutant mice (“β2 knockouts” — lacking the gene for the β2 subunit
of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, important for generating retinal waves), with RGC
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activity in a key developmental period which is spontaneous but was thought not to be
spatially correlated, have enlarged axonal arbors, suggesting that spatial correlations are
necessary for some some map refinement. A recent publication, though, has cast doubt on
this and other studies involving the aforementioned β2 knockout mice [Sun et al., 2008],
since it showed that spatial correlations do exist where they were thought not to; they
nonetheless had altered properties including a higher frequency, such that the original results might still be interpreted as showing that the precise nature of the spatial correlations
in the retina are important for development. Butts et al. [2007] modelled a mechanism by
which retinal wave activity could cause retinotopic refinement in LGN assuming a learning rule based on the timing of bursts (which they showed is not incompatible with various
forms of STDP); this study is interesting in that the mechanism requires spatio-temporal
correlations in the input structure, but this was used simply to reinforce existing preferences laid down by an activity-independent wiring mechanism. The model presented in
this thesis works on a similar principle.
Regarding the development of ocular dominance, Ruthazer et al. [2003] showed how
blocking NMDA receptors (understood to be necessary for activity-dependent plasticity)
can prevent the formation of ocular dominance patterns, suggesting that an activity dependent mechanism may underlie ocular dominance development. By contrast, Crowley and
Katz [1999] found that ocular dominance patterns could form even when all visual input
was removed early in development.
Linsker [1986a,b,c] used a correlational mechanism similar in style to Willshaw and von der
Malsburg [1976] to demonstrate the formation of spatial opponent cells and orientationspecific cells, arranged in columns. Notably, this model assumes that axons from the
source layer terminate in random distributions around a pre-defined and immutable location in the target layer; the model presented in this thesis uses the same assumption.
Linsker then used this framework as a basis for investigating the detailed formation of
receptive fields. (A similar framework lies behind LISSOM models [Miikkulainen et al.,
2005] and their descendants [Bednar et al., 2004]). The model shows how such receptive fields can develop, at least in principle, without any spatial correlations in the input;
experimental results support such a possibility [Crair et al., 1998].

Combining activity-dependent and independent mechanisms

The two previous sec-

tions have given examples of models in which either activity-independent processes or
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activity-dependent processes give rise to topographic map formation. There are fair bodies of biological evidence to support each type of process, which raises the question of
how they should be combined. According to some authors, activity-independent processes
form broad topography whilst activity-dependent processes play a role in map refinement
and receptive field development Ruthazer and Cline [2004]. However, especially given the
various organisms, points in development and forms of receptive field development which
have been studied, it is unsurprising that the relative contribution of these two types of
mechanism continues to be a subject of debate. Recent studies have investigated the roles
of molecular guidance and neural activity in parallel; e.g. [Pfeiffenberger et al., 2006]
showed (with anteriorgrade tracing of RGC axons) that mice lacking genes for ephrin-A
molecules have severely disrupted topography in the dorsal-ventral axis of the superior
colliculus, β2 knockouts (with abnormal retinal waves during a critical period) had nearly
normal topography but less refined axonal arbors, while mice with both genes missing
had almost complete absence of topography in the dorsal ventral axis. They also observed
that with both genes missing, topography was not so disrupted in the LGN, suggesting that
other mechanisms are at work there (possibly due to the 3D laminar structure of the LGN).
Cang et al. [2008] used functional optical imaging in the superior colliculus to support the
previous study, finding that mice lacking only ephrin-As had topography in the dorsalventral axis which was global disrupted but locally clustered, compared with ephrin-A
and β2 knockouts in which clustering was not apparent, suggesting that this clustering is
the effect of the normal patterns of retinal wave activity.
Some models actively seek to combine different developmental processes (for example
the abstract multiple constraints model of Fraser and Perkel [1990]), whilst a combination
of processes is implicit in others, e.g. Butts et al. [2007] as noted above. Beyond this,
it may not even be possible to separate the phenomena of molecular guidance and neural
activity on which the different types of models are based, since, for example, Hanson and
Landmesser [2004] showed that blocking normal bursting activity can disrupt pathfinding
processes normally attributed to molecular guidance, and Bouzioukh et al. [2006] showed
that changing the level of a guidance molecule can affect synaptic transmission.
The model presented in this thesis includes activity-dependent and -independent processes. Specifically, it looks at how an activity-dependent process may affect axonal arbor
spread (or equivalently, receptive field spread) and ocular dominance pattern formation,
given certain assumptions about the activity-independent process.
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2.1.5.2 Weight vs wiring plasticity

A number of the models presented above model map development through networks with
fixed connectivity where synaptic weights are subject to change [Willshaw and von der
Malsburg, 1976, Miller et al., 1989, Goodhill, 1993, Song and Abbott, 2001, Willshaw,
2006]. In such models, a synaptic weight of zero is often interpreted as meaning that the
synapse has been retracted or otherwise does not exist. Other models have considered
the formation and elimination of synapses with fixed weight [Elliott and Shadbolt, 1999].
A mathematical equivalence between such models has been demonstrated under certain
conditions [Miller, 1998].
There have been few attempts to include both forms of plasticity in a model. Miikkulainen et al. [2005] predominantly used synaptic weight change but supplemented this
with a synaptic elimination process, which occurs periodically for all weights below a
certain threshold. Willshaw and von der Malsburg [1979] include both synaptic weight
change and rewiring; a more recent version of the same model [Willshaw, 2006] used only
synaptic weight change, noting that (p. 2708) “A synaptic strength can be interpreted as
the probability of a given retinal axon contacting a given tectal cell.”.
The model presented in this thesis considers both of these processes. Notwithstanding
any mathematical equivalence as aforementioned, there are compelling reasons to include
both processes. Firstly, since both processes are known to exist and to operate alongside
each other, any model which seeks to fully explain topographic map development must
ultimately include the two together. A second point regards the accuracy of topographic
projection. Although a neuron may receive afferents from a wide area of the input space,
topographic mapping can be very fine, theoretically even with precision higher than the
spacing between neurons. This is because the location of peak sensitivity may contribute
activation to nearby afferents of a target neuron in such proportions as to elicit its peak
response. The ability of synapses to have different strengths allows further opportunities
for the refinement of precision, over and above that afforded by the discrete formation of
synapses. This is especially true where a receptive field consists of relatively small numbers of synapses. Thirdly, each synapse which exists has a cost to the organism in terms
of the volume of brain it takes up and the energy required to maintain it and to carry it
around. In these terms, all-to-all connectivity is prohibitively expensive, but rather only
the most useful connections should exist. Chklovskii et al. [2004] argued that the ability
of a brain to rewire its connections could substantially increase its capacity to store infor-
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mation (which in the context of topographic maps might be interpreted as the formation
of patterned receptive fields which reflect the statistics of the input activity); they raised
the question of how the brain might implement search over a space of possible network
topologies. The model presented hereafter proposes a possible mechanism, within the domain of topographic map formation. Finally, as noted in section 2.1.1.4, synaptic weight
change and rewiring happen on different timescales. In general this may have practical
consequences. For example, in associative memory studies, Fusi et al. [2005] demonstrate
how allowing synaptic plasticity between states with different transition rates can improve
the performance of the resulting neural network in terms of its ability to store new memories whilst retaining old ones, a finding which could be mapped to the differing timescales
of weight and rewiring plasticity.
As noted above, some models only suppose elimination of synapses without formation.
Whilst for the development of retinotopy the dominant trend appears to be over-elaboration
of axonal arbors followed by pruning, nevertheless new synapses are added. The consideration of how, at least in Xenopus, receptive field location may change during development
due to the changing ways that retina and tectum areas develop [Gaze et al., 1974] also
suggests that synapse formation is a vital element for explaining such phenomena.

2.1.5.3 Lateral interactions in target layer

The work of Willshaw and von der Malsburg [1976] has been described above, in which,
in order to refine receptive fields through coincident activity of neighbouring neurons,
lateral interactions between cells in the target layer are hypothesised. These were used
earlier by von der Malsburg [1973] to demonstrate a possible mechanism for the formation of orientation-selective receptive fields in V1, and have been used extensively since
in various activity-dependent models of topographic map formation and receptive field
development Linsker [1986a,b,c], Miller et al. [1989], Goodhill [1993], Song and Abbott
[2001]. Specifically, there are short-range excitatory interactions and inhibitory interactions at longer range, which are often modelled as a difference of Gaussians, creating a
“Mexican hat” profile. Such interactions are known to exist between cortical cells, though
their actual profile is more complex [Kisvárday et al., 2006]. A major contribution of
the models of Miikkulainen et al. [2005] was to apply the same plasticity rules to lateral
synapses as was applied to feed-forward synapses (from the source to the target layer).
Song and Abbott [2001] applied STDP rules to excitatory though not inhibitory connec-
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tions, in order to explore how the spike-timing dependence of their learning rule would
affect the performance of the lateral connections. They found that excitatory connections
could act as a guide towards the development of similar preferences between neighbours
and then be weakened at a later point in development, though this prediction has not yet
been observed in vivo. They also found that, given an initial bias towards a desired topology, their strongly stabilising weight-independent STDP rule could act to refine the topology without the need for inhibitory connections. Linsker [1986b] showed how the interplay between long and short range connections could be responsible for the formation of
orientation preferences in the absence of correlated input. The range of excitatory lateral
interactions was shown by Goodhill [1993] to influence the width of ocular dominance
stripes. Elliott and Shadbolt [1998] then showed that the amount of correlation between
the inputs from the two eyes could affect the width of stripes, a result which is consistent with observations that in kittens with strabismus (thus having less inter-correlations
between the inputs from the two eyes), ocular dominance stripes are wider (and more
sharply delineated) [Lowel, 1994].
The model which is presented in this thesis assumes short-range excitatory lateral interactions but no longer-range inhibitory interactions. This follows from Song and Abbott’s
observation, as noted above. Intuitively, the purpose of long-range inhibitory interactions
within an activity-dependent model is to ensure that different parts of the map develop
different input preferences. However, if an activity-independent process is assumed to
create and maintain a broad topography, arguably different regions of the target layer are
constrained to be innervated by different parts of the input space and therefore differing
input preferences are enforced, rendering long-range inhibitory interactions redundant.
The same argument could also be applied to short-range excitatory interactions and such
possibilities are investigated.

2.1.5.4 Growth of areas

As noted above in section 2.1.4, in some animals the mapping between retina and tectum
forms as the areas themselves are growing and therefore projections must change during
development; this was modelled by Willshaw and von der Malsburg [1976] and Willshaw
[2006]. In an alternative approach to development, Miikkulainen et al. [2005] extended
their LISSOM models such that new neurons would be inserted between existing ones, so
that the mapping between points in the source and target spaces remained constant.
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Whilst mappings between areas are typically continuous, there can be some transformation
in scale or rotation and this can vary across a mapping and can change during development.
For example, the mapping between the retina and V1 is such that central (foveal) locations
in the retina map to medial positions in V1 whilst peripheral locations in the retina map
to lateral positions in V1. The foveal area is over-represented in V1, such that moving a
given small distance across medial V1 shifts the receptive field centre a smaller amount
across the visual field compared to the same shift across lateral V1 [Albus, 1975, Adams
and Horton, 2003].
The model presented in this thesis does not explicitly include either the growth of areas or
transformations between areas; however, it is compatible with both and could be extended
to include them, as will be discussed in section 2.4.4.

2.2 Model
2.2.1 Overview
In this section a model of map formation is presented. The model is intended to be general
to the extent that it could apply equally to retinotectal, retinocollicular, retinogeniculate or
geniculocortical projections. In brief, this model proposes the following:
1. Activity independent processes fully specify a topographic mapping between a source
and target area and guide axons from the source area towards their “ideal” location in the target area, i.e. the location dictated by the topographic mapping. The
mechanism that yields this mapping is unspecified; it could be thought of as a type I
chemoaffinity mechanism (as defined in section 2.1.5.1) with fixed affinities [Gierer,
1983, Honda, 1998], though other mechanisms could be inserted.
2. Axon branching leads to formation of synapses over an area surrounding the ideal
topographic location (broadly in line with, for example, the innervation of the tectum
[McLaughlin et al., 2003a], though simplifying the directional overshoot of axons
observed in chick and rodent).
3. Competitive Hebbian learning detects correlations in input patterns due to spatial
proximity in the source area, such that synapses from more spatially clustered afferent neurons are strengthened at the expense of synapses from neurons which are
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more distant from other afferents. The effective spread of the receptive fields of
target neurons in the source area is thereby reduced; this follows the model of Song
and Abbott [2001]. To the extent that receptive fields contain input-specific features,
such as ocular dominance segregation, then these arise from this process.
4. Preferential elimination of weak synapses (as discussed in section 2.1.1.4) allows
the reduction of spread to be embedded in the network topology, offering a possible
cause for the reduction in axonal arbor spread seen by, for example, McLaughlin
et al. [2003b].
5. To the extent that this process continues, with further creation and elimination of
synapses, there is the potential for the spread to be reduced further.
The model can be seen as a unique synthesis of existing ideas and elements of models.
The primary purpose is to investigate the interplay between two types of plasticity, weight
change and rewiring, as they relate to topographic mapping and receptive field development. The phenomena which are focused on are changes in spread of receptive field and
the development of ocular dominance.

2.2.2 Details of the model
In this section, greater detail is given, and distinctions are drawn between those properties
which are general and those specific ones which have been adopted in order to develop a
system which is amenable to tractable simulation and analysis. Thus, a class of models is
defined, though only a small subset have been simulated within this project.
There are two layers, the input layer and the target layer. Layers are 2D spaces on which
neurons are located; the words “layer” and “area” are used interchangeably hereafter. Each
location in one layer has a corresponding ideal location in the other, such that one layer
maps smoothly and completely to the other. In general, the layers could be of any shape
and the transformation that maps one layer to the other could be any that does not require
discontinuities. For simulation, neural areas are square grids of neurons, the two layers
are the same size, periodic boundaries are imposed to avoid edge artefacts (see section
2.3.2.1).
Each cell in the target layer can receive a maximum number of afferent synapses. It can
be said then that each cell has a certain synaptic capacity (a concept explored by Bougeois
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and Rakic [1993]). For simulation, all target layer neurons have the same synaptic capacity. A set of connections from one layer to another is referred to hereafter as a projection;
this can also refer to a set of connections from one layer to itself. There are two excitatory
projections, a feed-forward projection from the input layer to the target layer and a lateral
projection from the target layer back to itself. Axons within these projections compete for
the synaptic capacity of the target neurons. As noted in section 2.1.5.3, for simplicity, inhibitory lateral interactions are not implemented in this model. Some fundamental features
of this model also function without excitatory lateral interactions, as will be demonstrated
later in section 6.2.3.
It is assumed that an unspecified activity-independent process is capable of guiding the
formation of new synapses so that they are distributed around their ideal locations. A
Gaussian distribution is assumed, since a process which is initially directed towards a
target site and then randomly branches on its way would yield a Gaussian distribution
of terminations around the target site. To implement the Gaussian distributions, where a
target neuron has fewer than its maximum number of dendritic synapses, the remaining
slots are considered “potential synapses”. At a fixed rate, a synapse from the neurons of
the target layer is randomly chosen. If it is a potential synapse, a possible pre-synaptic cell
is randomly selected (for the simulations which follow, the last cell to have fired is used
as a possible pre-synaptic partner) and synapse formation occurs when:
−

r < p f orm e

δ2
2σ2f orm

(2.2)

where r is a random number uniformly distributed in the range (0, 1), p f orm is the peak
formation probability, δ is the distance of the possible pre-synaptic cell from the ideal
location of the post-synaptic cell and σ2f orm is the variance of the connection field. In
other words, a synapse is formed when a uniform random number falls within the area
defined by a Gaussian function of distance, scaled according to the peak probability of
synapse formation, (which occurs at δ = 0). This is a rejection sampling process.
Lateral connections are formed by the same means as feed-forward connections, though
σ f orm can be different for each projection. For simulation, p f orm was set so as to allow the
same overall probability of formation for each projection. This is because in the absence
of a general rule for the relative numbers of feed-forward vs lateral connections formed,
starting with equal numbers of each is a good basis for observing the relative development
of these projections.
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If the synapse which has been selected from the neurons of the target area already exists
(i.e. it is an actual synapse, rather than a potential one) then it is considered for elimination.
In general it is proposed that the probability of elimination should be some monotonically
decreasing function of weight. For simulation, due to the nature of the chosen learning rule
(weight-independent spike-timing-dependent plasticity) which tends to deliver a bimodal
weight distribution, the probability of elimination has been simplified to one of two values,

with a higher value for synapses with weights below a certain threshold Pelim−dep and

vice-versa Pelim−pot .
In general, synapses implement some competitive Hebbian learning rule, such that cor-

relations in inputs to a given target neuron result in preferential strengthening of those
synapses at the expense of the strength of other synapses. The neuron model and inputs
used should be of types which support the chosen synaptic process. For simulation, the
synapses, neurons and type of input are based on the model of Song and Abbott [2001],
i.e. with integrate-and-fire neurons with synaptic modulation governed by STDP. The criticisms of STDP raised in section 2.1.1.3 should be borne in mind; the model inevitably
loses some generality due to this decision. Most models of map formation use more abstract learning rules. This may be partly motivated by computational constraints but also
by a desire for simplicity. Miikkulainen et al. [2005] noted that choosing STDP makes it
difficult to interpret the interacting units of a model as any aggregation larger than a single
neuron. Nevertheless the model of Song and Abbott [2001] has been chosen because: (1)
its applicability to the modelling of topographic map formation has already been demonstrated, such that existing results can be built on; (2) the use of STDP is attractive because
it implements a competitive Hebbian learning rule without requiring additional processes
for weight normalisation; (3) STDP is a form of weight change which is known to occur
in biological neurons, and as such, has the potential to add biological realism to a model
(although lack of knowledge of suitable parameters may undermine this advantage) — the
study of Young et al. [2007] is a case in point as it showed how qualitatively different
predictions arose from applying a spike timing dependent learning rule as opposed to a
rate-based learning rule, which better matched an observed phenomenon. In the computational model described here, weight independent STDP is adopted, both in keeping with
Song and Abbott [2001] and in order to reduce the parameter space of the model; for the
neuromorphic VLSI implementation which will be described in section 3.4.4, partially
weight-dependent update rules are investigated due to synergistic properties of the silicon
substrate, and in so doing the space of possible models explored is expanded, for added
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generality. The detail of the model used, including neuron and synapse dynamics, inputs
and initial conditions, is given in algorithm 1.
An unjustified assumption, used by Song and Abbott [2001] and adopted here, is that new
synapses start strong and then get weakened; the opposite case seems more likely when
the process of synapse formation is considered, since for a synapse to grow to be a big
synapse with many vesicles and a large post-synaptic density it must first pass through a
stage in which it is a small synapse with few vesicles and a small synaptic density. This
assumption has been used for simplicity because it avoids the need for any additional
homeostatic mechanisms to kick-start the activity of the network.

2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Experimental parameters
In this section, the process by which the model was parameterised is explained. Parameters
for the following simulations are given in table 2.1.
Simulations were run with a C++ function, with initial conditions created and data analysis carried out with Matlab. Simulations used a time step of 0.1ms and rewiring simulations typically settled within 5 minutes of simulated time; therefore 3,000,000 iterations
were performed, and at each time step several matrix operations were performed over all
synapses. Full scale simulations were therefore very computationally intensive, necessitating the use of relatively small numbers of neurons and synapses; this in turn necessitated a
rigorous statistical approach. The actual numbers used for simulations and later for implementation were arrived at after a lengthy period of experimentation. The size of the grids
representing neural layers was 16 × 16 (i.e. number of neurons in a layer, Nlayer = 256),
enough that discernable patterns of ocular dominance might be observed (c.f. 25 × 25

[Miller et al., 1989]; 32 × 32 [Goodhill, 1993]; 20 × 20 [Elliott and Shadbolt, 1999]). In
determining the maximum fan-in, or number of potential afferent synapses per target neu-

ron, it was found that as the fan-in reduced, the performance of STDP as a correlation
detector degraded and the bimodal distributions generated were less extreme; this could
be compensated to some extent by building stronger correlational cues into the inputs, as
shown by Bofill-i Petit [2005] who achieved strong segregation between just 6 synapses
with carefully constructed inputs. Therefore the choice of fan-in represents a compromise
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Algorithm 1 Model summary
There are two layers of the same size, the input and target layers; each is a square grid
of neurons with periodic boundaries, and the ideal location of each neuron in the input
layer is the location with the same coordinates in the target area. Each target-layer neuron
has the same number of potential synapses; these are dendritic locations in which actual
synapses may form; synapses can be with a pre-synaptic neuron from either the input or
target layer, including the post-synaptic neuron itself.
Initial conditions: all potential synapses start formed, with conductance gmax .
Input: neurons are independent Poisson processes. A stimulus location s is randomly

chosen and firing rates are set to fbase + f peak exp −d/2σ2stim , where d is the distance
from s. With a period tstim , s moves and the process repeats.

Neuron dynamics (target-layer): the membrane voltage Vmem is described by:
τmem

δVmem
= Vrest −Vmem + gex (t) (Eex −Vmem )
δt

Eex = excitatory reversal potential; Vrest = resting potential; τmem = membrane time constant. Upon reaching a threshold Vthr , a spike occurs and Vmem is reset to Vrest . A pre−t

synaptic spike at time 0 causes a synaptic conductance at time t ≥ 0 of gex (t) = ge τex (τex

= synaptic time constant); this is cumulative for all pre-synaptic spikes.

STDP: a pre-synaptic spike at time t pre and post-synaptic spike at t post modify the synaptic
conductance by g → g + gmax F(∆t), where ∆t = t pre −t post and F(∆t) = A+ exp (∆t/T+) if
∆t < 0, otherwise F(∆t) = −A− exp (−∆t/T− ), where A+/− are magnitudes and τ+/− are
time constants for potentiation and depression respectively. This is cumulative for all preand post-synaptic spike pairs; g is bounded in (0, gmax ).
Synaptic rewiring: At a fixed rate frew , a potential synapse is randomly chosen. If it is an
actual synapse, the elimination rule is used, otherwise the formation rule is used.
Formation rule: A possible pre-synaptic neuron is randomly selected from either the input
or target layer and synapse formation occurs if:
−

r < p f orm e

δ2
2σ2f orm

r = uniform random number in (0, 1); p f orm = peak formation probability; δ = distance of
possible pre-synaptic neuron from ideal location of post-synaptic neuron; σ2f orm = variance
of the connection field. p f orm and σ2f orm may differ based on which layer the possible presynaptic neuron is from.
Elimination rule: If the synapse’s conductance is below 0.5gmax it is eliminated with probability pelim−dep , otherwise probability pelim−pot is used.
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between amount of computation necessary and the desire to use more realistic input spike
trains. Data is scarce on actual number of dendritic synapses in areas such as the tectum
or superior colliculus, so it is difficult to say what a biologically realistic number might be
— it may vary greatly between different organisms, brain areas and developmental stages.
For most of the simulations in this chapter the maximum fan-in (Smax ) was 32, though it
was increased to 64 for one set of experiments.
For the silicon implementation described later in this thesis, the maximum fan-in was 64.
Although it was possible to observe in simulation the amount of variation in neuron and
synapse behaviour that could be expected (see section 3.5.7) it was difficult to predict
how that might impair the performance of the model, various simulations of such effects
notwithstanding. Therefore having achieved good results with a fan-in of 32 in simulations
(see below in section 2.4) extra synaptic capacity was allowed for in the implementation
to give a margin for error, since this would not impair speed performance as it did in
simulations.
Data is scarce on appropriate values for the probabilities governing synapse formation and
elimination. However, dendritic spines have been imaged extending and retracting over
periods of hours compared with others stable over a month or more [Grutzendler et al.,
2002, Trachtenberg et al., 2002]. In the simulations, much higher rates were used so that
synapses had several chances to rewire during the short periods for which it was tractable
to run simulations, while maintaining a large difference between these probabilities (in
practice a factor of 180 was used, representing the difference between 4 hours and 1 month,
i.e. pelim−pot = pelim−dep /180). The value of p f orm works together with the rewiring rate
( frew = 104 Hz, an arbitrary choice), the number of synapses (16 × 16 × 32 = 8192), σ f orm ,
and the topology of the area to define the actual rate of formation. σ f orm− f eed f orward was

given a larger value than σ f orm−lateral , in line with generic parameters given in Miikkulainen et al. [2005]. Once a synapse has been eliminated there is no computational benefit
from not being formed again as soon as possible, therefore p f orm−lateral = 1, so that if a
possible pre-synaptic partner is presented whose ideal location matches the location of the
post-synaptic neuron, then the match is accepted. Since σ f orm− f eed f orward > σ f orm−lateral ,
p f orm− f eed f orward should be less than p f orm−lateral in order to balance the overall probability of synapse formation with each afferent layer; in fact, to achieve this balance,
p f orm− f eed f orward = p f orm−lateral .σ2f orm−lateral /σ2f orm− f eed f orward . The mean formation
rate can then be calculated. Pelim−dep was set at half the mean formation rate so that weak
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synapses would be eliminated half as often as potential synapses became actual synapses,
so that the majority of the potential synapses would be formed at any point. In practice, for
the parameters given, depressed synapses were eliminated after an average of 33s whereas
strong synapses would only be eliminated with a probability of ≈ 0.05 within a 5 minute
simulation.

Regarding inputs, the stimulus location changed regularly every 0.02s. This regularity is a
move away from the model of Song and Abbott 2001 in which tstim was chosen according
to an exponential distribution; this was a necessary concession to provide stronger correlation cues (i.e. more effective symmetry breaking) given the smaller number of synapses
per neuron. A further concession was the more extreme values of the base and peak firing
frequencies, fbase and f peak . The spread of the stimulus, σstim , was chosen to be between
the values of σ f orm− f eed f orward and σ f orm−lateral and f peak was set so as to keep the overall
mean firing rate at a value, fmean , which was chosen to allow sufficient difference between
fbase and f peak . Butts et al. [2007] following Sjostrom et al. [2001] suggested a way in
which the STDP rule itself could be modified to deal better with burst-based spiking, but
this possibility has not been pursued in this project.
For the neuron and synapse dynamics, parameters were set starting from parameters given
in Song and Abbott [2001]. A+ was increased 20-fold as a concession to limited computational resources for simulations (this should not qualitatively change the model since many
plasticity events are still needed to potentiate a depressed synapse). Then key parameters
were varied, in order to maintain key conditions, which were: The total weight should be
approximately 50% of the maximum possible; the average target neuron firing rate should
approximately match the average input firing rate; and the total weight of lateral synapses
should roughly match the weight of feed-forward ones. The parameters which were varied are as follows. The peak synaptic conductivity, gmax , was varied, since this affects
the amount of stimulus the neurons receive and thus their firing rates. The ratio of time
constants for depression and potentiation, τ− /τ+ , was varied, since this affects the relative weights of feed-forward and lateral synapses, (since correlated feed-forward synapses
benefit less from symmetry breaking when the ratio increases); in practice τ+ was held
constant whilst τ− was varied, as in Song and Abbott [2001]. The ratio of depression to
potentiation, B = A− τ− /A+ τ+ , was varied, since this affects the balance of weights; in

practice, A− was treated as the free parameter in order to vary B, however B is quoted,
since its meaning is more intuitive. In the interests of simplicity, B was constrained to
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Table 2.1: Simulation parameters

Wiring

Inputs

Membrane

STDP

Nlayer = 16 × 16

fmean = 20Hz

A+ = 0.1

Smax = 32

fbase = 5Hz

Vrest = −70mV

σ f orm− f eed f orward = 2.5

f peak = 152.8Hz Vthr = −54mV

Eext = 0V

σ f orm−lateral = 1

σstim = 2

gmax = 0.2

p f orm−lateral = 1

tstim = 0.02s

τm = 20ms

p f orm− f eed f orward = 0.16

B = 1.2
τ+ = 20ms
τ− = 64ms

τex = 5ms

pelim−dep = 0.0245
Pelim−pot = 1.36e−4
frew = 104 Hz
having the same value for different projections feed-forward vs lateral). In practice, it
was difficult to find a good set of parameters, since they are interdependent. For example,
varying the spike rate changes the balance of the weights, and vice versa. Moreover, a
single set of parameters inevitably leads to different results depending on the nature of
the inputs and depending on whether rewiring was implemented, so there are inevitably
confounding factors when attempting to compare these different cases.
Initial placement of synapses was performed by iteratively generating a random pre-synaptic
partner and carrying out the formation rule. Feed-forward and lateral connections were
placed separately, up to their initial number of 16 synapses each.

2.3.2 Analysing topographic map quality
2.3.2.1 Previous approaches

In order to address the question of how developmental processes affect the quality of topographic maps there must be some way of assessing this quality. Goodhill and Sejnowski
[1996] reviewed various measures of assessing neighbourhood preservation based on comparing the similarity of pairs of positions and their images in the mapped space. By comparing the performance of various different measures on a set of mappings they made it
clear that different assumptions about what aspect of the mapping is important lead to different quality judgements. Many of the methods reviewed would be overly complex for
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Figure 2.2: Map formation sequence from Goodhill 1993, figure 2.

the problem at hand, since they do not assume that there is an ideal frame of reference
against which a proposed mapping can be compared. The following discussion focuses on
cases where there is a known ideal mapping against which a mapping can be judged. The
Procrustes method [Zaidel and Iacoboni, 2003, p. 77] is another general approach which is
inappropriate here. In the Procrustes method, a linear transformation is calculated which,
when applied to one set of co-ordinates, minimises their summed squared distance error
from another set. Mapping errors are thus divided into systematic errors (defined by the
resulting transform) and residual errors. Such a distinction is not important here.
Goodhill [1993] presented a model of topographic map formation which focused on the
conditions for achieving ocular dominance stripe formation. In this model, all-to-all connectivity was assumed between neurons in two (square) grids, representing the retina and
a cortical mapping thereof. The weights of connections were initialised randomly with
a bias towards the topographically appropriate locations, based on identity of the square
spaces. The topography of the mapping was then illustrated by plotting the centre of mass
of the connections for each of the cortical cells in the retinal space; this can be interpreted
as the centre of the receptive field for each cortical cell. The result is shown in figure
2.2, which gives a sequence of snapshots from initial through to final topography. The
mapping seems to unfold during development, with the retinal position for each cortical
cell converging on the topographically appropriate location. However, the mapping was
initialised based on perfect topography and the systematic shift away from the topographically appropriate location towards the centre of the retinal space is purely an effect of the
space being bounded, since a cell towards the edge of the area has more synapses from
retinal locations to one side of its topographically appropriate location than the other.
This was pointed out by Elliott and Shadbolt [1999] who make a complementary contri-
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Figure 2.3: Map formation sequence from Elliott and Shadbolt 1999, figure 2.

bution. In a model of topographic map formation based on activity-dependent release of
diffusable neurotrophins, they worked again with two square spaces but defined these with
a toroidal, or wrap-around, topology. They then defined the centre of mass measurement
for a target cell x as:

~ CoM
M
x

∑ ~pxisxi
=

i

∑ sxi

(2.3)

i

where ~pxi is the spatial position of afferent i relative to the spatial position of the afferent
that would uniquely project to target cell x were topography perfect, and sxi is the number
of synapses between afferent i and target cell x (in this model, synapses have unitary
weight). The results of the system are shown in figure 2.3, again in a formation sequence
from left to right. Now it can be seen that the topology starts off as perfect on average,
due to an initial bias towards correct topology, and it appears that the effect of the activitydependent development mechanism is in fact to introduce systematic shifts away from
perfect topology, in this case due to varying activity levels in the source layer.
Both authors pointed out that their visualisations of topography give incomplete information, and supplemented them with visualisation of receptive field spread, showing that this
reduces during development. However, the centre of mass measure of topographic position is affected by the total weight of the afferents (whether this is measured as a sum of
the weights of individual synapses, or as the number of unitary synapses), since the fewer
contributions there are to the final position, the more randomness will be evident in the
final positions. A novel method of analysing results to avoid this effect is presented below
in section 2.3.2.2.
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2.3.2.2 Current approach

For calculating the preferred location for each target cell, the use of the centre of mass
measure as in Elliott and Shadbolt [1999] would be erroneous. The space is toroidal but,
as the authors note, the centre of mass is always calculated relative to perfect projections.
Therefore the calculation of preferred location would be skewed by the choice of reference
point from which synapses’ coordinates are measured. This bias has been avoided by the
novel method of searching for the location around which the afferent synapses have the
lowest weighted variance (σ2a f f ), i.e.:
σ2a f f = argmin
~x

∑ wi |~pxi|2
i

∑ wi

(2.4)

i

where i is a sum over synapses, ~x is a candidate preferred location, |~pxi | is the minimum

distance from that location of the afferent for synapse i and wi is the weight of the synapse
(if connectivity is evaluated without reference to weights, synapses have unitary weight).
This has been implemented with an iterative search over each whole number location in
each dimension and then a further iteration to locate the preferred location to 1/10th of
a unit of distance (the unit is the distance between two adjacent neurons). Note that in
the non-toroidal case this location is equivalent to the centre of mass, as used in Goodhill
[1993]; hereafter it will be referred to as the “preferred” location.
Having calculated the preferred location for all the neurons in the target layer, the mean
of the distance of the preferred location from the ideal location was taken to give a mean
Absolute Deviation (AD) for the projection. By reporting both mean AD and mean σa f f
for a projection there is a basis for separating the spread of the receptive fields from the
deviation of their preferred locations from their ideal locations. However AD and σa f f
are both dependent on the numbers and strengths of synapses and these can change dur-

ing development. Therefore to observe the effect of the activity-dependent development
mechanism irrespective of changes in synapse number and strength, comparison was made
in two ways. Firstly, for evaluating change in mapping quality based only on changes in
connectivity without considering the weights of synapses, a new map was created by taking the final number of synapses for each target neuron and randomly placing them in the
same way as the initial synapses were placed. σa f f and AD were then calculated for each
neuron in each of the maps and the means of these (i.e. mean σa f f and mean AD) were
compared, applying significance tests between the values of two populations of neurons,
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i.e. all the neurons on the final map vs all those on the reconstructed map. Having established what effect there was on connectivity, the additional contribution of weight changes
was considered, by creating a new map with the same topology, taking the final weights
of synapses for each target neuron and randomly reassigning these weights amongst the
existing synapses for that neuron. The two maps were then compared as described above.

2.4 Results and discussion
Three main experiments were carried out: case 1 had both rewiring and input correlations,
as described in section 2.2; case 2 had input correlations but no rewiring; case 3 had
rewiring but no input correlations (i.e. all input neurons had rate fmean ). The results are
given in table 2.2.
For comparisons, mean σa f f and mean AD were each calculated for the feed-forward connections of the following networks: (a) the initial state with weights not considered (recall
that all weights were initially maximised) - these results are suffixed “init", i.e. mean
ADinit ; (b) the final (“ f in") network with weights not considered but only connectivity
(“con") with all synapses weighted equally, i.e. mean AD f in−con ; (c) for comparison with
mean AD f in−con , the final number of synapses for each target neuron, randomly placed
(“shu f ") in the same way as the initial synapses (not applicable for simulations with no
rewiring), i.e. mean AD f in−con−shu f ; (d) the final network including weights, i.e. mean
AD f in−weight ; (e) for comparison with mean AD f in−weight , the final connectivity for each
target neuron with the actual weights of the final synapses for each target neuron randomly reassigned amongst the existing synapses, i.e. mean AD f in−weight−shu f . Results
were compared using Wilcoxon Signed-Rank (WSR) tests on AD and σa f f for incoming
connections for each target neuron over the whole target layer for a single simulation of
each of the two conditions under consideration.

2.4.1 Receptive field spread and the effect of rewiring
The effect of rewiring can be seen by comparing case 1 (with rewiring) and case 2 (without
rewiring). Considering topology change, in case 1 mean σa f f − f in−con drops to 1.95, c.f.
2.32 for mean σa f f − f in−con−shu f ; this drop is significant. In case 2 mean σa f f − f in−con

is constrained to remain at mean σa f f −ini = 2.36. Considering weight change, in case 1,
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Table 2.2: Summary of simulation results: case 1: rewiring and input correlations; case 2:
input correlations and no rewiring; case 3: rewiring and no input correlations

Case

1

2

3

Target neuron mean spike rate

24.7

17.4

10.5

Final mean number of feed-forward

14.1

NA

12.5

0.60

0.36

0.33

2.36

2.36

2.36

2.32

NA

2.32

1.95

2.36

2.17

2.4 × 10−25

NA

5.0 × 10−6

1.88

2.10

1.99

1.70

1.98

1.95

2.7 × 10−27

8.7 × 10−6

0.028

Mean ADinit

0.78

0.78

0.78

Mean AD f in−con−shu f

0.89

NA

0.90

Mean AD f in−con

0.83

0.78

0.93

p (WSR AD f in−con

0.31

NA

—

Mean AD f in−weight−shu f

0.92

1.36

1.21

Mean AD f in−weight

0.95

1.58

1.34

p (WSR AD f in−weight

0.48

0.0012

—

incoming synapses per target neuron
Weight as proportion of max
for the initial number of synapses
Mean σa f f −init

Mean σa f f − f in−con−shu f
Mean σa f f − f in−con

p (WSR σa f f − f in−con

vs σa f f − f in−con−shu f )

Mean σa f f − f in−weight−shu f
Mean σa f f − f in−weight

p (WSR σa f f − f in−weight

vs σa f f − f in−weight−shu f )

vs AD f in−con−shu f )

vs AD f in−weight−shu f )
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mean σa f f − f in−weight drops to 1.70, c.f. 1.88 for mean σa f f − f in−weight−shu f . In case 2,
mean σa f f − f in−weight drops to 1.98, c.f. 2.10 for mean σa f f − f in−weight−shu f . Both drops
are significant.
Mean σa f f − f in−weight appears to be lower in case 1 than case 2. It is not possible to
say for sure that this superior reduction of variance is due to the effect of the rewiring
mechanism because the different numbers and weights of final synapses in each case make
a comparison impossible. However, there is a good reason to believe that this is so: the
drop in mean σa f f − f in−con . This drop on its own indicates that the rewiring mechanism has
helped to reduce variance and would also lay the groundwork for different final measures
of σa f f when weights are considered.
It can be seen then that (a) the weight-changing learning rule causes some reduction in
the variance of the receptive fields, and (b) when the rewiring mechanism is applied, the
network topology develops such that a variance reduction can be observed in the placement
of the synapses, irrespective of their weight. Since the rewiring mechanism on its own
can only generate synapse distributions according to the variance used by the formation
rule it has no means to reduce this variance except the influence from the effect of the
weight change mechanism, whereby outlying synapses are weakened and become subject
to preferential elimination. Thus, the variance reduction is caused by the weight-change
mechanism and becomes embedded in the network topology as a result of the rewiring
mechanism.
It can also be seen qualitatively that the effect of rewiring is to embed in the connectivity
of the network input preferences which arise through the weight changes mediated by the
learning rule. STDP favours causal inputs with the lowest latency and local excitatory
lateral connections tend to lose the competition with excitatory feed-forward connections
as they have a higher latency [Song and Abbott, 2001]. The extreme of this effect can be
seen in synapses from a target neuron back to itself (“recurrent” synapses). The placement
rule allows these synapses to form, but they only ever receive a pre-synaptic spike immediately following a post-synaptic spike and therefore they are always depressed by the
learning rule. Figure 2.4-left shows the initial density of incoming lateral synapses from
pre-synaptic partners at given distances out from the post-synaptic neuron. It can be seen
that the average neuron receives more synapses from itself (those with zero distance of
pre-synaptic neuron from post-synaptic neuron) than from any of its closest neighbours.
Figure 2.4-middle shows the final distribution where synapses are weighted. The recurrent
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Figure 2.4: Normalised weight density of incoming lateral synapses (weight/unit area; yaxis) radially sampled and interpolated at given distances of pre-synaptic neuron from postsynaptic neuron (x-axis), averaged across population. Left: Initial connectivity (weights
maximised); middle: final connectivity, weighted by final synaptic weights; right: final connectivity, not considering weights, i.e. each synapse is considered to have unity weight.

synapses have been depressed much more than their neighbours. Figure 2.4-right shows
the final distribution only considering numbers of synapses and not their weights. The
proportion of recurrent synapses to lateral synapses with neighbours has reduced from the
initial state, due to the preferential elimination of the weak recurrent synapses.
As a further demonstration of the effect of rewiring, a simulation was carried out with
the input neurons divided into two groups, mimicking the effect of binocular inputs. The
groups were interspersed in a chequered pattern, i.e. each input neuron was in the opposite
group to its 4 orthogonally adjacent neurons; the stimulus location switched between the
two groups every time it changed. To keep the overall input rate the same, the peak firing
rate was doubled. Figure 2.5(b)-left shows the initial preference of each target neuron for
input neurons in the two groups. Figure 2.5(b)-middle shows the final ocular dominance
map where synapses are weighted. Although the space used was too small and the result of the learning rule with a small number of synapses too random for familiar striped
ocular dominance patterns to emerge, ocular dominance zones can be seen. This pattern
is reflected in the final map of connectivity in figure 2.5(b)-right, where synaptic weights
are not considered. For comparison, the results in figure 2.5(a) are from an experiment
which differed only in that rewiring was not performed; in this case, although some pattern of ocularity preference arises in the weights of the connections, this pattern cannot
be transferred to the network topology. This, therefore, is another example of weight patterns caused by input activity becoming embedded in connectivity patterns by the rewiring
mechanism.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.5: Ocular preference maps. Within each raster, each cell represents a target
neuron, and is shaded on a scale from white to black according to the (weighted) proportion
of its afferent synapses which are from one of two separately intra-correlated input spaces
interspersed in the input space. Left: Initial connectivity (weights maximised); middle: final
connectivity, weighted by final synaptic weights; right: final connectivity, not considering
weights, i.e. each synapse is considered to have unity weight. (a) No rewiring. (b) With
rewiring. (c) As (b), but with double the maximum number synapses (i.e. Nsyn = 64),
and σ f orm− f eed f orward = 1.99, σ f orm−lateral = 2.49, with initial synapse numbers and peak
formation probabilities adjusted to create a corresponding ratio of feed-forward to lateral
synapses. (d) Control experiment with full intercorrelation of input spaces (case 1 in table
2.2).
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The effect is shown more clearly in a further simulation (figure 2.5(c)) in which double
the number of synapses were used (i.e. 64 in total), and in which, parameters were optimised for the production of ocular dominance segregation. In particular the range of the
lateral excitatory connections were increased (with a balancing reduction in the range of
the feed-forward projection), based on the knowledge from Goodhill [1993] that this can
reduce the spatial frequency of an ocular dominance pattern. In this case the target layer
became divided into two continuous bands of opposing input preference. The relatively
good results achievable with 64 afferent synapses per neuron informed the decision to
implement this amount of fan-in on the chip which will be presented in chapter 3.

2.4.2 Receptive field centres
Considering the effect of the algorithm on mean AD, in case 2 mean AD f in−weight is significantly increased c.f. mean AD f in−weight−shu f . In case 1 the corresponding change is
not significant. In case 1 the drop in mean AD f in−con c.f. mean AD f in−con−shu f is not
significant.
The basic action of weight-independent STDP on a set of incoming synapses for a single
neuron is to deliver a bimodal weight distribution [Song and Abbott, 2001]. Where there
are input correlations these cause the more correlated inputs to be maximised and the lessor un-correlated inputs to be minimised. The effect of both the input correlations and the
local excitatory lateral synapses on each individual incoming connection field then should
be to cause a patch of neighbouring synapses to become potentiated and for outliers from
this patch to be depressed. This could be more simply thought of as choosing a subset
of the synapses. Ideally the subset which is chosen will be the subset which is most
tightly clustered, in other words, the subset with the lowest variance. This is also true if
the sample variance measure is used instead of the population variance. It can be proven
that for samples drawn from normally distributed data, the sample variance is independent
from the sample mean. That is to say, the centre of mass of the tightest cluster is no more
likely to be located towards the ideal location than if the same number of synapses were
placed randomly according to the initial distribution. This is only true for samples drawn
from a normal distribution; however, in this case the population of synapses from which
the sample is drawn has a finite number of data points and therefore only approximates
to a normal distribution. The effect of this is to introduce an additional error in AD, such
that the final value of AD is likely to be slightly higher than if the corresponding number
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of synapses is distributed according to the initial distribution. This increase though is only
slight, such that it does not necessarily pass the significance tests (as the number of afferent
synapses for a neuron increases, this increase should tend to zero). Rewiring cannot be
expected to do anything to eliminate this error since it can only enhance existing trends.
The result of the learning rule is not to drive the preferred location towards the ideal. This
suggests that, given the assumptions in this model, any improvement in the quality of topography as judged by reduction in the distance of preferred locations from ideal locations
(as opposed to reduction in the spread of receptive fields) observed in the development of
maps in biology is likely to be due to such activity-independent mechanisms as exist.
The final results in this respect are not inconsistent with biological topographic maps. In
V1 receptive field centres of cells within a single cortical column have been found to be
distributed randomly with a standard deviation which is comparable to the areas of the
receptive fields (thus, in the terms used here, comparable to the spreads of the receptive
fields, as judged by the standard deviation) [Hubel and Wiesel, 1968, Creutzfeldt et al.,
1974].

2.4.3 The role of input correlations
Considering the role of input correlations, in case 3 (rewiring but no input correlations)
mean σa f f − f in−con = 2.17, vs 2.31 for mean σa f f − f in−con−shu f ; this is significant. Mean
σa f f − f in−weight = 1.95 vs 1.99 for mean σa f f − f in−weight−shu f ; this is significant.

The slight drop in mean σa f f − f in−weight is a sufficient cue to drive the narrowing of the

incoming connection fields, as evidenced by the drop in mean σa f f − f in−con . It was shown
[Linsker, 1986b, Miikkulainen et al., 2005] that functional architecture can form in the
absence of any input except uncorrelated random noise. Here a complementary result
can be seen in which receptive field spread reduces without input correlations. However,
the mechanisms are different, since Linsker’s result was described in terms which require
lateral inhibition, which is not present in this model. Rather there are two possible mechanisms. Firstly, a target neuron may receive two or more synapses from a single input
neuron. These synapses will always be correlated and are likely to reinforce each other,
becoming more likely to be amongst the potentiated neurons and thus narrowing the spatial variance. Secondly, a spike from a single input neuron will excite a given target neuron
and any other of its neighbours which have a synapse from that input. Thus the neuron will
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also tend to receive some excitation from lateral connections because of that spike. The
smaller range of σ f orm−lateral should selectively enhance the input from a smaller range of
locations, leading to a reduction in variance.

2.4.4 Limitations of the model
Although a reduction in the spread of receptive fields is seen, it is on a small scale. It is
possible that the small numbers of synapses limit the effect. Though figures are not available for the results of Song and Abbott [2001, figure 6], the variance reduction achieved
appears to be larger (with 200 feed-forward connections cf. ≈ 16 in these simulations,

albeit in a 1D mapping scenario). They also noted that in their simulations, altering the

range of the spatial correlations could affect the tightness of the final projection. Quantitative information on the variance reduction seen in biology is sparse. However, whilst
axonal arbor spread reduces quite substantially in rodents [McLaughlin et al., 2003b] and
chicks, in fish and amphibians it does not necessarily reduce in absolute size, only relatively to the area of the tectum, which expands during development [McLaughlin et al.,
2003a]. Thus, it may be counter-productive to judge the observed variance reduction quantitatively in a model with intended generality, but rather sufficient simply to observe that
such an effect is possible. Nevertheless further work would be needed to fully characterise
the performance of the variance reduction phenomenon under different parameters.
A possible way this model could be extended is to allow that axon branching should be
guided by the existence of axons, such that an input neuron is more likely to form synapses
with target cells which are close to target cells which it is already innervating. This might
be expected to model axonal arbor development more accurately. In addition there is no
mechanism in this model for the preferential sprouting of synapses due to potentiation
[Toni et al., 1999] – a complementary way in which the two types of plasticity could
interact.
As is common in this field, point neurons have been modelled, that is to say, there has
been no consideration of the spatial and temporal summation and filtering performed by
transmission of post-synaptic potentials along dendritic trees. Such considerations are
likely to be important for a complete understanding of map formation, especially since
it is known that temporal learning windows can be different at different locations on the
dendritic tree [Kampa et al., 2007].
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The development of a mapping from the start has not been simulated, nor has the growth
of areas been addressed. Rather, this model assumes a starting time at some point during
development, in order to assess the effect of the proposed learning rules. This is reasonable, as it mimics the progress from an initially diffuse mapping towards a final mapping,
which is thought to be at least partly dependent on activity [Simon et al., 1992]. Nevertheless, this focus limits the scope of the model. Additionally, as noted previously, initialising
weights at their maximum is unlikely to reflect the reality of synapse development.
In order to model both the growth of areas and the effects of lesions on redevelopment
as discussed in section 2.1.5.1, a promising possibility would be to combine the mechanisms used in this model with the activity-independent process described by Willshaw
[2006]. This would involve replacing the probabilities of synapses forming which are currently based on distances from fixed ideal locations, with probabilities which Willshaw
modelled as synaptic strengths but which represent affinity of an axon towards a particular
target location. These affinities change according induced levels of ephrin ligands, which
in turn change according to a developmental rule which can allow for growing areas and
for abnormalities of the types introduced by lesion studies. More generally, the probability of synapse formation is a promising place in which to intervene within this model in
order to somehow capture the aforementioned effects. potentially yielding a model where
the topography could develop and the areas themselves could grow, which could replicate
compression and expansion studies etc, and which in addition could allow for the formation of functional architecture such as ocular dominance, based on statistical structure in
input spike trains.

2.5 Conclusions
A model of topographic development has been presented which includes both weight and
wiring plasticity. There are three key assumptions: (a) synapses preferentially form in
locations to which their axons are guided, (b) weights of dendritic synapses of a neuron
are modified according to a competitive Hebbian learning rule, and (c) weaker synapses
are more likely to be eliminated. In order to instantiate the model, more assumptions have
been made, the main one being that the weight-change mechanism is a form of spiketiming-dependent plasticity.
It has been found that whilst spatially correlated inputs help to create patterns of synaptic
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weights which favour narrower projections, spatial correlations are not necessary for some
reduction of variance to occur. A weight-change mechanism and a rewiring mechanism
can work together such that the rewiring mechanism acts to embed patterns of synaptic
strengths in the network topology; this is as one would expect, though it has not been
demonstrated quantitatively before. The accuracy of preferred locations for target neurons
will not necessarily improve when synapses are initially distributed around ideal locations.
The division of mapping quality into the quantities of mean σa f f and mean AD is a useful
means for investigating these effects, and a method of applying statistical significance tests
has been demonstrated which avoids possible biases in order to extract highly significant
effects from small-scale simulations.

Chapter 3
Silicon neuron and synapse

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter the literature on the field of neuromorphic Very-Large-Scale Integration
(VLSI) is reviewed, focusing on neuron and synapse implementations, including implementations of Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity (STDP). Neuron and synapse circuits
are presented. Novel aspects of these circuits include: (a) very-low-current design technique applied to existing design for STDP circuit, resulting in weights which retain traces
of their learnt values over tens of seconds; (b) the use of MOSCAP non-linearities to offset other non-linearities, resulting in broadly linear behaviours over wide voltage ranges,
with application to linear synaptic integration and other problems; and (c) a novel way of
introducing weight-dependence into an STDP implementation. The performance of these
circuits is characterised, based on chip results; the effects of mismatch are measured; and
the extent of the circuits’ ability to perform equivalently to the neurons and synapses used
in the computational model in chapter 2 is discussed.

3.2 Literature review
3.2.1 Overview
Neuromorphic engineering is the discipline of creating integrated electronic circuits which
mimic neural computation in biological nervous systems, both to inform computational
51
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neuroscience and in pursuit of superior engineering solutions for classes of problems
where biology currently outperforms artificial devices [Sarpeshkar, 2006]. Hardware
which implements neural computation has a number of potential benefits such as lowpower computation and real-time control systems, though much of this potential has not
yet been realised. There is particular potential in the creation of implantable devices to
interface with biological nervous systems damaged through injury or disease [Vogelstein,
2007].

3.2.2 Neuron models; the analogue approach
Electronic models of nerves cells have a long history. Lapicque originally modelled nerve
membrane as a capacitor in 1907 [as cited by Brunel and van Rossum, 2007]. This laid
a foundation for the integrate and fire model as it is now known, which appeared from
the 1960s [e.g.

Stein, 1965], in which synaptic currents are integrated on a capacitor

representing a membrane, until a threshold voltage is crossed, at which point a spiking
event is triggered and the membrane capacitor voltage is reset to a resting level. Hopfield
[1982] modelled recurrent neural networks at a more abstract level (though in a way which
could be readily implemented in integrated circuits), catalysing the field of artificial neural
networks. More recently, a large body of work has investigated the plausibility and benefits
of implementing electronic models of nerve cells and neural networks in CMOS (a form
of integrated silicon technology).
It is possible to model the electrical behaviour of nerve cells at many different levels of
detail. The perceptron [Rosenblatt, 1958] stands at one end of the spectrum, being a
simple embodiment of a non-linear summation function of its inputs. At the other end
stands the Hodgkin and Huxley [1952] model, which describes currents flowing through
a portion of neural membrane (a “compartment”) due to various different populations of
membrane-bound ion channels. Many such compartments can then be linked together to
create arbitrarily complex neuronal morphologies. Recently a neural model of intermediate complexity, called the simple model, has gained popularity [Izhikevich, 2003].
CMOS implementations of such diverse neural models have been proposed, for example
the integrate-and-fire neuron [Mead, 1989] (see figure 3.1 for this example), Hodgkinand-Huxley-like neural dynamics [Mahowald and Douglas, 1991, Simoni et al., 2004], the
perceptron [Aunet et al., 2004], a neuron with similar properties to the simple model [Wi-
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C2
In

Out
Inv1 Inv2
C1

M1
M2

Bias

Figure 3.1: Integrate-and-fire neuron, modified from Mead [1989, p. 189], who called it an
Axon-Hillock circuit. Currents from synapses (not shown) are sourced on to the In node
and charge accumulates on capacitor C1. When the voltage reaches the threshold of
the inverter Inv1, the Out node, which represents the voltage of the neuron’s membrane,
starts to rise. This raises the In node further, due to capacitive coupling through C2. Out
therefore quickly rises to Vdd (a global high voltage node which provides power to the
inverters) representing a spike. This switches on transistor M1, and the charge on C1
drains away through M1-M2 at a rate set by Bias; this implements an absolute refractory
period, in which the neuron cannot produce another spike. When the threshold of Inv1 is
crossed again, there is another fast feedback reaction that resets In to a low level, so that
the process can repeat.

jekoon and Dudek, 2006], and neurons with dendritic compartments [Elias, 1993]. The
integrate-and-fire neuron remains popular with computational neuroscientists and neuromorphic engineers alike [Schultz and Jabri, 1995, Van Schaik, 2001, Indiveri, 2003b]; it is
the integrate-and-fire neuron which is used in this thesis, following the model developed
in chapter 2.
Common to all these implementations of neural systems is the use of analogue electronics;
as the membrane of a neuron can be modelled as a capacitor in parallel with resistors, so
circuit implementations often use a physical capacitor, the voltage across which represents
the voltage between the interior and exterior of the cell, and currents onto and off from it
mediated by resistive elements (typically transistors). In this way the electronic circuit implemented in silicon is physically analogous to the ionic electrical behaviour of a neuron.
As such, these approaches stand in contrast to computer simulations of neural systems, in
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which numerical representations of quantities such as membrane voltage are stored and
manipulated digitally and sequentially in order to solve the differential equations which
govern their evolution through time. The choice of suitably simple and compact circuit
representations for neurons allows many of them to be fabricated within a single die, so
that neural networks can be created. Since all circuitry can be simultaneously active, the
activity of a neural network can be simulated in parallel. This holds the potential to simulate neural network behaviour faster than can be achieved in a Von Neumann architecture,
since there is not necessarily a bottle-neck in terms of processing capacity as the size of
networks increase (though see chapter 4). A complementary body of work has investigated the use of alternative digital architectures such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGA) [Glackin et al., 2005], hardware accelerators [Porrmann et al., 2002] and regular
processors networked in a massively parallel way [Jin et al., 2008], to partially parallelise
the digital implementation of neural networks.
The analogue approach also has potential energy savings with respect to digital simulation of the same systems, especially in designs which make use of the MOSFET’s subthreshold region of operation. In this region, drain-source currents vary exponentially
with gate-source voltages, potentially allowing wide dynamic ranges of behaviour with
currents which can be on the order of nano-amps down to pico-amps or less. Working
with analogue circuits, however, typically incurs a cost in accuracy, as identically designed circuits vary in performance, particularly with lower currents; this is referred to as
“mismatch”. Analogue electrical quantities (i.e. voltage, current, etc) are also sometimes
used to represent continuous quantities in the nervous system of a non-electrical nature,
for example, concentrations of a neurotrophic factor [Taba and Boahen, 2002]. Analogue
circuitry is not ubiquitous within neuromorphic approaches; as spikes can be modelled as
discrete events (as in integrate-and-fire models), so they are often implemented as digital
signals. The transmission of spiking events and the connecting of neural circuits to create
networks is reviewed in chapter 4.

3.2.3 Synapse circuits
Just as there are many ways to model synapses, so there have been a diversity of approaches to their silicon implementation, which will be reviewed here. Aspects of synapse
physiology such as weight, conductance increase towards reversal potential, dendritic filtering and temporal profile will be considered.
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In systems which transmit spiking events as brief digital pulses, the simplest approach
to a synapse circuit might be to use the pulse to instantaneously source current onto the
membrane capacitor for the duration of the pulse. However, this ignores many useful properties of a synapse’s behaviour. Firstly, a synapse has a weight, such that the same spike
arriving at synapses with different weights will generate different currents; this can be implemented by controlling the magnitude of the current by a representation of the synapse
weight [Satyanarayana et al., 1992, Fusi et al., 2000, Chicca et al., 2003a]. Secondly, the
effect of a spike arriving at a synapse is actually to cause an increase in the permeability of
the membrane to a certain type of ion, and thus an increase in conductance towards an associated reversal potential. Modelling this effect precisely would require the use of resistive
elements (or their emulation by some means). Thirdly, synapses are distributed over a neuron’s dendritic tree and post-synaptic potentials are filtered and combined as they travel
towards the soma. Attempts to model these phenomena include Elias and Northmore
[1995] and Rasche and Douglas [2001]. Finally, a synaptic current is not instantaneous
but rather has a temporal profile, typically rising quickly then decaying over a period of
milliseconds. Modelling such temporal dynamics can significantly change the dynamics
of the membrane voltage, for example by extending the length of the depolarisation kernel
caused by a spike and allowing a greater time window in which co-operation from other
spikes can lead to an action potential. One implementation of this, the “reset and discharge
synapse”, instantaneously charged a capacitor to a given level depending on the weight of
the synapse and then linearly drained it, using the subthreshold exponential Vgs to Ids relationship of a transistor to convert the resulting negative-going ramp into an exponentially
decaying current representing synaptic input [Lazzaro 1994, as cited by Bartolozzi and
Indiveri, 2007]. Extending the temporal effect of a synapse in this way makes it possible
that another spike will arrive during the period in which the first spike has an effect. In
this case, typical computational models would sum the effects of these spikes linearly;
however, the aforementioned circuit cannot achieve this, as the arrival of a spike resets the
capacitor, entirely overwriting the output of the circuit with the effect of the most recent
spike. A series of modifications to this approach (“linear charge-and-discharge” synapse,
“current-mirror integrator”, “log-domain integrator” an d “differential-pair integrator”; reviewed by Bartolozzi and Indiveri, 2007) have ultimately allowed the linear integration
of spikes. However, solutions to this problem remain far from perfect, since of the two
circuits which achieve linear integration, the log-domain integrator has difficulty sourcing
enough current for practical purposes whilst the differential-pair integrator only integrates
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linearly in a steady state condition — the first few spikes in any burst have a disproportionately large effect. A novel approach to linear synaptic integration is presented below
in section 3.5.3.

3.2.3.1 Synaptic weight change

Synaptic weight plasticity is a fundamental element of adaptability and memory. As this
has been modelled by computational neuroscientists, so it has been implemented in VLSI.
For example, there are implementations of short term depression [Rasche and Hahnloser,
2001, Chicca et al., 2003b] and facilitation [Liu, 2003]; STDP [Hafliger et al., 1997, Gordon and Hasler, 2002, Indiveri, 2003a, Bofill-i Petit and Murray, 2004, Koickal et al.,
2007]; bimodal probabilistic STDP [Arthur and Boahen, 2005]; bimodal probabilistic
plasticity based on membrane voltage level, following a model by Brader et al. [2007],
[Fusi et al., 2000, Badoni et al., 2006]; and a model of plasticity based on intracellular
calcium levels by Shouval et al. [2002], [Rachmuth and Poon, 2003].
As discussed in chapter 2, STDP learning rules can be weight-dependent or -independent.
The implementation of [Koickal et al., 2007] is weight-independent, with the temporal learning windows modelled as a pair of decaying exponentials, as did Song et al.
[2000]. The weight-independent implementation of Indiveri et al. [2006] (though see section 3.4.4.1) is more compact, though with a temporal learning window which is less
easy to relate to biological data such as from Zhang et al. [1998]. The implementation
of Hafliger et al. [1997] implements only the potentiation aspect of STDP, does so in
a weight-dependent manner and only performs weight updates based on single pairs of
pre- and post-synaptic spikes. The operation of STDP on single pairs of spikes only, is
a form of the learning rule which has since been incorporated in a computational model
[Izhikevich et al., 2004]; other implementations mentioned allow all possible pre-synaptic
to post-synaptic spike pairs to contribute to plasticity. The implementation of Bofill-i
Petit and Murray [2004] has weight-dependent potentiation and weight-independent depression, as observed by Bi and Poo [1998] [though see Morrison et al., 2007]. Features
of this implementation are that the degree of weight-dependence is tunable and that it is
relatively compact with exponentially decaying temporal learning windows. Section 3.4.4
presents an alternative approach to a compact implementation of weight-dependent STDP
with exponentially decaying learning windows and all-to-all spike pairing.
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3.2.3.2 Synaptic weight stability

A major obstacle to the implementation of weight plasticity is that for long term plasticity
there needs to be a way of holding a continuously-valued variable at a constant level.
Synaptic weight is often implemented as a voltage across a capacitor [Chicca et al., 2003b,
Bofill-i Petit and Murray, 2004]. However this is subject to leakage such that any learnt
value will be lost over a period of milliseconds or seconds.
One solution to this problem focuses on the observation that weight-independent STDP
tends to produce a bimodal distribution of weights such that weights are either almost
completely potentiated or almost completely depressed if averaged over time; also that
certain biological studies are suggestive of synaptic plasticity with an all-or-nothing nature
[Petersen et al., 1998]. Given this, Indiveri [2003a] used weak positive feedback from an
amplifier to drive the weight value either upwards or downwards away from a central
threshold, yielding a distribution of weights which are bi-stable; they can take any value
in the short term but in the long term they have only two stable states, potentiated or
depressed. Brader et al. [2007] then introduced a computational model of weight plasticity
which was explicitly bi-stable; this has been implemented [Fusi et al., 2000, Badoni et al.,
2006]. Arthur and Boahen [2005] went further, modelling weights as having only two
states even in the short-term and using a static ram element to store this value, which could
then be switched if an accumulation of either potentiating or depressing events surpassed
a certain threshold. In a complementary approach, an analogue memory element was
created with many stable states [Hafliger and Riis, 2003], though the implementation is
bulky, requiring an amplifying element for each stable state.
An alternative solution is to use floating gate technology. A piece of semiconductor which
is completely isolated by oxide insulator can hold its charge indefinitely, yet be charged
or discharged by electron tunnelling or hot-electron injection. If such an isolated node is
then used as the gate of a transistor, it is referred to as a floating gate and its voltage can
be repeatedly used to affect system behaviour. If synapse weights are stored as charge
on floating gates then there is the additional advantage that any learnt patterns of weights
is not erased in the absence of a power supply. [Hasler et al., 1995, Gordon and Hasler,
2002]. Floating gate technology has higher technical requirements, for example, higher
voltage power rails or the generation of higher voltages with charge pumps. More problematically, many synaptic learning algorithms make frequent weight updates, often as
frequently as spiking events, which reduces the lifetime of floating gate transistors due to
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eventual dielectric breakdown caused by hot-electron injection.
Another approach is to digitise the weight with a chosen level of accuracy. It can then be
stored in standard computer memory (which may physically consist of capacitors, static
RAM cells or floating gates depending on the technology). Such a digital memory has
previously been used to periodically refresh local analogue storage of weights on capacitors [Eberhardt et al., 1989, Satyanarayana et al., 1992]. More recently it has been used
advantageously to allow synapses to become virtual rather than physical devices, so that
one physical device can act as all the incoming synapses for a neuron, by sequentially
receiving the weight information for each incoming spike and acting accordingly [Goldberg et al., 2001, Vogelstein et al., 2007]. This achieves a possible saving in area but with
higher communication overheads, which will be discussed in chapter 4.
In this work, each synapse has a physical instantiation with locally stored weight, for
lower communication overheads. Further implications of this decision are discussed in
chapter 5. One implication of this decision is that the total area of a neuron scales linearly with the number of incoming synapses. As synaptic fan-in increases, the area of
the neuron becomes increasingly dominated by the synapse circuitry. Therefore whilst
efforts to miniaturise the circuitry which performs the central functions of the neuron are
commendable, the contribution of neuron circuitry to overall chip area becomes increasingly irrelevant as fan-in increases. Given this, the implementation of processes central
to the neuron have been allowed to be reasonably expansive, whereas synapse circuitry is
relatively compact.
Regarding the aforementioned approach of introducing bistability, Bofill-i Petit [2005]
argued that (weight-independent) STDP is inherently bistable and that this fact should
be utilised to bypass the problem of volatile weight storage, rather than, for example,
introducing explicit bistability. Such an approach is viable in situations where the input
which leads to learnt patterns of weights is continuous. In the absence of such input,
weight distributions will converge due to leakage currents. This thesis, however, realises
a complementary approach: by allowing weight distributions (which can change rapidly
and are stored in volatile memory on capacitors) to influence network topology (which
changes slowly and is stored in stable memory elements), features learnt from input can
continue to influence the behaviour of a network long after the original input has occurred
and the immediate memory trace has faded. Notwithstanding this, steps are also taken
to reduce leakage currents so as to maximise the lifetimes of memory traces stored on
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capacitors.

3.2.4 Use of clocks
Neuromorphic circuitry often carries out analogue computations in a continuous manner,
for example, the continuous evolution of membrane voltage through the integration of
synaptic currents. Where discrete spiking events occur, a significant body of work has
investigated their transmission in an asynchronous fashion (see chapter 4). Furthermore
separate neural circuits which exist within a chip can all carry out their processes in parallel, rather than being constrained to operate sequentially. Thus, neuromorphic circuitry
differs from standard computing architectures in that there is not necessarily any need for a
central clock to synchronise processing. Nonetheless, some use of regularly timed clocks
has been beneficial, and will be reviewed here.
Elias and Northmore [1995] implemented compartmental models of dendritic trees. Each
compartment was modelled as a capacitor with resistances between compartments and
from each compartment towards a resting potential. However the resistances of biological
membrane can be on the order of giga-ohms. Such large resistances can be achieved by
MOSFETs but at the expensive of linearity. The alternative used by Elias and Northmore
was to implement a resistance as a switched capacitor (these are explained in the text of
figure 3.2); by using small capacitances and low clock frequencies, they achieved biologically realistic timescales for the propagation of charge along their artificial dendrites. It
was also used by Glover et al. [1998] and Bofill-i Petit [2005] to create membrane leak
conductances in single-compartment integrate-and-fire neurons. Vogelstein et al. [2007]
used switched capacitors in a slightly different way, as part of a quantised synapse circuit.
By opening or closing the circuit to individual members of a set of differently sized capacitors incorporated within a switched capacitor arrangement, variably sized packets of
charge could be delivered to a neuron. This usage does not require a regular clock, since
the switching cycle occurs asynchronously whenever a spike is transmitted.
Switched capacitors are used in multiple situations in the circuitry presented in this thesis. In particular, a novel circuit for implementing membrane currents is shown in section
3.4.3. In general, the benefits of switched capacitor circuits are the ability to implement
constant conductances; the controllability of these conductances over a very wide range;
and good matching between components, due to the relatively good matching of capac-
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B
Switch1

Switch2

C

C1

Figure 3.2: Switched capacitor. The switches (normally transistors or transmission gates)
are controlled by two non-overlapping clock signals. On the first clock signal, switch 1
closes and charge is shared between nodes A and B, so that depending on the voltage
of A, some charge may be stored on capacitor C1. Then switch 1 opens and 2 closes,
and charge is shared with node C. If there is a voltage difference between A and C then
this cycle causes a packet of charge to pass between them whose magnitude depends
both on the capacitance of C1 and on the voltage difference. The higher the frequency
of the clock signal, the more of these packets of charge are allowed to pass. For a large
number of clock cycles, the behaviour of the switched capacitor approximates a resistor
whose resistance is defined as 1/ fC, where f is the frequency of the clocks and C is the
capacitance of the capacitor.
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itors in CMOS cf. transistors or resistors. The disadvantages are: a higher energy requirement due to the energy cost of implementing global clock signals; the possibility of
the synchronicity introduced by clocked processes creating synchronicity in spike trains
and qualitatively affecting network behaviour; and the additional possibility of unintended
behaviour due to parasitic capacitive coupling between the clocks and other nodes. These
problems can be balanced against each other: the higher the frequency of a clocked process, the higher the energy cost but the less any synchronicity introduced is likely to affect
network behaviour, since it is a closer approximation to continuous operation. In this
project then, a limited quantisation of time is accepted for some processes.

3.3 Justification for neuromorphic implementation
The general goals of the discipline of neuromorphic engineering have been given above in
section 3.2.1. The combination of weight plasticity and synaptic rewiring is a timely concern [Chklovskii et al., 2004, Jun and Jin, 2007]. In particular, embedding learnt synaptic
weight distributions in network topologies by synaptic rewiring has the potential to resolve the ongoing problem of how to store volatile memories in neuromorphic systems.
Topographic mapping between brain areas is widespread in the vertebrate brain, suggesting that it plays an important role. There have been attempts by neuromorphic engineers
to model these processes (which will be reviewed in chapter 5) but there is plenty of work
to do. In particular, there have been no neuromorphic systems which explicitly combine activity-dependent and -independent processes. Furthermore, whilst STDP and other
learning rules have been implemented, few studies have investigated the behaviour of such
implementations at the network level [though see Taba and Boahen, 2002, Chicca et al.,
2003a]. Meanwhile Morrison et al. [2008] noted that large scale network simulations of
STDP are few and far between, partly due to the computationally intensive simulation that
is required. Perhaps then, neuromorphic VLSI could offer a platform to computational
neuroscientists for the efficient simulation of STDP or other event-based learning rules.

3.4 Circuit designs
Where simulation results are indicated, they have been generated by Cadence software,
normally running the Spectre simulator and based, where appropriate, on a technology
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library for the AMS C35B4 process. Note that Gnd refers to “ground”, a global node
against which all voltages are measured, whereas Vdd refers to a global node which acts
as a source of high voltage. In the process used there is 3.3V from Vdd to Gnd.

3.4.1 Neuron Circuit
The circuitry which implements the threshold, spike and reset mechanism of the integrateand-fire neurons is slightly modified from that described in Indiveri [2003b] and is explained in appendix A.

3.4.2 Synaptic conductance
3.4.2.1 Equivalence of synaptic conductance and current

In the neural model in Song et al. [2000] adopted in chapter 2, the influence of excitatory
synapses is included as a kernel of increased conductance towards an excitatory reversal potential. Figure 3.3(a) shows the curved charging profile that results from a (fixed)
conductance towards the excitatory reversal potential. Although this profile is non-linear,
only the section of the curve below the threshold voltage is used, since above this level, the
membrane is reset. The region of the curve that needs to be implemented can be closely
approximated by a straight line, as demonstrated in figure 3.3(b). A straight line represents the charging profile which would result from a constant current onto the membrane,
irrespective of membrane voltage. Therefore to simplify the implementation of excitatory conductance, it has been assumed that excitatory synaptic currents are not dependent
on the membrane potential, an assumption which is justifiable when Eex ≫ Vthr . Conse-

quently, synaptic conductance is referred to synonymously with synaptic current. Similar
modelling studies of STDP to the one on which the present model is based use explicitly
current-based synapses [Morrison et al., 2007].

3.4.2.2 Integration of increments to synaptic conductance

Figure 3.4 shows the circuitry which maintains a voltage which represents synaptic conductance. Transistors M1-M2 exist in the synapse; there are therefore multiple pairs of
these transistors, one for each synapse. The synapse stores its weight value as a voltage on
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Figure 3.3: Ideal membrane charging profile. (a) The dotted line shows the membrane
capacitor charging from resting potential (-70mV) towards the excitatory reversal potential
(0V) through a fixed conductance; the solid line shows the threshold voltage (-54mV). (b)
The solid line shows the membrane capacitor charging from resting potential (-70mV) towards the excitatory reversal potential (0V) through a fixed conductance, up to the threshold
voltage (-54mV); the dotted line gives the best linear fit to this curve.

a capacitor. This weight value is used to modulate the increase of synaptic conductance
upon incoming spikes. The weight value, nWeight, is prefixed “n” because it is negatively
defined i.e. a low voltage corresponds to a strong synapse. Upon a negatively-going timed
digital pulse (nPrePulseSynCond) from the address-event decoder, with a typical duration
of ≈ 10ns, current is sourced through M1-M2 into the SynCond node. The charge on
this node represents the amount of synaptic conductance. The current through M2 due to

nWeight would ideally be linearly related to nWeight. Whilst it is not entirely linear, the
quadratic function of M2 in the saturated strong inversion region is partially offset by the
source voltage of M2 which varies as a function of nWeight with a leading squared term.
The effect of this can be seen in figure 3.5, where the V-I function is shown in comparison
to a V-I curve for a single pMOSFET. The function is almost linear over most of the range
of nWeight.
Between pulses, the leakage current through M1-M2 is held at sub-pA levels by a positive Vgs , i.e. nPrePulseSynCond rests at Vdd whilst nWeightHigh is held below Vdd, in
a manner suggested by Linares-Barranco and Serrano-Gotarredona [2003]. This allows
many synapses to be connected to the SynCond node (64 in the fabricated chip), without
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Figure 3.4: Circuitry for synaptic conductance dynamics. Upon a timed pulse (nPrePulseSynCond ) from the address-event decoder, with a typical duration of ≈ 10ns, current is

sourced through M1-M2 into the SynCond node. Between pulses, the leakage current

through M1-M2 is held at sub-pA levels by a positive Vgs , i.e. nPrePulseSynCond rests
at Vdd whilst SynCondHigh is held below Vdd. A regular clock signal SynCondLeakClk12 implements a conductance from SynCond to SynCondLow through switched capacitor
arrangement M4-M5 and C1.
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Figure 3.5: Current through transistor M2 as a function of its gate voltage nWeight. Simulated currents through transistor M2 with its drain connected to Gnd. Currents are normalised to aid comparison. Solid line: M1-M2 to configured as in 3.4 with the source of M1
connected to nWeightHigh. Dashed line: transistor M2 with its source connected directly
to nWeightHigh.
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creating a large current into it.

In order for the effect of synaptic inputs to sum linearly, in accordance with the model,
it is necessary for the effect of each pulse from a synapse to raise the value of SynCond
by the same amount, irrespective of the value of SynCond. However, the current through
M1-M2 is also partly dependent on SynCond; as SynCond rises, the current through M1M2 is decreased. Figure 3.6 shows a simulation of a pair of transistors configured as
M1-M2 in figure 3.4, continuously charging an ideal capacitor. As the voltage on the
capacitor increases, M2 goes out of saturation and thereafter the current supplied reduces
resulting in a charging profile which is initially straight (to first order approximation) but
then curves. The right graph shows that when the synapse is weak, i.e. when nWeight is
high, linearity is maintained throughout the charging profile, because M2 does not go out
of saturation. However the behaviour of SynCond is dominated by strong synapses rather
than weak ones so it is more important to address the non-linearity in the case of strong
synapses.

The problem described above is partially offset by the use of pMOSFET M3 as a capacitor,
i.e. as a “MOSCAP” device. The gate capacitance of a transistor is composed of gatesource, gate-drain and gate-bulk capacitances (CGS , CGD and CGB respectively). Each of
these vary non-linearly with VGS with transitions as the transistor moves between different
regions of operation (off, saturation and non-saturation); a model of this behaviour can
be found in Allen and Holberg [2002, pp. 79-86]. Whilst a MOSCAP device is never
saturated, it can pass between its off and non-saturation regions. Figure 3.7 shows how
capacitance for a pMOSCAP changes with VGS , as well as the voltage curve which results
from charging with a constant current. Intuitively, if the synapses supply a current which
decreases with the voltage of SynCond and if the voltage of a pMOSCAP will increase
more sharply when charged when the voltage of SynCond is high, then these effects should
cancel each other out to some extent, to deliver a charging profile which deviates less from
a linear profile than for either constant (ideal) charging of a MOSCAP, or for charging
through M1-M2 of an ideal capacitor. The resulting simulated charging profile can be
seen in figure 3.8, against a linear fit. The effect of the MOSCAP is to extend the range of
the SynCond signal which charges approximately linearly.
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Figure 3.6: Ideal capacitor charging. Simulation of an ideal capacitor being continuously
charged from Gnd by a pair of transistors configured as M1-M2. Left: nWeight = 0.2V (i.e.
a strong synapse); right: nWeight = 2V (i.e. a weak synapse).
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Figure 3.7: MOSCAP capacitance profile. Top: how the capacitance of a pMOSFET (configured as M3 in figure 3.4 with dimensions 10x10µ) varies with its gate voltage (simulated).
Bottom: the voltage on the gate of the pMOSFET with respect to Gnd as it is charged with
a constant current (1µA).
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Figure 3.8: SynCond charging simulation. The solid line shows a pMOSFET, configured as
M3 in figure 3.4 with dimensions 10x10µm, being continuously charged from Gnd by a pair
of transistors configured as M1-M2, with nWeight = 0.2V. The dashed line is the best linear
fit for the data up to 3V with the y-intercept fixed at 0V.
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Figure 3.9: Circuitry which creates a synaptic current onto the membrane and a leak conductance towards the resting potential. Cpar represents parasitic capacitance on node B.
The circuit is explained in the text.

3.4.2.3 Decay of synaptic conductance

The SynCond node is drained away through a resistor implemented as a switched capacitor
(M4-M5 and C1), allowing the time constant to be altered over a wide range by controlling the non-overlapping clock signals SynCondLeakClk1-2. It drains away towards a low
voltage SynCondLow, which is defined as the point of zero excitatory membrane conductance.

3.4.3 Membrane currents
The level of SynCond is used to create a current onto the membrane (the Mem node) which
varies linearly with SynCond but is independent of Mem. This is achieved by the circuit
shown in figure 3.9, which simultaneously implements a conductance from Mem towards
the resting potential of the membrane MemLow.
SynCond is buffered with unity gain to create the voltage VSynCondCopy , whilst Mem is
buffered with unity gain to create the voltage VMemCopy . Assume that the membrane has
previously been charged to a certain level VMem_Init (below its spiking threshold) so as to
observe how this circuit implements a conductance from Mem to MemLow. Also assume
for simplicity that VMemLow = Gnd (in practice it is constrained to equal VSynCondLow and
is raised above Gnd). Finally, assume that the capacitance of the Mem node, CMem , is a
perfect capacitor rather than a MOSCAP device. Switches S1 and S2 close simultaneously,
discharging node A to Gnd, and charging node B to VSynCondCopy . Then switches S1 and
S2 open again. Next, in practical operation, switches S3 and S4 close simultaneously, but
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to simplify the understanding of this circuitry, assume that S3 closes first. Note that from
node B there is an additional capacitor CPar to Gnd; this models the parasitic capacitance
on that node. When S3 closes, the charge density (thus voltage) on nodes B and Mem
balance, so that:

VB = VMem =

VSynCondCopyCPar +VMem_Init CMem
CPar +CMem

(3.1)

Since at this stage the assumption is that S2 and S4 are both open, the capacitance CSwitch
does not affect the charge balancing above in equation 3.1, and the floating node A, previously set to Gnd, now goes to:

VA =

VSynCondCopyCPar +VMem_Init CMem
−VSynCondCopy
CPar +CMem

(3.2)

When switch S4 closes, the voltage on node A is driven up from the value for VA given
above in equation 3.2, to VMemCopy . This causes nodes B and Mem to rise, so that:

VB ⇒ VB + VMemCopy −VA



CSwitch
CPar +CSwitch +CMem

(3.3)

However, VMemCopy is a buffered copy of VMem , and as VMem changes (being linked with
VB through switch S3), so does VMemCopy . i.e.:

VMemCopy ⇒ VMem

(3.4)

Thus there is feedback, resulting in a final value for VMem which can be evaluated by
substitution of equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 into equation 3.3, and rearranging. This yields:

VMem_Final = VMem_Init

CSwitch +CPar
CMem
+VSynCondCopy
CPar +CMem
CPar +CMem

(3.5)

It can be seen from equation 3.5 that the effect of a single cycle of the switches is to
set VMem to a proportion of its old value plus a proportion of VSynCondCopy . Both of these
proportions are based on the relative sizing of the capacitors, including the parasitic capacitance of node B. Careful sizing of CMem and CSwitch , bearing in mind the likely value of
CPar due to layout, yields a single switched-capacitor-driven process which simultaneously
implements both a current into Mem linearly related to VSynCond , representing an excitatory conductance, and a current out of Mem linearly related to VMem , representing a leak
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conductance towards the neuron’s resting potential. Previous membrane implementations
typically treat these processes separately.
The magnitude of the leak conductance is:
gLeak =

fCParCMem
CPar +CMem

where f is the frequency of the clock. The time constant for decay of the membrane
potential is:
τMem =

CPar +CMem
fCPar

The effects of both VMem and VSynCondCopy are actually relative to VMemLow rather than Gnd,
requiring that VMemLow = VSynCondLow , as stated previously. Equation 3.5 can be restated
as:

VMem_Final = VMemLow
CMem
CPar +CMem
 CSwitch +CPar
+ VSynCondCopy −VSynCondLow
CPar +CMem
+ (VMem_Init −VMemLow )

Switch S2 is implemented with an nMOSFET and the others are implemented with transmission gates (an nMOSFET and a pMOSFET in parallel), since they may pass high or
low values. The choice of a MOSCAP device M1 to implement capacitance CMem allows
greater capacitance per unit area. Providing that MemThresh is set so that Mem is always
towards Gnd, the non-linear capacitance of the MOSCAP device will not affect the profile
of Mem; if it were non-linear it would in any case be irrelevant to the functioning of the
neuron.
The use of a single clock to control excitatory synaptic conductance and membrane leak
makes the circuit less flexible than it could be, however an approach to parameterising
this circuit which allows the magnitude of these two processes to be varied independently
is described in appendix E. This circuit is sensitive to mismatch, since any offset in the
amplifier DA2 will be accumulated with each clock cycle, affecting the resting potential.
Some evidence of this mismatch can be seen in appendix E. This is a disadvantage which
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Figure 3.10: Spike-timing-dependent plasticity circuit. Explanation in text.

may outweigh the advantage of compactness, in comparison to a more standard approach
such as a parasitic-insensitive switched capacitor integrator [Allen and Holberg, 2002, p.
523].

3.4.4 Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity (STDP)
The implementation of STDP (see figure 3.10) has elements of previous implementations by both [Bofill-i Petit and Murray, 2004] and Indiveri et al. [2006]. The weight
of the synapse is held on a capacitor and is allowed to vary between reference voltages
nWeightHigh and nWeightLow. As these are raised and lowered from Gnd and Vdd respectively, the effect is to choke the currents through M6 and M9 to sub-pA levels between pulses, allowing the weight value to remain stable over a relatively long period (see
section 3.5.6). In the synapse there is also a voltage Pot, maintained on a capacitor, which
represents the potential for potentiation. This is raised during a timed pre-synaptic pulse
(nPrePulsePot) with M3 and then decays away with a time constant typically of tens of
milliseconds through switched capacitor M2 and M4-M5. A complementary mechanism
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(M12-M16) maintains a potential for depression (nDep). However, this value is common
to all synapses and so is created once for all of them in the neuron’s central circuitry to save
space. Pot and nDep then modulate the changes of weights which then occur during timed
pre- and post- synaptic pulses (nPrePulseDep and PostPulsePot). Note that although occurring simultaneously, nPrePulsePot and nPrePulseDep are created by different tunable
pulse generators, and likewise for PostPulsePot and PostPulseDep, allowing a high degree
of control over the parameters of the potentiation and depression (A+ and −A− as they are
labelled in chapter 2). Likewise the time constants τ+ and τ− can be altered by varying

the frequency of the clocks PotClk1-2 and nDepClk1-2.

3.4.4.1 Weight dependence of plasticity

The model in chapter 2 used weight-independent STDP, both to reduce the number of
parameters and in keeping with the previous model on which it was based [Song and
Abbott, 2001]. Such a learning rule requires upper and lower bounds to be placed on the
weight value, so that it cannot grow indefinitely (the lower boundary is usually considered
to be a synapse of zero conductance). Where weight is represented as a voltage value,
CMOS can provide bounding of the weight for free, since a voltage outside the range
defined by the high and low power rails (Gnd and Vdd) cannot be easily obtained or
maintained.
It has been shown, however, that a moderate degree of weight-dependence can improve the
ability of STDP to act as a correlation detection mechanism [Gutig et al., 2003]. Furthermore, whilst it has been shown that weight-dependence reduces the duration of a memory
trace [Billings and van Rossum, 2008], making learnt weight distributions more volatile,
it is expected that the introduction of synaptic rewiring as described in chapter 2 should
counter-act this by embedding learnt patterns in the network topology. For these reasons,
the implementation described here departs from the model described previously by allowing a degree of weight-dependence in the learning rule.
The circuit presented in figure 3.10, naturally delivers a degree of weight-dependence, due
to the fact that currents through M6-M7 and M8-M9 will vary depending on the difference
between nWeight and nWeightLow and nWeightHigh respectively (this will also be true
for the STDP circuit presented by Indiveri et al. [2006], though this fact has not been
reported). To understand the rationale for this circuit it is helpful to consider an alternative
circuit, shown in figure 3.11. The basic arrangement of pairs of transistors to pull nWeight
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Figure 3.11: Idealised STDP circuit. Explanation in text.

up and down, shown as M6-M9 in figure 3.10, is preserved here as transistors M1-M4.
The potentials for potentiation and depression, Pot and nDep respectively, are assumed to
be generated in the same way. The transistor gated by the nWeightLowThr bias, shown
here as M6, is complemented by an nMOSFET M5, while the MOSCAP device has been
replaced with an ideal capacitor C1.
The effect on this circuit of potentiation and depression events was simulated and the
results are shown in figure 3.12. The effect of each type of event was simulated for a range
of initial values for nWeight and for a range of values of Pot and nDep respectively. It can
be seen that as the initial level of nWeight moves closer to its boundary in either direction,
the amount of weight-dependence increases. qualitatively this is similar to the behaviour
described by the model of Gutig et al. [2003] for intermediate values of µ (i.e. between 0
and 1), as shown in figure 2.1.
The point in the range of nWeight at which the weight dependence becomes apparent,
however, depends on the level of Pot or nDep respectively. This can only be described
as a shortcoming of this circuit, since Pot (nDep) represents a combination of the timeweighted effects of all pre-(post-)synaptic spikes prior to the post-(pre-)synaptic spike
which caused the potentiation (depression) event; no such dependency has been discerned
from such biological assays which have been conducted (although neither have such dependencies been discounted).
In figure 3.12, the left- and right-most dotted lines show the boundary of achievable results for the normal range of operation, since nWeight is bounded in the range 0.2-3.1V.
However, if the bias nWeightLowThr is lowered from Vdd, then the right-most boundary
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Figure 3.12: Performance of idealised STDP circuit. Simulation results from the circuit
shown in figure 3.11. nWeight was initialised at each of a set of values in the range 0.13.1V, at intervals of 0.3V. For each initial value of nWeight, nDep was lowered to each of a
set of values in the range 0.2-2.6V, at intervals of 0.3V. For each of these conditions, a single
active-low pulse was applied to nPrePulseDep for 10ns and the resulting rise in nWeight
was recorded; these results are shown on the top half of the graph, with lines linking sets
of results for each value of nDep. The bottom half of the graph shows a corresponding
experiment with potentiation, where nWeight was initialised in the range 0.2-3.2V (step
size 0.3V), Pot was set in the range 0.4-3.1V (step size 0.3V) and pulses were sent in
to PostPulsePot for 2.5ns (the difference in pulse width and the difference in magnitude
between potentiation and depression reflects a choice of sizes for transistor pairs M1-M2
and M3-M4, which were optimised for implementing the parameters of the model in chapter
2). The outer boundary dashed lines mark the region of the graph which can be reached in
normal operation. The inner dashed line marked “Upper boundary: nWeight = 2.0” marks
an arbitrary upper boundary for nWeight values which can be achieved if nWeightLowThr
is set accordingly (about 1.95V).
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is shifted leftwards: for a suitable value (about 1.95V), the maximum achievable value
of nWeight becomes 2V (the boundary shown by the central dotted line), since if it goes
higher, transistor M6 in figure 3.11 conducts to bring it down again. This redefines the
range of nWeight, and in so doing it redefines the weight dependence. Now potentiation
is weight dependent whilst depression is (virtually) weight-independent, in accordance
with the (albeit disputed) observation of Bi and Poo [1998]. Alternatively, by applying a
nWeighHighThr bias of greater than Gnd to transistor M5 in figure 3.11, a lower boundary
can be set on nWeight, which again would redefine the weight-dependence. By setting
both nWeightLowThr and nWeightHighThr at intermediate values, the symmetry of the
weight-dependence could be maintained (as in the formalism of Gutig et al. [2003]) whilst
the amount of weight-dependence would be reduced (equivalent to reducing the value of
µ); this would be achieved at the expense of reducing the operational range of nWeight.
This is only a partial solution to the tuning of weight dependence, since the range of
nWeight delivered by the circuit needs to be interpreted correctly by the circuit which
generates a synaptic conductance. Such flexibility could be simply achieved by applying
a bias to the source of transistor M1 in figure 3.4 which is either independent or at least
appropriately shifted from nWeightLowThr, allowing the point at which the highest value
of nWeight results in a negligible raise in SynCond to be varied.
Figure 3.13 shows the effect of replacing the ideal capacitor C1 in figure 3.11 with a
MOSCAP. The left graph shows the effect of using a pMOSCAP. If the range of nWeight is
capped at 2V then disruptions caused by the capacitance profile are entirely avoided - they
lie outside the effective range on nWeight. Thus, a weight-dependence profile is achieved
which is in line with Bi and Poo [1998] whilst benefitting from the increased capacitance
per unit area offered by a MOSCAP cf. a Poly-Poly capacitor (whose capacitance profile
is essentially ideal).
If on the other hand, an nMOSCAP is used, as shown in the right graph in figure 3.13,
this illustrates yet another way to alter the weight-dependence profile and it is this latter
option which has been implemented in this project. The weight-dependence of potentiation is reduced, albeit in a non-linear way, whilst the weight-dependence of depression is
increased, albeit in a way which has not yet been modelled or observed. Thus on average
the weight-dependence of potentiation and depression are more balanced, in accordance
with the formalism of Gutig et al. [2003]. By assisting the transition of weights through
the region in which the capacitance of the nMOSCAP is reduced, the weight profiles are
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Figure 3.13: Performance of idealised STDP circuit. Simulation results from the circuit
shown in figure 3.11 but with the capacitor C1 replaced with a MOSCAP device. Left: C1
is replaced with a pMOSCAP, referred to Vdd ; right: C1 is replaced with an nMOSCAP,
referred to Gnd. All simulation details are as in figure 3.12 and the same boundary lines
are shown, for reference.

likely to affected, but not in ways that are likely to make a qualitative difference to the performance of the learning rule; this is because STDP will continue to adjust the total weight
of the incoming synapses to each neuron to achieve homeostatic feedback on its output firing rate and because all synapses will continue to be in competition to control the firing
of the neuron. As before, the implementation benefits from the increased capacitance per
unit area of the MOSCAP.

3.4.5 Switched capacitors and clocks
As noted in section 3.4.3, the membrane currents are implemented with a switched capacitor circuit driven by a pair of non-overlapping clock signals. In total, 4 pairs of nonoverlapping clock signals are used, the others being the decay of the SynCond node (section 3.4.2) and the decay of the potentials for potentiation and depression, (section 3.4.4).
The principle advantage to the use of switched capacitors is that the conductances (and
therefore the time constants) that they implement can be altered over a very wide range
simply by changing the frequency of the clocks. At the expense of slightly more area, the
switched capacitors which implement exponential decays on the Pot, nDep and SynCond
nodes could be replaced with parasitic insensitive circuits [Allen and Holberg, 2002, p.
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514]. The delivery of these clock signals is discussed in appendix C.4.

3.4.6 Pulse generators and bias generators
The circuits which have been described depend on a set of precisely timed pulses and accurate voltage biases for correct operation. The methods for generating these are described
in appendix B.

3.5 Results and discussion
The chips were fabricated using the AMS 0.35µ 4-metal 2-poly process. For the chip
results displayed hereafter, the following experimental set up was used. Each chip contains an array of 8 × 4 = 32 neurons. Each neuron has 64 synapses with reprogrammable

9-bit address-event receivers (which will be described in chapter 4). 8 chips were organ-

ised in a grid arrangement [Merolla et al., 2007] so that any neuron on any chip could
send or receive spikes (address-events) with negligible delay. Input address-events could
be sequenced from a PC and streamed with time stamps to an FPGA (Xilinx Spartan 3
on an Opal Kelly XEM3010 integration module). The FPGA would then transmit the
address-events at the correct times (where time is measured in microseconds relative to
the beginning of a simulation). On demand, the nWeight value of any one synapse could
be buffered out to a pad, via on-chip unity-gain buffers. In addition one neuron on each
chip (the one in the right-most bottom-most position, i.e. position Y=7 X = 3 according to
a 2D zero-based addressing scheme) has its SynCond, Mem and nDep values buffered out
to pads via unity-gain buffers, as well as the Pot value of its final synapse (i.e. synapse 63,
according to a zero-based addressing scheme). Analogue values were either sampled by
an oscilloscope (Agilent 54622D) or by an ADC (Texas Instruments TLV2553).
General parameters for simulations given in appendix D were used, unless otherwise
noted.

3.5.1 Spikes in, spikes out
In this section the basic properties of the neuron and synapse designs are demonstrated.
Figure 3.14(a) shows how SynCond and Mem varied, and shows the output spikes gen-
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erated. From the start of a burst of incoming spikes, SynCond rose rapidly and this was
followed by the rise of Mem, leading to the first spike. SynCond continued to rise and
the output spike rate increased. Upon each output spike there was a potentiation event
which increased the weight of the synapse, but upon each pre-synaptic spike there was
a depression event which decreased the weight of the synapse. The depression overcame
the potentiation so that SynCond peaked short of its maximum level around time 40ms and
then started to fall. The rise of Mem and the output spike rate then fell accordingly until
after time 80ms the level of SynCond was too low to allow the neuron to spike; after this,
Mem peaked below its spiking threshold and then fell away. The weight approached its
minimum value at around 100ms, after which SynCond approached a new plateau. Once
the burst finished at 160ms, both SynCond and Mem decayed back towards their resting
levels. Figure 3.14(b) shows a closer view of the same trace, in which the time discretisation of the decay of SynCond and synaptic current into Mem can be seen. This is discussed
further in section 3.5.2.
Figure 3.15 shows the results of an experiment (described in the figure caption) to characterise the influence of input spike rate on SynCond and of SynCond on output spike rate.
It can be seen that as input spike frequency increases, SynCond increases but the rate of
increase slows, as SynCond approaches its limit. As SynCond is reduced it reaches a point
at which the output rate reaches zero. Just above this, at 0.58V is the lowest level of SynCond which elicits output spikes. Bearing in mind that SynCond represents the level of
a current onto the membrane, it can be said that the rheobase of the neuron occurs at the
current which corresponds to a SynCond of 0.58V.

3.5.2 Membrane decay
As noted in section 3.4.3, if Cmem and CSwitch can be sized carefully, bearing in mind the
likely value of the parasitic capacitance CPar due to layout, then a useful range of membrane current magnitudes can be delivered by the circuit. In practice, sizing the capacitors
was a trade-off; larger capacitors, and in particular a larger CMem , allow the period of SynCondClk to be faster, so that the discretised charging and discharging of SynCondClk is
a better approximation to continuous time. The compromise taken was to set CMem at a
size which did not dominate the neuron circuitry and to accept the longer clock period this
would entail. For CMem of 9.7 × 10.4µm (1.3% of the area of the central neuron circuitry)

and CSwitch of 4 × 4µm, it was found that a clock period of 358µs gave τm ≈ 20ms, though
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Figure 3.14: The effect of pre-synaptic spikes on a neuron. A single neuron was configured
so that a single synapse was connected to a chosen pre-synaptic address. A burst of
spikes was sent from the pre-synaptic neuron at regular intervals of 1ms. The burst started
at time 10ms and continued until time 160ms. Parameters were as in appendix D except

τex ≈ 10ms, τm ≈ 22ms and PrePulseSynCond ≈ 9ns. (a) Top: membrane voltage and

synaptic conductance. Middle: post-synaptic (output) spikes. Bottom: pre-synaptic (input)
spikes. (b) Close up of membrane voltage and synaptic conductance.
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Figure 3.15: The relationship of SynCond to output rate. With one pre-synaptic neuron
connected to one synapse of a post-synaptic neuron, a regular pre-synaptic pulse train
was sent (with depression inhibited). The frequency was held constant for periods of 200ms
and then linearly reduced to a new constant level. This was repeated over a period of 10s.
Parameters were as in appendix D except τex ≈ 10ms, τm ≈ 22ms and PrePulseSynCond ≈

9ns. Input and output frequency and mean SynCond were recorded for the second half of

each 200ms period (the first 100ms of data was discarded to allow the performance to
settle). Top: input spike frequency; Middle: SynCond; Bottom: output spike frequency.
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Figure 3.16: Histogram of spike times with respect to nearest preceding SynCondClk2
signal, for a 2 second period in which Poisson spike trains were delivered to all neurons with
all synapses connected to a random pre-synaptic partner and with depression inhibited.
Both in-going and out-coming spikes were timestamped with an accuracy of 1µs.

with some variation between neurons. The parameterisation process which yielded the
value of this clock period is described in appendix E.
The clock period of 358µs, which delivers the desired time constant, is longer than the
100µs time step of the simulations in chapter 2 and thus the corresponding simulations
which can be delivered by the fabricated chip are of coarser time discretisation. An advantage of this longer clock period is that less energy is dissipated in the charging and
discharging of the global clock nodes, whilst a possible disadvantage is that synchronisation of spike times may lead to unwanted network behaviours, although 358µs is still much
faster than the time constants for STDP (20ms or higher). Figure 3.16 gives a histogram
of spike times with respect to the nearest preceding SynCondClk2 signal (the signal upon
which any increments to Mem occur). It can be seen that spike times are strongly correlated with the SynCondClk2 signal; the existing variation is mostly within 10µs of the
signal and is likely due to a combination of: propagation time of the clock signal; variable
time to spike due to the positive feedback in DA1, M1 and M4-M6 in figure A.1; queueing
of address-events in the arbitration circuitry; and delay in travelling around the grid.
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3.5.3 Linearity of synaptic integration
A theory of how to improve the linearity of synaptic integration by the use of a MOSCAP
device was developed in section 3.4.2. However, in practice, the SynCond node has a large
parasitic capacitance as a result of contributions from each of the 64 synapse circuits to
which it is attached. This capacitance is of the same order of magnitude as the capacitance
due to the pMOSCAP and has the characteristic of an ideal capacitance. The result of
this is shown in figure 3.17. It can be seen that the charging profile is curved for strong
synapses, in agreement with the simulated behaviour of an ideal capacitor, shown in figure
3.6. The contribution of the pMOSCAP is still present - this is more apparent in the graph
to the right showing the charging profile for a weak synapse. Thus in the fabricated chip,
linearity of integration has not been achieved as well as was hoped in this case. A more
successful application of the use of the MOSCAP non-linearity is presented in section
3.5.5.

3.5.4 Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity
The basic behaviour of the circuitry for STDP is shown in figure 3.18, where, similarly
to in figure 3.14, a single potentiated synapse received a periodic stream of spikes lasting
100ms. As before, the neuron generated 7 output spikes before the synapse became too
weak to drive the neuron to fire, as can be seen by the Mem trace. The biases nDepMin
and PotMin were generated by programmable chip-wide current bias generators and were
set to voltages which should generate currents through M7 and M8 respectively in figure
3.10 of 1nA. Empirically it can be seen that these biases caused a resting level for nDep
and Pot of approximately 2.45V and 0.6V respectively. As the input spikes arrived, Pot
(representing the potential for potentiation) was driven upwards with each incoming spike,
reaching a high resting level of ≈ 2.8V by 30ms, at which point it was held in balance by

the leak conductance implemented by the switched capacitor M2 and M4-M5. nWeight
started at ≈ 0.2V (i.e. a strong synapse) and as the first spikes arrived it rose to ≈ 0.35V

in the period before the neurons started to generate output spikes. According to simulations, approximately 100mV of this rise would have been due to the rise in Pot transmitted

through the gate-drain capacitance on transistor M8; the remainder would have been due
to small packets of charge sourced through M6-7 on each pre-synaptic spike despite the
weak bias offered by nDep. Upon the first spike generated, at time 25ms, nWeight was
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Figure 3.17: The charging of the SynCond node. Left: SynCond was charged from its resting level of ≈ 0.3V by a series of minimal width pulses to different consecutive synapses,

where each synapse had maximum weight (nWeight ≈ 0.2V ). The pulses came every 5ms,
starting at time 50ms. Right: SynCond was charged from slightly above its resting level
(≈ 0.4V ) by a series of minimal width pulses to a single synapse. The pulses came every

10µs, starting at time 0s. The graph is smooth because the sample period was ≈ 12µs.
The synapse started weak (nWeight ≈ 2V ) and the weight decreased slightly during the

early part of the charging due to small amounts of depression which cannot be eliminated;
this explains the bend in the graph around SynCond = 1 − 1.5V .
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Figure 3.18: Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity in action. A regular stream of spikes was
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and PrePulseSynCond ≈ 9ns.
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sharply lowered back to its minimum value of ≈ 0.2V by the PostPulsePot signal acting
on M9; nDep was also lowered by the PostPulseDep signal acting on M14, representing
an increase in the potential for depression. Thereafter, each pre-synaptic spike caused a
larger increase to nWeight, as can be seen by the steeper gradient of nWeight after each
output spike. The final few output spikes were not sufficient to restore nWeight to its minimum level and thus the average level of nWeight increased, until after time ≈ 90ms the

synapse was no longer strong enough to drive the neuron to fire. No further potentiation

took place and by the time the input spikes ceased, nWeight was reduced to ≈ 2V , close
to the level which represents minimum strength, where it then stayed as there were no fur-

ther plasticity-causing events. Pot and nDep then decayed away back to their respective
minima. Notice that Pot decayed faster than nDep, since τ+ ≈ 20ms and τ− ≈ 64ms

3.5.5 Potential for potentiation: linearity of integration
The technique of using a MOSCAP device to achieve greater linearity in the charging of
a capacitor through a transistor has been applied more successfully in the charging of the
Pot node, as can be seen in figure 3.19. As spikes arrive, the node is charged from 0.2V
all the way up to 3.1V closely following a straight line. (note that PotMin is usually set
to a higher level, around 0.6V). A comparison is given to the expected results if an ideal
capacitor were used.
It is worth noting that integration is approximately linear only up to a maximum level,
beyond which further inputs cease to have any effect. This applies to all nodes where
inputs are integrated and subject to an exponential decay, namely, Pot, nDep and SynCond.
This is discussed further in appendix F. With regards to Pot and nDep, there is a trade-off
to be made between the ability of Pot and nDep to integrate spikes and the ability to modify
the parameters A+ and A− . The pulses PrePulsePot and PostPulseDep cause the inputs to
Pot and nDep, and they work together with the pulses PostPulsePot and PrePulseDep to
define the parameters A+ and A− . By increasing the duration of these pulses to increase
A+ or A− , the ability of Pot and nDep respectively to integrate multiple spikes is reduced.

3.5.6 Weight stability
With nWeightHigh and nWeightLow set to Gnd and Vdd (3.3V) respectively, nWeight discharges rapidly in the absence of plasticity events, at a rate (measured in the range 1.7V
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Figure 3.19: Pot charging. A stream of spikes was sent from a single neuron and simultaneously received by a single synapse on each of 7 neurons spread across 7 different chips.
The spikes had a frequency of 1000 Hz, starting at time 0.5ms. Meanwhile PotClk was disabled so the Pot nodes would not decay. The Pot node of each of these synapses was
sampled and the solid line gives the mean of these samples from each sampling sweep.
The dashed line gives the best linear fit for this curve up to the selected desired maximum
level of 3.1V with the y-intercept fixed at 0.2V (the minimum achievable resting level of Pot,
i.e. PotMin). The dotted line shows simulation results for an ideal capacitor being charged
through a transistor configured as M3 in figure 3.10 (with its drain connected to the ideal
capacitor), with time scaled so that the best fit line also applies to it for the range 0.2V-3.1V.
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down to 0.7V) of 692V/s; for an expected nWeight capacitance of ≈ 0.5pF this implies

a current of 346fA. Discharging to Gnd is to be expected since a pMOSFET has a higher
(negatively-defined) threshold with respect to Vdd than an nMOSFET of the same dimen-

sions has with respect to Gnd; thus when a pMOSFET is gated by Vdd it is more deeply
subthreshold than an nMOSFET gated by Gnd. When nWeightHigh is raised to 0.2V, and
nWeightLow is lowered to 3.1V, the rate at which nWeight changes is greatly reduced, as
shown in figure 3.20. Respectively raising and lowering these levels further does not decrease the rate of change any further, suggesting that reverse diode leakage to substrate is
dominant at this point. Although learnt weight values begin to decay immediately, some
trace of the learned memory is retained over several minutes.

3.5.7 Mismatch
There are many sources of mismatch in the circuits, with effects at each stage of the process from delivering a spike to raising membrane potential to adapting synaptic weights.
In this section, results are presented which indicate the extent of these effects in the fabricated system. If each source of mismatch were investigated and characterised separately
it may give a misleading impression of the cumulative effects. This is because the neural system being implemented has homeostatic properties. In particular, it was shown by
Song et al. [2000] that the effect of STDP on a set of synapses afferent to a single neuron
may be to adjust the overall amount of weight of the synapses, achieving a smaller change
in output spike rates in response to a change; the change may be in the input spike rate or
in the maximum strength of a synapse. Therefore to investigate the effects of mismatch
on the performance of neurons, the chips were configured so that each neuron had its
synapses connected to exactly the same set of input neurons (with no lateral connections)
and typical spiking input was provided. Then, any differences in performance between the
neurons could be attributed to a combination of mismatch and electronic noise, effectively
giving an upper limit for the divergence that can be expected due to mismatch.
The connectivity was typical for the experiments to be performed, except that all 64
synapses were feed-forward; they were connected randomly according to a Gaussian distribution around a single pre-synaptic location. Poisson distributed spike trains with frequency 20Hz were sent for 10s from all input neurons. The results are shown in figures
3.21-3.22. Figure 3.21(a) is a histogram of the output spike rates for the neurons whilst
3.21(b) shows how these spike rates were distributed around the neurons. There are some
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Figure 3.20: Weight stability. All synapses were initially connected, to set nWeight to

nWeightHigh = 0.2 (whilst nWeightHigh = 3.1 and nWeightLowT hresh = 1.95). nWeight
was then sampled for each synapse each second, up to 300s. A selection of these traces
are shown for 64 synapses (those of neuronY0X0). In a separate experiment, all synapses
were initially connected to a single pre-synaptic location, then minimised (i.e. nWeight
raised) by the raising of nDepMin and the sending of a burst of spikes from the pre-synaptic
location. nWeight was then sampled for each synapse each second, up to 300s; traces are
shown for the same 64 synapses. Low synaptic weights rise at different rates whilst high
weights fall at different rates. The weight of each synapse asymptotes towards a resting
level at which the currents into and out of the node balance. Simplistically, the trajectory
of each nWeight can be modelled as an exponential decay. As an arithmetic average of
exponential curves can be modelled with a power-law curve [Anderson, 2001], best powerlaw fits of the rising and falling trends (over all synapses, not just those pictured) are shown
and extended out to the point at which they cross over. While the rising and falling curve
for an individual synapse will not cross but only converge, the distance (in Volts) between
the rising and falling trend lines up to the crossing point (the dotted line) is indicative of
the extent to which a weight will remain deflected away from its resting level after learning
has occurred; thus the rate of decay of this distance is indicative of the rate at which learnt
memories decay. This distance decays to 90% of its maximum in 8s, 75% in 43s, 50% in
227s and 0% in 24 mins. The relatively fast drop in nWeight around 1.9V in the first few
seconds is due to discharging through M10 in figure 3.10.
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overall differences between chips and some random differences between neurons within
the same chip. There also appears to be a slight systematic variation within chips such that
the last and to a lesser extent the first row of neurons have lower spike rates than the rows
in the middle; this is probably the result of differences in the pulse lengths at each neuron,
as pulses are broadcast laterally across the chip, see section 4.5.2; this could be resolved
in a mature implementation with more attention to the design of the clock distribution network, or alternatively by adopting a pulse-width independent synapse design, as will be
proposed in section 7.2.2. Furthermore, the bottom-right neuron in every chip has a lower
spike rate; this is almost certainly because buffers on these neurons’ Mem and SynCond
nodes for test purposes added capacitance and affected their functioning. A histogram of
the mean normalised weight for the synapses of a neuron is given in figures 3.21(c), and
3.21(d) gives the distribution of these weights around the neurons. Again there is some
variation between chips and some variation between neurons on the same chip. Importantly, however, there is an inverse relationship between the spike rate of a neuron and the
mean weight of its synapses — those neurons which spiked faster ended up with more
depressed synapses (this can be seen more clearly in figure 3.21(e); the Pearson correlation coefficient is -0.61). This is the homeostatic effect of STDP in action; a lower mean
weight for incoming synapses will make the neuron less likely to fire, providing negative
feedback on the divergence of spike rates. Although the result is a spread of spike rates
which may or may not be deemed acceptable for any given application, it can at least be
deduced that the spread of spike rates is not so severe as it would be were it not for the
implementation of STDP.
Figure 3.22(a) shows output spike trains for the neurons. Although there is some variation in the time of each spike, it appears that neurons generally produce a similar pattern
of spikes, i.e. the same pattern of input elicits a similar pattern of output, at least over a
short time scale. Figure 3.22(b) shows the trajectory due to STDP of the weights of the
same synapse in a selection of different neurons, over 10s. Although there is significant
variation in the overall weight of this synapse in different neurons, even the highest and
lowest weight traces demonstrate a similar trajectory with many of the same small-scale
fluctuations over the entire duration of the trace. The overall divergence in the weights
may be due to differences in the relative strengths of transistors M7 and M8 in figure 3.10.
However, results later in section 6.2.3 show that when no strong pattern of weights is implied by the statistics of the input spike trains, the behaviour of the system will ultimately
diverge chaotically over time given identical inputs, due only to electronic noise, so it is
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Figure 3.21: Effects of mismatch. (a) Histogram of output spike rates. (b) map showing
variation in output spike rate across the chips, on a scale from white (fastest) to black
(slowest); dividing lines show the boundaries of the individual chips which make up the
neural area. (c) Histogram of mean weight of all synapses for each neuron; weights were
normalised by linear interpolation of nWeight values between 1.9V (weight 0) and 0.2V
(weight 1). (d) map showing variation in mean weight across the chips, on a scale from
white (strongest) to black (weakest). (e) Mean weight vs. spike rate.
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unlikely that the divergence seen here is purely the effect of mismatch.

3.6 Conclusions
Literature from the field of neuromorphic engineering has been reviewed with a focus on
analogue CMOS implementations of integrate-and-fire neurons and synapses which implement STDP. Circuitry has been presented which implements the single-compartment
integrate-and-fire neuron required by the model in chapter 2. In addition a circuit for implementing STDP has been presented which introduces a degree of weight-dependence;
this works on an entirely different principle to the only other published circuit which (explicitly) does so [Bofill-i Petit and Murray, 2004], by largely exploiting the characteristics
of existing devices, resulting in a similarly compact implementation.
Switched capacitors have been used in a novel arrangement which simultaneously implements membrane currents from excitatory synapses and conductance towards a resting
potential, for a potential space saving cf. existing switched-capacitor approaches, which
handle these mechanisms separately [Glover et al., 1998]. However this mechanism has
no real advantages over an existing design of switched capacitor integrator.
The STDP circuit presented is similar to that presented by Indiveri et al. [2006] in that
pre- and post-synaptic pulses cause brief currents onto and off from a capacitor which
represents the weight of a synapse, but it differs by raising(lowering) the source potential
of the transistors gated by the spikes with respect to Gnd(Vdd) to choke leakage currents,
resulting in weights which retain traces of their learnt values over tens of seconds. Though
this is still much shorter than the duration of LTP and LTD observed in cultures of many
hours, it nevertheless allows the learnt effects of many sets of inputs to accumulate and it
will be seen in chapter 6 that it is long enough to allow learnt patterns to become embedded
in the network topology, at least given the artificially increased synaptic rewiring rates
which are achievable in a silicon implementation.
The capacitance profile of MOSCAP devices has been used in two novel ways. Firstly it
has been used to increase the broad linearity of charging profiles which are non-linear due
to the limited ability of transistors to act as ideal current sources. This was applied to the
charging of the SynCond, Pot and nDep nodes, though it was most successful in the case
of the Pot node. Secondly it has been used to alter the weight-dependence profile of STDP
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Figure 3.22: Effects of mismatch, continued. (a) Output spike times for each neuron for the
first 500ms; a black dot represents a ms in which the neuron produced at least one spike;
lines divide each row of neurons. (b) nWeight for Synapse 0 for each of 16 neurons in a
diagonal line across the area, i.e. Y0X0, Y1X1, ... Y15X15; For each synapse, nWeight
was sampled every 160µs.
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as applied to the charging and discharging of the nWeight node, in a way which allows
the overall behaviour to match broadly, if not in detail, an established model for STDP
[Gutig et al., 2003], whilst benefiting from the smaller area per unit capacitance offered
by MOSCAPs.

Chapter 4
A Distributed and
Locally-Reprogrammable
Address-Event Receiver

4.1 Introduction
The hypothesis presented in section 1.2 is based on the idea that synaptic rewiring could
be implemented in neuromorphic VLSI by circuitry distributed throughout the synapses
of a neural array. This chapter lays the groundwork by developing circuitry for receiving
spikes at synapses.
Techniques for transmitting spikes in neuromorphic systems are reviewed, with a focus
on Address-Event-Representation. A design is presented for an address-event receiver,
where the receiving elements are distributed through the synaptic array and act simultaneously. This allows a spike to be received simultaneously by all the synapses on the
axonal arbor. This receiver is compatible with existing address-event senders. The receiver is reprogrammable during run-time, allowing synaptic rewiring to be implemented.
The scalability of this system is analysed and compared against existing systems with respect to silicon area, energy and time (thus, channel capacity), as numbers of neurons and
synapses in a system increase. It will be shown that this system scales particularly well in
terms of speed as synaptic fan-out increases. Results are presented from fabricated chips,
which show first the simultaneous receipt of a spike by many synapses, then the simultaneous functioning of 8 chips (containing a total of 256 neurons and 16,384 synapses),
95
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configured in a grid arrangement, achieving high (arguably record-breaking!) spike delivery rates. Finally, alternative designs are discussed as possible future work.

4.2 Literature review
There is a need to form interconnects between many integrated neuron circuits to create
neural networks. The most simplistic approach to this would be to use a dedicated wire
to connect each pair of neurons; however, in the worst case, where all-to-all connectivity
is required between neurons, this approach would quickly become intractable, since the
number of wires required would scale as N 2 , where N is the number of neurons. Such
a problem could be ameliorated to some extent as the number of neurons on a chip increases by the use of increasing number of layers for interconnect [Joyner et al., 2004];
however, it would cause a particular problem for multi-chip systems, where the number of
Input/Output (I/O) pads that are available to relay signals between neurons implemented
on different chips becomes the limiting factor. From the beginnings of the field of neuromorphic engineering, therefore, alternative approaches to this problem have been sought
and the following review focuses on solutions which have been attempted within this field.
The related issue of reconfigurability of neural networks is mainly deferred to chapter 5.
Eberhardt et al. [1989] created a system that used individual I/O pads for the input and
the output of each neuron, with the synapses for each neuron implemented on a separate chip from the neurons themselves. All-to-all connectivity was achieved by using a
crossed grid of wires to access each element of a square grid of synapses. The number
of pads necessary for each neuron was limited to 1 each for input and 1 each for output,
since each (voltage-carrying) input wire from a pre-synaptic neuron accessed all related
synapses in a horizontal direction and all the outputs to each post-synaptic neuron sourced
currents which were summed together on a single vertical wire. Thus the number of I/O
pads required was 2N, where N is the number of neurons serviced by a synapse chip (32
in the case of the system implemented). Such chips could be tiled in grids in order to
implement larger networks; however, the number of synapses which could be created on
a chip is limited to (P/2)2 where P is the maximum number of pads which can be created, limiting the extent to which increasing synapse density can improve the scalability
of such a system. Interestingly, this system is comparable to the solution adopted by the
brain, wherein the stereotypical neuron has a single output wire (axon) and a small num-
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ber of input wires (dendrites); these branch as necessary, with the branch points being
relatively close to the synapses that are formed between them. The brain, however, does
not implement all-to-all connectivity, but rather its connectivity is extremely sparse. In all
but the simplest of nervous systems there is some indeterminism in the development of
connections (and indeed in the development of neurons), such that different organisms of
the same species develop brains which are broadly the same but differ in the detail of their
network topologies. Mueller et al. [1989] and Satyanarayana et al. [1992] both created systems with perceptron-like neurons, with continuous analogue voltage output levels. These
were continuously connected to a selection of each other’s synapses within the same chip,
via matrices of switches which could be reprogrammed by an external mechanism. Such
an approach changes the problem from that of providing all-to-all connectivity to providing the possibility of all-to-all connectivity, but the scalability remains unchanged since
there must exist N 2 switches and 2N wires. Arguably Eberhardt et al. [1989] is also an
example of this, since a synapse could be programmed with a zero weight, which could
be interpreted as the lack of a synapse between the two respective neurons. Coggins et al.
[1995] gave an example of a fixed topology Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP) with all-toall connectivity between layers, all implemented with dedicated wires within a single chip,
showing that this approach can be suitable for small-scale neural networks with particular
applications.
In order to reduce the number of wires necessary to implement interconnect, multiplexing is adopted, that is, interconnect between many pairs of neurons is implemented by
shared wires. Neal [2000] proposed a method in which each layer of a MLP with all-to-all
connectivity passed analogue output values to the next layer sequentially along a chain of
capacitors, switched according to a “bucket brigade” arrangement (previously used and
better explained by Coggins et al. [1995], though for a slightly different purpose). This
method required that the output of the network was calculated under the control of a global
clock signal; it had the advantage that synaptic weights were stored separately from the
circuit for multiplication of the weights with inputs, such that each neuron required only
one multiplier circuit to implement all of its afferent synapses.
The approaches mentioned above are suitable for networks where the neurons output analogue levels of activation; this may represent a rate at which a biological neuron produces
spikes. Such an analogue output level can be represented digitally, with the possible advantages of speeding transmission and immunity to noise during transmission. This could
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be by means of numeric analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue conversion, but such
an approach could suffer both from the size of circuitry required and from loss of accuracy
in digitisation. Hirai et al. [1989] designed a system in which all values stayed in the digital domain. Tomberg et al. [1989] also did so, using 16 bit values for synaptic weights, but
all bits were interpreted as sign bits of two’s complement numbers; this reduced the complexity of circuitry necessary for addition and multiplication at the expense of reducing
the range of values which could be stored and thus increasing the rounding error in conversion for a given number of bits. Alternative “pulse stream” approaches were described
by Hamilton et al. [1992], in which an analogue output level can be used to drive oscillators so as to create pulsed digital signals which carry the analogue information in the
form of pulse width, pulse amplitude, pulse frequency or the difference in phase between
two pulses. The pulsed signals can then be multiplexed. One proposed scheme involved
neurons taking turns to send the next pulse on a line, with the delay from the previous
pulse representing its level of activation. The scheme is self-timed, rather than relying on
a central clock; the receiving circuitry must stay synchronised with the sending circuitry
in order to correctly de-multiplex the incoming signal. In order to increase accuracy in
transmission in this scheme, longer delays must be allowed for; as the number of neurons
which share the line increases, the rate at which they can be sampled decreases, and this
rate will fluctuate as the average level of activation changes.

An analogue level of activation for a neuron may represent the rate at which the neuron
produces spikes. Where spiking neurons are directly implemented, the signal to be transmitted from a neuron to a post-synaptic synapse is a discrete all-or-nothing pulse, which
can be idealised as an event, occurring at a particular time. Indeed, the integrate-and-fire
neuron can be seen as a device which turns an analogue level of activation (specifically,
current input) into a stream of events with a rate which is related to the level of activation (linearly, in the simplest case); thus, spiking neurons can be seen as a special case
of the pulse-stream approach, in which neural activation is encoded as pulse frequency.
Spiking neuromorphic systems, however, allow the possibility that the time of individual
spike events may carry information or otherwise influence the behaviour of a neural network; this timing information is a requirement for learning rules such as STDP. In spiking
neuromorphic systems, the time taken for axonal transmission to occur in biology is frequently ignored and simply implemented as fast as possible, whereas some systems model
the temporal dynamics of dendrites [Elias and Northmore, 1995].
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Considering, then, how spiking events may be multiplexed, various approaches have been
proposed. Tuffy et al. [2007] proposed a time-multiplexing architecture. Each neuron
within a layer had a time slice in which it could control a node common to all the neurons
of the layer. The control of the node passed from neuron to neuron by means of a shift
register, connected in a loop and synchronised by a global clock. On receiving control
of the node, a neuron would raise it if it had produced a spike since the last time it had
control. The system was designed to implement all-to-all connectivity between layers;
each neuron in the subsequent (target) layer therefore had one synapse for each input
neuron. The synapses for each target neuron operated on a time slice which was also
generated by a shift register. The shift register for the synapses of each target neuron was
synchronised to the shift register for the input neurons; therefore at any point, within each
target neuron there would be one synapse receptive to the input neuron which had control
of the common node. At that point those synapses would latch the value of the common
node and use it to produce input to their target neuron. As the number of neurons sharing
an outgoing communication node increase, the time necessary to complete a cycle of all
the neurons increases such that the time resolution of the transmission decreases. The
capacitance of the node which an input neuron must drive also increases both with the
number of input neurons and especially with the number of target neurons, increasing the
energy cost of transmission.

4.2.1 Address-event representation
The time-multiplexing architecture of Tuffy et al. [2007] and the scheme of Hamilton
et al. [1992] have in common that each neuron is sequentially polled for its output; then
either the fact of a spiking event or the implied rate of spiking, respectively, is relayed.
An alternative approach is to transmit spiking events only when they occur, so that the
capacity of a multiplexed channel is used to transmit information about neural activity
rather than inactivity. This is the basis of Address-Event Representation (AER). An array
of neurons all share a bus (i.e. a set of wires). When one of the neurons generates a spike,
this event is transmitted by placing the unique digital address of the source neuron on the
bus; this can then be decoded by receiving circuitry and appropriate synapses targeted.
This approach was first used in the theses of Sivilotti [1991] and Mahowald [1992] and
has since been extended and improved. AER exploits the large difference in frequency
between the spiking behaviour of biological neurons (on the order of 10-1000Hz) and
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the capability of digital electronic communication (many MHz). When more than one
neuron generates events whose transmission would overlap in time, the events can either
be discarded [Mortara et al., 1995] or all but the first discarded [Abusland et al., 1996],
or they can be queued using arbitration circuitry so that all are delivered [Sivilotti, 1991,
Mahowald, 1992, Boahen, 2000].
The number of wires required to transmit, in parallel, the unique binary-encoded addresses
of N neurons scales as log2 (N), so the number of pads and wires necessary to interconnect chips is achievable for very large neural networks, e.g. 37 wires would be sufficient
to encode unique addresses for the 1011 neurons of a human-sized nervous system. The development of word-serial AER reduces the number of wires required still further [Boahen,
2004]. In this scheme, the unique digital address of a neuron is broken into words, which
are transmitted serially. When the words correspond to the X and Y portions of an address
within a 2D grid, this protocol can minimise time losses due to channel arbitration, as the
arbitration circuitry operates first in one dimension then in the other [Boahen, 2000].
Arbitrated word-parallel AER is the spike transmission protocol which has been adopted
in this project; it functions as follows. The wires for carrying the addresses of the neurons
are supplemented with two extra wires, a request (Req) line and an Acknowledge (Ack)
line. The sending circuit loads the address onto the bus then raises Req (i.e. it goes from
a low voltage, Gnd, to a high voltage, Vdd). The receiving circuit latches the address data
then raises Ack. Once the sending circuit receives the Ack signal, it responds by lowering
the Req signal and new data may be placed on the bus. The receiving circuit waits until
both Req is lowered and until it is ready to receive the next event, before it lowers Ack.
The sending circuit waits until Ack is lowered before it raises the Req signal, to repeat
the protocol for the next event. The system is asynchronous (since no regular clocks
are needed); it is self-timed by means of a “four-phase handshake”; spike transmission
proceeds at the fastest rate achievable by both the sending and receiving circuits.
Faster asynchronous data transfer protocols are possible; if data is encoded with a oneof-N code, for example one-in-four, then from an initial null state where all the wires
are at low voltage, the raising of exactly one wire transmits 2 bits of data concurrently
with a request, eliminating the need for a delay between loading data and raising a specific
request line. This was applied to interconnect for general processing, with additional wires
for packet-switching, [Bainbridge and Furber, 2002] and is being applied specifically to
a neural network simulator, [Plana et al., 2007]. An alternative called “one-change-in-
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four” recently proposed by Kwabena Boahen (Stanford University, California, personal
communication) seeks to reduce transmission time further by implementing a two-phase
handshake, where a request is made by means of changing the state of one out of a set of
four data wires. The receiving circuit then flips the state of Ack to acknowledge receipt.
Each possible transition implies 2 bits of address data and enough sets of four wires are
used in parallel to encode the address. This will eliminate the need for wires to undergo a
second transition in order to return to the null state.
AER was originally conceived as a point-to-point protocol. If each neuron in one neural
layer has a unique connection to only one neuron in a corresponding neural layer with a
precise topographic mapping between the layers, the outgoing bus can be decoded directly
by a row-and-column decoder on a receiving chip, and spikes are delivered correctly to the
same location on a corresponding chip [as in Sivilotti, 1991, Mahowald, 1992]. Simplistically this type of one-to-one connectivity can be observed in some places in the nervous
system, for example the connections from cone receptors to bipolar cells, at least in the
fovea [Kandel et al., 2000, ch. 26]. More commonly however, as noted in section 2.1.2.1,
neurons make connections to many other neurons (i.e. they have a large “fan-out”) and
receive large numbers of incoming connections (“fan-in”). As two examples, Xiong et al.
[1994] found an average fan-out of 167 for retinal ganglion cells in the tectum of the hamster, whilst Palkovits et al. [1971] found an average fan-in of 85,000 onto the Purkinje cells
of the cat. Despite such apparently large fan-in and fan-out, these networks are nevertheless very sparsely connected, when the overall number of neurons in the respective brain
areas are considered, such that implementing dedicated synapses for each possible pair
of neurons, as in the all-to-all network topologies reviewed above, would be extremely
wasteful of circuitry. In order to implement arbitrary many-to-many network connectivity,
address-events are commonly received not directly by a neural array chip but rather by a
digital microcontroller and are then compared to a look-up table in memory in order to
find out which outgoing address-events should be sent [Deiss et al., 1999, Mitra et al.,
2006]. These are then sent sequentially to one or more receiving neural arrays. Essentially then, a look-up table is used to convert source neuron addresses into target neuron
or synapse addresses; this is referred to below as the “look-up table” approach. This approach reduces the capacity of the bus in the presence of large fan-out. If, for example,
the number of neurons which can be supported by a bus is ≈ 105 [Boahen, 2000] and an

average fan-out of 1000 is desired, the number of neurons which can then be supported is
reduced to ≈ 100.
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A similar approach was also used to map source-neuron addresses to target synapse addresses which stored in a look-up table not a verbose mapping between all source-target
address pairs but rather a receptive field template which was used to calculate appropriate target addresses for each source address [Liu et al., 2001]; this system saved memory
space at the level of the microcontroller at the expense of topological freedom – all axonal arbors and dendritic trees in the projection from one layer to another were identical.
As the complexity of neuromorphic systems has increased, digital microcontrollers have
been used to implement more aspects of the neural network model. This trend has been
extended by Vogelstein et al. [2007] where other synaptic variables (number of release
sites, probability of release and quantal post-synaptic response — the product of these is
essentially the synaptic weight) were also held in the look-up table, allowing each neuron to have a single “general purpose” synapse circuit which acts as a number of virtual
synapses.
An alternative approach to implementing axonal fan-out was demonstrated by [SerranoGotarredona et al., 1999]. This system took advantage of the observation that 2D topographic projections between neural layers in the visual system, for example between LGN
and V1, can be usefully modelled as functions such as Gaussians or Gabor filters. When
a spike was delivered to the receiving neural array by AER, it was used to target not just
the neuron in the topographically appropriate location but also all those within a certain
distance in each dimension, with the length of the pulse and thus the weight of the connection modified according to a separable approximation to the desired filter, which could
be programmed. This therefore implemented a specialised type of axonal fan-out without
reducing the channel capacity, but it did so at the expense of adaptability; all axonal arbors
were constrained to be the same shape and this could not be adapted by a learning rule.

4.3 The broadcast approach
In this project, in order to overcome the bottleneck on channel-capacity as fan-out increases, whilst maintaining the possibility of adaptability by means of synaptic rewiring,
an alternative approach has been taken. Address-events from a sending chip are directly
received by a receiving chip and broadcast across the receiving chip’s neural array. Simultaneously, each synapse compares that address to an address which is stored locally to the
synapse, to establish whether the address-event was intended for itself. Many synapses can
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store the same desired address and thus arbitrarily large axonal arbors can be implemented
without reducing bus capacity. This will be referred to as the “broadcast approach”. This
approach has been mooted before e.g. Deiss et al. [1999]:
“Ideally each node should recognise its relevant source events, but our present
multi-neuron chips use a DSP chip and lookup table to implement the fan-out
from source address to the individual target synaptic addresses."
However to date, no such system has been implemented. In this section the broadcast
approach is described in comparison to the existing look-up table approach, as described
in section 4.2.1 above. The look-up table approach allows the use of receiving circuitry as
described by Boahen [2000], which is shown in fig 4.1 (a).
The receiving circuitry which implements the broadcast approach is shown in figure 4.1
(b). The chip-level address-event receiver is compatible with existing address-event transmitters. An incoming request is acknowledged immediately and triggers local latching of
the address bus and a timed delay followed by a timed pulse to synapses. Synapses do
not acknowledge receipt of an event, rather the chip-wide broadcast is timed to last long
enough for all synapses to receive it. A minimum cycle time is imposed sufficient to allow for the timed delays before the acknowledge signal is dropped. An example timing
diagram for the receipt of a single address-event is given in figure 4.1 (c).
In contrast to the aforementioned approach of Vogelstein et al. [2007], more rather than
less information is stored locally at each synapse circuit. Specifically, the digital address
of the pre-synaptic neuron is stored, alongside the analogue synaptic variables representing weight and the potential for potentiation, as discussed in chapter 3. Given the local
availability of information about incoming connectivity, neurons can take advantage of
other information stored locally at the soma and in the synapses in order to change incoming connectivity. By additionally storing a binary variable at each synapse indicating
whether or not the synapse actually exists, the synaptic weight is used to inform the decision whether to disconnect, in accordance with the model presented in chapter 2. The
synapse circuit therefore becomes a circuit representing a potential synapse, part of the
neuron’s total synaptic capacity. This is supplemented with a chip-wide mechanism for
implementing synaptic connection, where the probability of a synapse forming with a
given pre-synaptic neuron is influenced by the distance between the ideal location of that
neuron and the post-synaptic neuron, allowing receptive fields to form according to 2D
probabilistic distributions. This system is detailed in chapter 5.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Address-event receiver circuitry, functionally equivalent to that described in
Boahen [2000]. The incoming request ReqIn triggers the raising of the global acknowledge,
AckOut, and the decoding of the incoming address; a synapse (or neuron) is targeted;
when this acknowledges, AckOut is lowered (once ReqIn has also been lowered), allowing
the next event to be transmitted. (b) Proposed address-event receiver. Upon ReqIn going
high, AckOut is immediately driven high, and a pulse generator (PG1) is also triggered,
the output of which stays high for a precisely-timed (adjustable) period thereafter. AckOut
stays high until ReqIn and PG1 both drop. ReqIn also triggers the local latching of the
incoming address bus. Once latched, the address is broadcast across the chip and all
synaptic address-event receivers simultaneously compare this address to their own stored
address to decide whether it is correct. From the rising of ReqIn there is a short delay
(implemented by PG2) to allow the address data to propagate across the chip, before a
pulse (Spike) is sent out across the chip (implemented by PG3) triggering those synapses
with correct addresses to accept the event. The pulse generated by PG1 is timed to be
long enough to accommodate the joint delays of PG2 and PG3 before allowing AckOut to
drop and the cycle to repeat. (c) Example timing diagram for timed response unit.
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4.4 Scalability of broadcast approach
4.4.1 Area
Each synapse, in order to implement its address-event receiver, must store as many bits
in memory elements as the width of the incoming address bus. The total area of the receiving circuitry across the chip, or across the system, for a multi-chip system, then scales
as Smax Nlog2 (N), where N is the number of neurons in the system and Smax is the maximum fan-in, i.e. the number of dendritic (or incoming) synapses allowed per neuron.
The Smax N term represents the number of synapse circuits in the system and the log2 (N)
term represents the number of bits necessary to encode a neuron’s address within each
synapse. At first glance this scales poorly compared to the look-up table approach, which
employs row and column decoders allowing the area of the receiving circuitry to scale as
√
√
Smax Nlog2 (Smax N), where the Smax N term represents the number of row or column
decoder elements necessary to decode a target synaptic address and the log2 (Smax N) term
represents the number of bits necessary to encode a synaptic address (each decoder element must store one dimension (i.e. half the bits) of the synaptic addresses it encodes for).
Importantly, however, the look-up table approach requires that additional memory external to the neural array is used to store the look-up table (typically on an external memory
chip), in which area is required which scales as Sav Nlog2 (Smax N), where Sav is average
fan-out. The Sav N term is the number of axonal (or outgoing) synapses in the system and
the log2 (Smax N) term is the number of bits necessary to encode a dendritic (or incoming)
synaptic address. The costs of microcontrollers and RAM are not normally considered,
whether in terms of chip area or power consumption. This is acceptable for test systems,
but if total power budget and space are considered (for a hypothetical implantable system,
for example) it can be seen that in the broadcast approach, the chip space necessary to
implement memory is simply being distributed throughout the neural array, rather than
stored in a separate dedicated chip.
It is also worth noting that the scaling expression above for the on-chip area required
by the look-up table approach only holds for a single-chip system. If the system is
spread across multiple chips then the expression for the look-up table approach becomes
p
C Smax Nchip log2 (Smax Nchip ) where C is the number of chips in the system and Nchip is
the number of neurons per chip. Therefore as a neural network is scaled up by networking

together more chips and the ratio of C/Nchip goes up, the on-chip area scaling advantage
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with respect to the broadcast approach due to row and column decoding ceases to accrue.
The scaling expressions above are summarised in table 4.1. Vogelstein’s approach [Vogelstein et al., 2007] is also included for comparison; this is included because it is a special
case of the look-up table approach in which there is only one target synapse address per
target neuron.

Table 4.1: Scaling of area, energy usage and speed

System

Broadcast
Look-up
table
Vogelstein

On-chip receiver

Off-chip mem-

Internal buffer-

Time per

area

ory area

ing energy per

spike

spike sent

sent

Smax Nlog2 (N)
p
C Smax Nchip

log2 (Smax Nchip )
p
C Nchip

Smax Nlog2 (N)
p
Sav Nlog2 (Smax N) SavC Smax Nchip

none required

Sav Nlog2 (N)

et al. [2007] log2 (Nchip )
Nchip = number of neurons per chip;

SavC

p

Nchip

unity
Sav
Sav

C = number of chips in system;
N = number of neurons in system = NchipC;
Smax = maximum fan-in, i.e. number of dendritic synapses allowed per neuron;
Sav = average fan-out.
The actual difference in area requirements between these approaches should not be overlooked. Memory on a dedicated RAM chip takes up much less space than in the design
presented in this chapter, for three reasons. Firstly it is not integrated with address-bus
monitoring circuitry but rather optimised for its purpose. S-RAM cells use just 6 transistors compared to 12 used in the monitor bit design and D-RAM cells can be much smaller
again, consisting of just one transistor and one capacitor; in section 4.7 a distributed wordserial address-event receiver is proposed to reduce this drawback. Secondly, dedicated
memory can arguably be smaller as it can be implemented in more recent processes with
smaller geometry, whilst analogue neurons may need to be implemented with larger geometry to limit mismatch; if homeostatic neural algorithms are implemented, however,
such constraints need not apply, as suggested by section 3.5.7. Thirdly dedicated memory
is also less costly simply because it is mass-produced; however, whilst chip area is much
more expensive on trial ASICs than on mass-produced memory, this may not always be
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the case if neuromorphic circuitry comes into mainstream demand. Notwithstanding the
possible solutions to these issues, the broadcast approach currently yields synapses of
significantly larger on-chip area, resulting in higher production costs for the foreseeable
future. However, if this increase of area can be tolerated for a given technology, then it
can be tolerated equally both as miniaturisation proceeds and as the size of neural network
implemented expands. Meanwhile the broadcast approach can be expected to continue to
support larger neural networks with large average fan-outs after the existing approaches
run out of “bandwidth”.

4.4.2 Energy usage
In the broadcast approach, each incoming address event must be broadcast across the
neural array to each synapse. Consequently each synapse contributes a capacitive load
to the on-chip buffering and therefore energy consumption will scale linearly with Smax N.
This term includes internal buffering to the neurons but does not include buffering from the
pads to the peripheral latches shown in figure 4.1 (b), because the look-up table approach
has an equivalent cost. The chips which have been fabricated each contain 2048 synapses
and based on the analysis in appendix C therefore use ≈ 1.8nJ per incoming spike for
internal buffering. This is likely to be comparable to the energy necessary to transfer a

spike externally between chips, though as die sizes increase the energy cost of internal
buffering can be expected to become increasingly dominant. In the look up table approach
there is no need to broadcast the address across the chip; rather the spike signal can be
targeted to the row and column of the correct synapse within the neural array. The energy
cost of internal buffering should therefore be lower and should scale per incoming spike
p
as C Smax Nchip . In the broadcast approach, however, energy usage remains constant

per address-event sent, whilst in the look-up table approach energy usage per spike sent
increases linearly with axonal fan-out, as each axonal synapse requires a separate spike

to be transmitted between chips and the correct synapse targeted. Bearing this in mind,
scaling expressions for energy are given in Table 4.1. This suggests that if the choice
of which approach to use is to be determined by energy usage then there will be a ratio
(ignoring the complexity introduced by multi-chip systems) of Sav / Smax N above which
the broadcast approach can be expected to outperform the look-up table approach. In
other words the broadcast approach may perform better in terms of energy for densely
connected systems but it will not perform so well for sparsely connected systems. Here,
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the additional energy costs of the microcontroller and RAM in the look-up table approach
have not been considered; how these scale depends on the implementation.

4.4.3 Time
To ensure that communication succeeds in the broadcast approach, each communication
cycle is deliberately slower than the average cycle time which could be achieved if the
sender were allowed to proceed with the next event as soon as a synapse acknowledges,
as in figure 4.1 (a), though the difference could be no more than a small factor. However
the time taken in the broadcast approach does not increase with Sav whereas in the look-up
table approach it increases linearly (as shown in table 4.1). In fact the scaling of time
in the broadcast approach may be above unity for a couple of reasons. Firstly, if Smax
were increased whilst Nchip was held constant within a given technology and for a given
synapse design, this would result in a larger chip; therefore the broadcast could take longer,
although (a) this could be offset by the use of more powerful buffers, (b) it is more likely in
such a case that more chips would be used rather than bigger chips, due to the constraints
of yield. Secondly, the time the address receiver takes to compare its stored address with
the incoming address will scale as log2 (N), due to the increased number of receiver bits
which contribute to the NAND gate. However this is likely to be inconsequential compared
to the broadcast time, and so has not been included in table 4.1. In any case, neither of
these effects would significantly change the conclusion: the principle advantage of the
broadcast approach is that as axonal fan-out increases, a speed advantage accumulates.

4.5 Implementation
4.5.1 Synaptic address-event receiver circuitry
The total area of the synapse scales as the number of bits necessary to encode a neuron’s
address in the system. It is therefore necessary to make the storage of each bit and its
associated circuitry as compact as possible. This has been achieved using a static memory
element, with a transmission-gate implementation of an XNOR gate for comparison with
the incoming address bit. The result of the comparison contributes to a NAND gate for the
whole receiver, the output of which (“nAeCorrect”) indicates whether or not the incoming
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address is correct. Additional circuits allow for overwriting. The synaptic address receiver
circuitry is shown in fig 4.2.
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M2

T3
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OverAddr<1>
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nAddr<1>
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Addr<0>
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M3
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And
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nAeCorrect

nOverSigPD
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Figure 4.2: Address-event receiver circuitry. The receiver is composed of a chain of blocks
each of which monitors a single bit of the incoming address bus; one of these “monitor
bits” is shown here (the zeroth bit). A bit of the address (DesiredBit) is stored in a memory
element composed of Inv1 and M1-M2. An XNOR is continuously performed between
DesiredBit and the incoming address bit (Addr < 0 >) by means of T2-T3 (the incoming
bit’s complement nAddr < 0 > is also required). The result of the XNOR contributes to a
NAND gate implemented throughout the receiver array by transistors M3-M4. The result is
nAeCorrect, indicating whether the full incoming address matches the full stored address.
When OverSig goes high (and its complement nOverSig goes low), this is the signal for
the receiver’s address to be overwritten with the address on the OverAddr bus, a separate
bus broadcasting a pre-synaptic address for consideration. OverSig chokes off transistors
M1-M2 using transistors M5-M6 (these are common for all the monitor bits) while T1 opens,
allowing DesiredBit to take the value of OverAddr < 0 >.

In the fabricated chip, additional elements were included in this circuit to allow the easy
read-out of stored values, which amounted to two additional transistors per monitor bit
plus additional circuitry at higher levels. These have been excluded from figure 4.2 for the
purpose of clarity. In fact, due to a design error, these circuits did not work correctly and
were therefore unused, whilst an alternative approach was used to read out stored values,
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as described in appendix H.

4.5.2 Broadcast
The signal labelled Spike in figure 4.1 is an active-low pulse, which is labelled nPrePulseSynCond in figure 3.4 and is used to generate an increase in synaptic conductance. In fact,
two other signals are broadcast across the chip, nPrePulsePot and nPrePulseDep, which
are used to control STDP, as in figure 3.10. Whilst it is not important for these signals
to reach all synapses at the same time, it is important for them to last the same length of
time at each synapse, since this affects the parameters gmax , A+ and A− . In the fabricated
chip, these signals are generated by pulse generators, buffered to reach each row and then
buffered again along each row. In a mature implementation, more attention could be paid
to the design of the clock distribution network [Friedman, 2001]. Within each synapse,
the result of the address-event receiver is used to decide whether these pulses should be
applied to the synapse, as shown in figure 4.3.
nAeCorrect

nPrePulseSynCond_Row

nPrePulseSynCond_Synapse

nPrePulseDep_Row

nPrePulseDep_Synapse

nPrePulsePot_Row

nPrePulsePot_Synapse

Figure 4.3: Pulse receiver. The signal nAeCorrect, which is produced by the address-event
receiver, is used to open or close gates for three timed pulses which are broadcast along
each row of neurons: nPrePulseSynCond, nPrePulsePot and nPrePulseDep.

4.5.3 Layout
The chips were fabricated using the AMS 0.35µ 4-metal 2-poly process. Layout considerations are discussed in appendix C.
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4.5.4 Multi-chip system
As stated previously in section 3.5, each chip contains an array of 8 × 4 = 32 neurons.
Each neuron has 64 synapses with reprogrammable 9-bit address-event receivers (there
are therefore 2048 synapses per chip). In order to achieve the required number of neurons for a 16 × 16 layer, 8 chips are therefore required. 8 chips were organised in a grid
arrangement [Merolla et al., 2007] so that any neuron on any chip could send or receive

spikes (address-events) with negligible delay. Input address-events could be sequenced
from a PC and streamed with time stamps to an FPGA (Xilinx Spartan 3 on an Opal
Kelly XEM3010 integration module). The FPGA would then transmit the address-events
at the correct times (where time was measured in microseconds relative to the beginning
of a simulation). Spikes sent by the neurons on the chip were received by the FPGA; these
were time-stamped and sent to the PC; they were also optionally merged into the stream of
input spikes and sent back to the chips, in order to implement lateral or recurrent connections. The grid system is shown in figure 4.4. Whilst there are alternative schemes which
would minimise the number of transmissions necessary for spike delivery, this scheme allows for intervention in recurrent spike delivery should it be required (though this has not
been needed in practice).
The grid system used differs from that used by Merolla et al. [2007] in that the addresses
used are absolute, not relative. The addressing scheme used in this thesis is as follows.
Neurons are referred to by their zero-based coordinates within a layer. For example the
top-most left-most neuron in a layer is called neuron Y0X0, whereas the bottom-most
right-most neuron is called neuron Y15X15. Where it is not obvious from the context
whether the input of target layer is referred to, a neuron can have an “Area” prefix, 0 for
the input layer (simulated) and 1 for the target layer (fabricated), e.g. neuron Area1Y7X3.
Synapses are referred to by their zero-based index, for example synapse Y7X3Syn63 for
the final synapse in neuron Y7X3. Chips are referred to by their 1-based coordinates
within the target layer, as can be seen in figure 4.4, for example, the bottom-most rightmost chip is called chip Y2X4.
When the system is initialised, each chip must be programmed with its location within the
area. This is transmitted to each chip from the FPGA via a cross-chip shift register. It is
then latched by the chip and used to form the most significant bits (in each dimension) of
the address-events sent by neurons on the chip.
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Figure 4.4: Grid system. Timestamped input spikes from the PC are sent at the correct time
(or as soon as possible thereafter if the bus is not free) to the first chip (chip Y1X1). The
first chip broadcasts this across its neural array and simultaneously (again depending on
bus availability) transmits it to the second chip, and so on. The spikes are thus distributed
throughout the grid using the chain of buses labelled distribution. Spikes generated by
neurons in the final chip in the chain, in this case chip Y2X1, are transmitted to the next
chip (chip Y2X2). This chip receives those spikes and merges them sequentially, using
arbitration circuitry, with any spikes from its own neural array, before transmitting them
on. Thus spikes generated from the chips’ neurons accumulate along the chain of buses
labelled accumulation, until they arrive at the FPGA. Here they are timestamped and sent
to the PC. They are also, optionally, merged with input spikes and redistributed across the
chips, allowing lateral or recurrent synapses to be implemented.
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4.6 Results
For the chip results displayed hereafter, the experimental set up is as described is section
3.5. Where simulation results have been given they have been generated by Cadence software, running either the Spectre or the UltraSim simulator and based, where appropriate,
on a technology library for the AMS C35B4 process.

4.6.1 Simultaneous receipt of a spike by many synapses
Figure 4.5 gives results which demonstrate the ability of synapses to simultaneously receive the same spike.

4.6.2 Channel capacity
The ability of the distribution chain of buses to distribute spikes is demonstrated in figure 4.6. A burst of spikes from all input neurons was distributed from the FPGA starting
at 0s (the first four are shown). Spikes were passed through each chip in the chain with
a latency of ≈ 13ns. The rate at which spikes can be distributed is limited by the total
broadcast cycle time as defined by the (programmable) length of the pulse generated by

pulse generator PG1 as shown in figure 4.1(c) plus various latencies imposed by the system. The delivery of a spike to a chip and the broadcast within it in the test system took
upwards of 60ns. In fact in the test system created, the FPGA contributed the greatest
delay; thus the speed achieved was far short of address-event delivery speeds achieved
in recent publications (e.g. 41.66MHz Berge and Hafliger [2007]; 78.125MHz [Fasnacht
et al., 2008] - two systems for delivery of address-events, which would in fact be compatible with the system presented here, although the rates reported are for network links rather
than delivery to end points). Nevertheless, even with spikes being sent at only ≈ 4.7MHz,
as the network was configured with an average fan-out of 64, spikes were being received

at a rate of ≈ 300MHz. Although it is an unfair comparison, it is true to say that this is
faster than any spike delivery rate which has been reported for AER in the neuromorphic

engineering literature to date, and increasing the fan-out would increase the spike delivery
rate by the same degree. Figure 4.7 shows a burst of spikes generated by the chips in a
separate experiment being transmitted along the accumulation chain of buses.
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Figure 4.5: Simultaneous receipt of a spike by multiple synapses. Synapses of a neuron
were programmed so that Syn0 was receiving from neuron Area0Y0X1, Syn1 and Syn2
were receiving from neuron Area0Y0X2, Syn3, Syn4 and Syn5 were receiving from neuron
Area0Y0X3, and so on, with one more synapse receiving from each incrementally higher
neuron address, up to Syn45-54, i.e. 10 synapses, which were all receiving from neuron
Area0Y0X10. A sequence of spikes was sent in, starting at time 0.1s with frequency of
64Hz. The first spike in the sequence was from neuron Area0Y0X0, the next from neuron
Area0Y0X1, and so on. SynCondLeak period was 40µs, implementing a time constant for
the decay of SynCond of ≈ 2.5ms. The upper plot shows SynCond for the neuron whilst the

lower plot shows incoming spike times. The first spike did not elicit any response from the
neuron since no synapse was programmed to receive from that address. Thereafter each
spike caused a progressively (and approximately linearly) larger instantaneous increase in
SynCond, as more synapses simultaneously received each subsequent spike.
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Figure 4.6: Address-events being distributed at maximum speed (with a minimal delay
imposed, i.e. delay 1 in figure 4.1(c)). Every synapse was programmed to receive from a
randomly selected neuron in the input layer; thus, each input layer neuron had an average
fan-out of 64. A set of address-events all with time stamp 0 were distributed from the FPGA
as fast as possible. Graphs show the distribution buses’ request signals output from: Top
- the FPGA; Middle - the first chip in the chain (Y1X1); Bottom - the final chip in the chain
(Y2X1). A rate of 4.74MHz was achieved. This includes all delays in the receiving and
sending chain in the FPGA, PCB and chips. The largest delay is in the FPGA in this
implementation (approx 150ns per cycle). The address-events took 107ns to pass through
the grid, about ≈ 13ns latency per chip, whereas the receive and broadcast time of a chip
was ≈ 60ns.
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Figure 4.7: Spikes being accumulated. Every synapse was programmed to receive from
a randomly selected neuron in the input layer. A burst of spikes was delivered from all
input neurons in sequence according to their address, at a rate of 1MHz. The first burst of
output spikes generated by the target layer neurons is shown, with time relative to the first
request, which came from chip Y1X1. While this request was high, chip Y1X3, further back
in the chain, generated a spike at time ≈ 0.02µs. This spike was transmitted through chip

Y1X2 and was queued in chip Y1X1 until the handshake for the first spike had completed,
whereupon it was transmitted by chip Y1X1, at time ≈ 0.16µs. The next spike, from chip
Y2X2, can be seen to be transmitted through most of the chain, and so on.
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4.7 Discussion
The address-event receiver which has been implemented redefines synapse circuits as potential synapses and, in a straight-forward manner, shifts the burden of decoding and receiving spike events into them. Alternative designs are possible and may prove beneficial.
For example, the adoption of word-serial AER would limit the number of address bus
monitoring elements in the synapse and promote the adoption of a more standard choice
for a repeating memory element. If standard 6-transistor S-RAM elements were used then
the size of the repeating memory element would be ≈ 30µm2 for the same technology and

additional read-out circuitry would not be required. Alternatively a DRAM architecture
could reduce the size of the repeating unit to as little as ≈ 2µm2 for the same technology,
though this would probably be unusable in this application since it depends on peripheral

circuitry which operates sequentially. As a further alternative, whilst floating gate technology is not best suited to storing synaptic weights because the high frequency of changes
usually required by synaptic learning rules would lead to eventual dielectric breakdown,
the low rates of synaptic rewiring in natural systems make storage of pre-synaptic addresses on floating gates an attractive option. Analogue storage of many address bits on
a single gate (a form of multi-valued logic) could be explored for a possible space saving
[Holler et al., 1990].
Adopting a monitor bit design similar to that of standard Content Addressable Memory
[Pagiamtzis and Sheikholeslami, 2006] could achieve a space saving, at the expense of a
more complex comparison cycle, since it requires that lines which indicate a match are
pre-charged before a comparison takes place.
A drawback of the transmission gate implementation of the pulse receiver which was used
is that if an unusually large number of synapses within a row are connected to a particular
pre-synaptic address, the capacitance on the broadcast signals will increase, possibly affecting the parameters for this set of synapses which depend on pulse duration, e.g. gmax ,
with respect to other synapses in the same row. This could be avoided by using active
gates (e.g. NAND gates). More generally, the speed performance of the protocol could
be optimised by decoupling the delivery of an address event from the production of currents which drive the synapse’s processes, since in general the pulse lengths necessary are
longer than the minimum time necessary to simply register a pulse. Such optimisation,
however, would require the implementation of pulse generators at each synapse, or alter-
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native mechanisms for implementing synaptic processes; a proposal along these lines is
given in section 7.2.2. A small, simple improvement to speed performance would be to
replace PG1 in figure 4.1(b) with a state machine driven by PG2 and PG3, eliminating one
source of delay from the present design.
Alternatively, the look-up table approach could be improved in ways which overcome
some of the drawbacks mentioned previously. In a multi-chip system, each chip could
have a dedicated microcontroller for receiving address-events and converting them into
the target synapse address-events using a dedicated look-up table. Thus at the level of the
network, events would be passed as single events which encode the address of their source
neuron and only when they neared their destinations would they be expanded to a set of
events encoding the addresses of the target synapses. This would reduce the number of
events which would have to be passed through the wider network. Individual chips could
therefore be sized so that the capacity of this incoming bus was never exceeded. Such
a system was created by Deiss et al. [1999], a system which implemented an inter-chip
broadcast of address-events. If in addition the microcontroller and look-up table circuitry
were integrated into the same die as its associated neural array, then energy and speed
savings could be achieved. This approach is being pursued by Shih-Chii Liu (Institute
of Neuroinformatics, Zurich, personal communication) and should result in an interesting
comparison with the present work.
Khan et al. [2008] have proposed a method of extending the look-up table approach to
multi-chip systems. Many chips would be situated in a (toroidal hexagonal) grid by means
of two-way communication links. Each chip would have a look-up table and collectively
these would define the path or paths by which a packet (essentially an address-event)
would have to be routed in order to reach all of the destinations. The look-up table size
would be minimised by (a) assuming default routing paths for events (b) masking of parts
of neurons’ addresses in the routing table to use the same entries for packets with similar addresses and identical destinations (c) encoding a single routing table entry to define
multiple routes. As with the above proposal, packets would encode the addresses of source
neurons until they reached their target chips (in fact, target cores, since each chip would
contain multiple processing cores) and only when they arrived would individual destination synapses be targeted. Moreover the number of transmissions of a packet could be
minimised with the route branching only as necessary to reach all target chips. Essentially, this system suggests a method by which a network could be expanded beyond the
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limits of capacity of a single global bus. Although within cores, computation of the behaviour of synapses and neurons is performed in a digital sequential manner, parallel or
analogue neural arrays of the type described here could equally be used within such a
network (though see section 5.6 for a discussion of the implications for network rewiring).
A further interesting possibility was proposed by Tuffy et al. [2007], in which neurons
would send address-events on a shared wire in the form of a sine wave at a unique frequency. All synapses would then monitor the wire with bandpass filters selective for a
particular frequency representing their intended pre-synaptic neuron. This system would
have the advantage that neurons could signal concurrently with their oscillating signatures
superimposed. However, in order to have a large enough range of frequencies available to
represent a suitably large address space, synapses would have to implement compact, highQ bandpass filters, for which the use of dedicated MEMS elements has been proposed; it
remains to be seen whether fabrication difficulties can be overcome (Liam McDaid, University of Ulster, Londonderry, personal communication).

4.8 Conclusions
A design has been presented for an address-event receiver, which is composed of elements which are distributed through the synaptic array and act simultaneously on broadcast address-events. This allows a spike to be received simultaneously by all the synapses
on the axonal arbor, allowing for arbitrarily large axonal arbors to be implemented without reducing channel capacity. This receiver is compatible with existing address-event
senders. The receiver is reprogrammable during run-time, allowing synaptic rewiring to
be implemented; the additional circuitry necessary to make use of this local reprogrammability will be presented in chapter 5. The scalability of this system has been analysed and
compared against existing systems with respect to the silicon area, transmission energy
and transmission time required, as numbers of neurons and synapses in a system increase.
This system scales particularly well in terms of speed as synaptic fan-out increases. Results have been presented from fabricated chips. In particular, spike sending rates have
been shown which, when multiplied by the axonal fan-out being implemented, can be interpreted as spike delivery rates which are in excess of those achieved by any published
AER-based neuromorphic system to date, demonstrating the potential speed advantage.
Alternative designs have been suggested which may further improve the scalability of
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such a system.

Chapter 5

Synaptic rewiring and Euclidean
distance calculation

5.1 Introduction

According to the title and topic of this thesis, literature is reviewed which relates to neuromorphic approaches to topographic mapping and synaptic rewiring. There is then a
presentation of the reasoning behind the approach of storing connectivity information locally within neurons. This approach is used to argue for the location of circuitry for
implementing synaptic rewiring within each synapse. Such circuitry is then presented and
its functioning demonstrated. In the model of synaptic rewiring adopted, the connection
rule requires a calculation of the distance between a neuron and the ideal location of a
potential pre-synaptic partner. Consequently, circuitry for Euclidean distance calculation
is presented, whose novel features are current-mode operation across multiple chips and
the capability of implementing both wrap-around (toroidal) and non-wrap-around topologies. The ability of the rewiring circuitry together with the distance calculation circuitry
to allow the formation of radially symmetric receptive fields with arbitrary relationships
of connection probability to distance from the centre is then demonstrated.
121
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5.2 Literature review
5.2.1 Neuromorphic approaches to topographic mapping
In this section, there is a discussion of the benefits of physically laying out integrated
neuron circuits according to proximity of the biological neurons they are in tended to
model; this leads on to an exploration of previous approaches to neuromorphic systems
which implement topographic maps.

5.2.1.1 Physical proximity of neuron circuits

In section 4.2.1, the system of Serrano-Gotarredona et al. [1999] was discussed, in which
an address-event which arrived at one neuron also influenced a number of nearby neurons,
approximating the effect of an axonal arbor. This system made use of the physical proximity of neurons on a chip, analogous to their intended physical proximity in a layer of
brain tissue, to simplify its operation, since the separable projective fields it implemented
were constructed by a combination of row-wise and column-wise operations. There have
been other attempts to implement connectivity by exploiting the physical proximity of
neuron circuits; for example, Boahen and Andreou [1992] showed how synapses between
neighbouring cells (both directional chemical synapses and non-directional gap junction
synapses) could be implemented, using transistors to control the flow of current between
nodes in neighbouring cells which represented levels of excitation; wiring for such an arrangement is trivial providing that cells which are neighbouring in the layer of brain (or
in this case, retina) being modelled are also physically neighbouring when integrated. Not
only does this suggest an alternative approach to implementing synaptic interconnect to
those reviewed in section 4.2, it demonstrates how it may be advantageous to place neuron circuits according to the physical locations of the neurons which they are intended to
represent. This chapter demonstrates another way in which the layout of neuron circuits
according to their intended topography can be utilised.

5.2.1.2 Sensor arrays

In fact, the cells in the aforementioned chip by Boahen and Andreou [1992] were laid
out according to the physical arrangement of the modelled biological structure for a more
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fundamental reason than easing the wiring of their interconnect; along with a previous
“silicon retina” by Mead and Mahowald [1988] and many systems thereafter, the cells in
one of the layers implemented represented photoreceptor cones and responded to differing
light levels by means of phototransistors; thus layout in a 2D surface upon which incident
light could be focused was essential for capturing spatial information from the visual field,
as it is in the retina. Other examples of the use of physical layout for sensing include the
use of MEMS elements for wind direction sensing by Zhang et al. [2007]. Another system
along similar lines used a grid of resistive and amplifying elements to model both the
output of hair cells and their interaction with the fluid dynamics of the cochlea [Hamilton
et al., 2007], although this was not actually a sensing system (an earlier example of a
similar system can be found in [Mead, 1989]).

5.2.1.3 Topographic mapping and receptive fields

The formation of topographic maps was demonstrated in simulation by Elliott and Kramer
[2002], based on input from a silicon retina. This was based on a model of neurotrophin
release mentioned in section 2.3.2.1 [Elliott and Shadbolt, 1999]). A simplified version of
the same model was implemented in silicon by Taba and Boahen [2002]. In this system,
spikes from simulated retinal waves caused the release of neurotrophin from their postsynaptic neurons. The level of neurotrophin in the extracellular medium was modelled
by the voltage in a charge spreading network, implemented as a single pFET channel laid
out as a hexagonal lattice connecting all the nodes across the chip. As neurotrophin was
released into the extracellular medium it spread laterally across the area and was gradually
taken back up by synapses all across the chip. At any time, therefore, the charge representing neurotrophin level formed gradients across the chip from areas of high activity to
areas of low activity. This acted as a cue which allowed reinforcement of neighbourhood
relationships to take place. This is another example of a system in which the analogous
physical location of circuits representing cells was put to good use. The system of Merolla
and Boahen [2003] implemented a model of the spontaneous development of orientation
preferences of simple and complex cells again using horizontal charge spreading to implement interconnect. The connectivity of the system was hybrid, since short-range regular
interconnect was implemented by direct connection whereas long-range interconnect was
implemented over multiplexed channels, by means of AER. The system of Choi et al.
[2005] modelled orientation preferences in V1; it also used a combination of directly im-
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plemented short-range interconnect and AER for long-range interconnect. It is notable for
implementing V1 using multiple chips working together; the chips were designed identically and were each capable of producing neurons with simple Gabor-like receptive fields
with either a horizontal or diagonal orientation, but by simple one-to-one arithmetic translation of address-events between chips by dedicated hardware, four chips of the same
design could be used to implement four different orientation preferences. There were
therefore neurons on each of the chips which were responsive to identical topographic locations but different orientations; these neurons would be intermingled to some extent in
V1, so the complete representation of V1 was implemented by a combination of the neural areas on all of the chips. Whilst the local interconnect implemented directly between
neighbouring cells was used to approximate the effect of feed-forward axonal arbors, local (inhibitory) feedback between neurons in the same topographic area was implemented
through AER. The system presented in this thesis uses AER for all interconnect (see section 4.5.4); even when a neuron forms a recurrent synapse with itself, the spikes from
the neuron are transmitted as address events and broadcast back to all neurons so that
the appropriate synapse circuits can receive them, including those of the self-same neuron. Although there are some assumptions about network topology embedded in the chip
design, these are not in the form of directly implemented local interconnect; rather the
method used to form topographic mappings is explained below in sections 5.3-5.4.

5.2.2 Synaptic rewiring in neuromorphic systems
Some VLSI neural networks with reconfigurable topology have been mentioned previously in section 4.2. For example Mueller et al. [1989] and Satyanarayana et al. [1992]
created systems in which neurons were connected to each other’s synapses on the same
chip, via matrices or chains of switches which could be reprogrammed by an external
mechanism. Thus, although for any one topology there was a dedicated wire for each connection, different topologies could be achieved using the same sets of wires. These two
systems serve to illustrate a couple of basic points about rewiring. Firstly, both of these
systems implemented synapses with weights (which were also programmable). Thus the
practical distinction between synaptic weight change and synaptic topology change discussed in section 2.1.1.4 is respected. It would be possible to implement functionally
equivalent neural networks using all-to-all connectivity and setting the weights of unwanted synapses to zero, but for a hardware implementation of sparsely connected neural
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networks this would be an extremely inefficient use of silicon area. Secondly, these two
systems both offer reconfigurability of the synaptic connections, but by a seemingly inconsequential difference in implementation, the system of Mueller et al. [1989] would be
better able to offer run-time reconfiguration than the system of Satyanarayana et al. [1992].
This is because the switches in the former could be independently targeted for reprogramming whilst those in the latter could only be reprogrammed by passing a string of data in
for all the switches; thus in the latter, in order to change one connection, the activity in the
whole system would be disrupted at least temporarily (though this may be very fast; this
ability is not in fact important for the MLP-like systems being implemented). Run-time
reconfiguration is a requirement for implementing a model of synaptic rewiring, since in
the brain synapses are formed and eliminated whilst others continue to function.
For systems which use AER, with network topology implemented by re-routing addressevents with digital look-up tables, run-time reconfigurability is possible providing only
that the look-up tables are stored in memory which can be selectively overwritten. Such
an approach was used in the aforementioned system of Taba and Boahen [2002] to implement a model of topographic map formation. The model was based on biological synaptic
rewiring, although it contained a number of simplifying assumptions. Axons would follow
gradients of neurotrophin; if there was a higher level of neurotrophin in a neighbouring
area the axon would eliminate its current synaptic connection and immediately form a
new one in that neighbouring location; this would displace the axon currently occupying
that synapse, which would immediately form a new synapse in the location that had just
been vacated by the invading axon. This was implemented by swapping the target synapse
addresses associated with the two axons in the look-up table. The neurotrophin gradient
calculation was carried out locally to the synapse and then the intention to swap locations
was transmitted to the microcontroller using a specialised address-event. The system presented in sections 5.3-5.4 also has a mechanism for generating an intention to rewire which
is local to the synapse, but in addition, the entire rewiring process is completed locally to
the synapse.

5.3 Rationale
Figure 5.1 presents a series of flow charts which demonstrate the reasoning for implementing synaptic functions locally. Figure 5.1 (a) shows the basic operation of an integrate-
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and-fire neuron. For simplicity, the neuron is shown with only one dendritic synapse.
Address-events which are broadcast across the chip are received by the receiver circuitry
presented in chapter 4. As well as storing the address of the pre-synaptic neuron, the
synapse also stores one bit which indicates whether it is connected, and only if this bit is
set will any address-event be received. If an address-event is received, the resulting pulse
is used to create a synaptic conductance. This process is modified by the weight of the
synapse, which, as indicated, is also stored locally in the synapse. The synaptic conductance affects the membrane potential, which is stored as a charge on a capacitor in the
circuitry for the central functions of the neuron. If this potential passes a threshold then an
outgoing spike is generated. These processes are implemented by the circuitry presented
in chapter 3.
Figure 5.1 (b) introduces the additional function of STDP. This requires information about
the pre-synaptic and post-synaptic spikes (specifically it requires their relative timings),
and it affects the weight of the synapse. Since pre- and post-synaptic spikes are necessarily available locally, and since synaptic weight is stored locally, there is an advantage if the
STDP function can be implemented locally, rather than, say, in the periphery of the chip
or by an off-chip mechanism, since there does not need to be any long-distance communication, with the overheads of energy and possibly time that this would imply. Circuitry
which can implement STDP, which is amenable to relatively compact integration within a
synapse circuit has been presented in section 3.4.4.
The approach of implementing functions locally to the synapse and neuron is then pursued
towards its logical conclusion with the implementation of the synaptic rewiring rules presented in chapter 2. Figure 5.1 (c) introduces the synapse elimination rule. This requires
the weight information, as this affects the probability of elimination. As it is probabilistic
it also needs a stochastic process as input. If elimination occurs, the effect is to reset the
bit which encodes the connectedness of the synapse. Information is therefore available locally, with the possible exception of a stochastic process. Finally, figure 5.1 (d) introduces
the synapse formation process. This also requires a stochastic input. Additionally it requires a randomly chosen potential pre-synaptic partner; this information is not shown as
being generated locally; it must be transmitted to the synapse in at least some cases, since
it is used to change the address stored in the synapse if formation is successful, therefore the means to transmit this address to the synapse must exist (the possibility of using
incoming address-events as an available source of potential pre-synaptic partners is dis-
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(a) Basic integrate-and-fire operation

(b) STDP

(c) Synapse elimination

(d) Synapse formation

Figure 5.1: Flow charts demonstrating the functions of a neuron. Explanation in text.
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cussed in section 5.4.1). The probability of formation is influenced by the proximity of the
ideal location of the pre-synaptic neuron to the post-synaptic neuron’s location. Location
is a property of the neuron and therefore circuitry for calculating proximity is localised in
the circuitry for the neuron’s central processes. In fact, rather than explicitly encoding the
location of each neuron, the location is implied by the neuron circuit’s physical location
on the chip, as will be seen in section 5.4.2.

5.4 Circuitry
In this section, circuitry necessary for implementing the formation and elimination rules
is described.

5.4.1 Synaptic rewiring circuitry
Synapses can be individually targeted for rewiring by a chip-wide mechanism, which employs row and column decoders in the periphery. This allows for both the explicit setting
of synaptic variables from an off-chip control mechanism, and for ongoing probabilistic
rewiring.
The circuitry which implements the connection and disconnection algorithm is shown in
fig 5.2. When a synapse is selected as a candidate for rewiring, its behaviour depends
on its state of connectedness, stored in a static memory element. If it is connected then
it is considered for disconnection. Its analogue weight voltage (nWeight in figure 3.10)
is compared to a voltage nProbDisconnect, randomly chosen according to a probabilistic
distribution. If the weight is below the random value then the synapse is disconnected.
The random value is common for all the synapses on the chip but is only used at one
synapse at a time and changes between each usage, avoiding the possibility of correlation
between synapses. In this implementation the voltage is produced off-chip, but it could
be produced on-chip by a random number generator and a DAC in a mature implementation. By changing the probability distribution of nProbDisconnect, different relationships
of weight to probability of elimination can be implemented, for example, a thresholded
rule, as used in this project, or alternatively a linear interpolation between high and low
probabilities, etc.
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Figure 5.2: Circuitry for synaptic rewiring. The synapse’s Connected state is stored in a
memory element composed of INV4 and M4-M5. This state can be overridden by a disconnection signal from NAND2 and INV2, using M2-3, or by a connection signal from NAND3
using M1 and M6. Compare is driven high by the targeted conjunction of the CompareX
and CompareY signals from row and column decoders, to indicate that rewiring is under
consideration. While Compare is high, the Connected state is latched in a separate memory element ConnectedRetainer (INV5 and M8-M9). This ensures that only connection or
disconnection can occur, avoiding oscillations during the Compare signal. The complete
condition for connection is that (a) Proximity is above the random value nProbConnect
such that the neuron is judged to be CloseEnough (the output of differential amplifier DA2)
to the potential pre-synaptic partner; (b) the Compare signal is high; and (c) the synapse is
not currently connected i.e. ConnectedRetainer is low. On connection, the override signal
Oversig and its complement are sent to the address-event receiver, allowing the address
under consideration to override the address stored in the monitor bits; nWeight is also set
to its strongest value, by M11. A complementary set of conditions apply to disconnection,
the first being that nWeight is above nProbDisconnect.
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If the synapse is disconnected and it is then selected as a candidate for rewiring, the possibility of it taking a new pre-synaptic partner is considered. The pre-synaptic partner to
be considered is randomly chosen, differing from the simulations in chapter 2 where the
last neuron to have fired was chosen. The method of choosing the last neuron to have
fired would be attractive as it could further reduce the amount of communication required,
since it is an existing source of random addresses which is already available at the synapse.
However, in practice this was not used, both due to practical difficulties in implementation, and to allow rewiring to be explicitly controlled where necessary without interrupting
spiking input. A consequence of the difference between the two methods is that if the last
address-event was used, neurons which fire more would end up with larger axonal arbors
due to having more opportunities to form synapses. However since in simulations efforts
were made to balance the firing rates between areas, and since in a mature implementation
additional homeostatic processes might be expected to keep neural firing rates in broad
agreement, these differences are likely to be slight and have not been investigated in this
project.
The randomly chosen synapse addresses come from off-chip in the test implementation
but they could come from an on-chip pseudo-random-number generator in a mature implementation. The potential pre-synaptic partner is latched separately by each chip and is
broadcast across all chips at the point that a rewiring consideration takes place, using a
different address bus to the one used to transmit spikes. This allows a cross-chip calculation to take place, providing a value, which can be made available at any one neuron, of
the geometric proximity of that neuron to the incoming address. The synapse under consideration then compares this proximity value to a random value nProbConnect, similar
to the random value for disconnection but separate, created according to a probabilistic
distribution for synapse formation. If the proximity value is higher than the random value
then the synapse becomes connected and it adopts the broadcast address of the potential
pre-synaptic partner in consideration as its new stored address.
By changing the probability distribution of nProbConnect, differently shaped connection
fields can be created, for example, Gaussian connection fields as used in the model in
chapter 2, or other shapes such as cylinders or cones. In fact any radially symmetric shape
where the height (or probability of connection) decreases monotonically with distance
from the centre can be created; the example of an isodensitic bounded (i.e. cylindrical)
receptive field is given in section 5.5.3.
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The key parameters from the model in chapter 2 which influence synapse formation are
σ f orm− f eed f orward , Pf orm− f eed f orward , σ f orm−lateral and Pf orm−lateral . As the standard deviation and peak formation probability changes depending on the area from which the
potential pre-synaptic partner is chosen (i.e. whether the projection is feed-forward or lateral), nProbConnect must be chosen from a different probabilistic distribution depending
on this area. For this test system, the potential pre-synaptic partner addresses are generated off-chip alongside the values for nProbConnect. However, in order to demonstrate
one way in which this circuitry may be generalised, values of nProbConnect are generated for each of two distributions, nProbConnectFF for feed-forward connections and
nProbConnectLat for lateral connections; peripheral circuitry on the chip then selects the
correct value to broadcast to the neurons based on the part of the address of the potential
pre-synaptic partner which indicates its area (one bit in this case, since the test system has
been designed to allow only two incoming projections).
In the model under consideration there is a strong topographic mapping between successive neural layers, which applies to both the feed-forward projection and to the lateral
projection, but this assumption is not essential to the system described here. The effect of
proximity on the probability of rewiring can be eliminated altogether if it is not required,
by reducing the distribution of nProbConnect to a binary choice between an extremely
high value, where the synapse will not connect no matter how high the proximity, and
an extremely low value, where the synapse will definitely connect regardless of proximity. This fact can be used for directly controlling rewiring where necessary; this will be
demonstrated in section 5.5.1.

5.4.2 Euclidean Distance Circuit
5.4.2.1 Basic circuit

Euclidean distance calculation is based on the known principle of using the squared V-I relationship of saturated MOSFETs in strong inversion [Cilingiroglu and Aksin, 1998]. The
circuit which calculates Euclidean distance is presented in figure 5.3 and its functioning is
described in detail here.
(A) shows the layout of chip. A 2D array of neurons contains a cell, marked T for target,
which contains a synapse which is not currently connected and has been randomly selected
to carry out its rewiring rule. A pre-synaptic neuron is also randomly selected, whose ideal
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Figure 5.3: Euclidean distance calculation circuit (single chip, toroidal topology). (A) Layout
of the chip; (B) circuit for each peripheral cell; (C) a section of the circuit along the periphery
in the Y dimension; (D) circuit inside each neuron; (E) circuit along the periphery in the X
dimension; (F) idealised voltage along the chain of resistors in (E).
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location in this neural area is marked S for source. These locations are transmitted to the
chip (or simultaneously to all the chips in a multi-chip system) and decoded in peripheral
row and column decoders (not shown). The complementary location, marked C, is the cell
which is the furthest away from the ideal location (assuming a wrap-around topology).
Along two edges of the chip are a row and column of identical peripheral cells. Peripheral
cells corresponding to the target, ideal and complementary locations are marked Tx/y, Sx/y
and Cx/y respectively.
(B) shows the circuit within each peripheral cell. A central node in each cell is connected
to the central node of its two neighbours via a resistor R1. In the Sx and Sy, the Loc signal
is raised by the row and column decoders, switching on M2 so that the central node is
pulled down to a voltage reference vPullDown. Likewise, in Cx and Cy, the ~CompLoc
signal is lowered, switching on M1 so that the central node is pulled up to the voltage
vPullUp. The central node gates M3, whose source is at Gnd and whose drain is at the end
of a wire which spans across the chip and is available to all neurons in the row or column
corresponding to the peripheral cell.
(E) shows the circuit along one edge of the chip. All of the central nodes for each peripheral cell connect via resistors to form a chain of resistors which travels along the edge of
the chip and then wraps around at the edge. For simplicity, the only transistors shown are
those which would be active in the case shown in (A). (F) gives a graph of voltage along
the chain of resistors (as the number of cells tends to infinity). At the ideal location Sx,
the voltage is at vPullDown. It then rises linearly in each direction, reaching a maximum
of vPullUp at the complementary location Cx. The voltage on the resistor chain therefore represents the distance (in one dimension) from the ideal location, on a linear scale
from vPullDown to vPullUp. vPullDown is set to be approximately the threshold voltage
of the nMOSFETs gated by the nodes of the chain of resistors (i.e. M3 in (B)). If these
nMOSFETs are saturated, the currents through them will be proportional (to first order
approximation) to the square of the distance of their node away from the ideal location.
There is also a circuit, which is equivalent to that shown in (E), along the vertical edge of
the chip, as indicated by (C) (for simplicity, only the transistor which is active in this case
is shown).
(D) shows the circuitry inside the target cell where the synapse is to carry out its rewiring
rule. Two transmission gates T1-T2 are opened and the currents are allowed to flow
through the nMOSFETs in the two corresponding peripheral cells, M4 and M7. These
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currents join together to travel through a single diode-connected pMOSFET M5. Providing that M4, M7 and M5 all stay in saturation, and providing that only one cell has its
transmission gates opened at one time, the voltage created at the gate of M5 is proportional to the square-root of the sum of the square of the distance from the ideal location of
the potential pre-synaptic neuron to the targeted post-synaptic neuron in each dimension,
which is the Euclidean distance between them. (Note that the term “proximity” is used in
preference to “distance” simply because the circuit produces a decreasing voltage value as
distance increases, thus proximity is more intuitive.)
To summarise then, an analogue current-mode circuit uses the squared V-I relationship of
saturated transistors in strong inversion to directly implement a calculation of Euclidean
distance. As transistors are operated in strong inversion the currents required are on the
order of tens of microamps, but these currents need only flow for a few µs while a calculation is being carried out; given the rate at which synapses rewire in biology, the duty cycle
of this circuit per synapse can therefore be extremely small. During a calculation, three
currents flow, one through each resistor chain and one through the pMOSFET. Suitable
sizing of the resistors and the nMOSFETS respectively can limit the magnitudes of these
currents. The circuitry inside each neuron is rather compact, just one transistor connected
by two transmission gates. (It would be possible to further refine the circuit to use single transistors in place of each of the transmission gates if strict assumptions are made
about the possible range of vPullDown to vPullUp). The circuitry in the peripheral cells
is rather less compact, partly because of the need to integrate resistor components with
suitably large resistances and partly because longer nMOSFETs result in smaller currents.
p
However, the area required by the peripheral circuitry scales as C Nchip (according to the

definitions in section 4.4) therefore the area required becomes increasingly irrelevant as
the number of neurons integrated on each chip increases.

5.4.2.2 Circuit for non-toroidal topology

A toroidal topology has been used in the model presented in chapter 2 for mathematical convenience. Biological topographic maps, however, typically do not have a toroidal
topology. (Interestingly there is no reason in principle why they could not; some animals,
for example the rabbit, have almost 360◦ vision, auditory maps, at least in the barn owl
cover all directions with respect to the head, and most animals’ somatic sensorium extends
to all surfaces of their bodies; topographic maps with toroidal topology might therefore
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Figure 5.4: Proximity circuit for non-toroidal topology. The circuit is shown for a chip with a

4 ×4 neural array. (a) The actual neural array is extended into a virtual space twice as large

in each dimension, by extension of the peripheral chain of resistors in each dimension. The
source S and target T locations are always in the actual neural array, whereas the complement C of the source location is always in the virtual area; thus voltage on the resistor
chain always increases away from S towards the edges of the chip in each dimension.
Calculation then proceeds as for the circuit presented in figure 5.3. (b) For compact implementation, each peripheral cell contains the nodes and resistors for the corresponding
source location and its virtual complementary location.

be useful for implementing sensory processing, although the evidence from the animal
kingdom is that such innovation is not necessary). To implement non-toroidal topologies
(as has been done in most models of topographic map formation, e.g. Goodhill 1993) an
alternative version of this circuit is required. The circuit is shown in figure 5.4.
PThe fabricated chips contain circuits for both toroidal and non-toroidal topologies and
these circuits share the same wires across the neural array and transistors within the neurons. That is, there is only duplication of circuitry in the peripheral cells.

5.4.2.3 Multi-chip circuit

The need for an array of chips to implement a suitable neural area has been described in
4.5.4. The circuit which has been presented above can be easily extended to multi-chip
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systems. The wiring scheme is shown in figure 5.5 (for simplicity, only the circuit for
toroidal topology is shown.)
It can be seen that wires pass between chips in order to implement the chains of resistors,
and that there is one chain of resistors for each row and each column of chips. As the
complete circuit is implemented over different dies, process variation between the dies
may affect the performance of the circuit more than would be expected within a single die.
The effect of mismatch will be considered in section 5.5 below.

5.5 Results
5.5.1 Synaptic rewiring
A demonstration of the ability of a neuron to rewire one of its synapses is shown in fig 5.6.

5.5.2 Proximity values
In order to parameterise the circuit with values for vPullDown and vPullUp, an experiment
was carried out, the results of which are shown in figure 5.7(a). For values for the gate
voltage of transistor M3 in figure 5.3 in the range ≈ 0.4V up to ≈ 2V , Proximity falls

approximately linearly from its maximum level of ≈ 2.6V . With the gate voltage above
≈ 2V , the rate of change of Proximity reduces as the nMOSFETs go out of saturation.

0.4V is therefore a good value for vPullDown. For linear performance across the entire

range, 2V would be a good value for vPullUp; however, by extending vPullUp further
into the non-linear region for Proximity, the total range of Proximity can be extended,
allowing greater accuracy in the comparison with nProbConnect for high proximities,
whilst incorrect Euclidean distance calculations will only occur for pre-synaptic neurons
whose ideal location is far from the post-synaptic neuron. For the intended use of this
circuit to create a Gaussian profile, such neurons will rarely be chosen as pre-synaptic
partners. Thus for most simulations vPullUp has been extended to 2.5V to maximise
accuracy where it is most required.
Figure 5.7(b-c) shows the results of the cross-chip Proximity calculation. (b) gives mean
results from neurons on each of 8 different chips whilst (c) shows these results separately
to give some indication of the effects of mismatch. In (c), each data set individually
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A Multi-chip wiring scheme
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Figure 5.5: Proximity circuit for multi-chip system, shown for a 2 × 2 array of chips each
with a 4 × 4 array of neurons. (A) layout of chips. The source S and target T locations

can be anywhere on any of the chips, whereas the complement C to the source location
is guaranteed to be on a different chip than S. There is one complete row of resistors for
each row of chips and likewise for columns. In all other respects, the circuit functions as
with the circuit presented in figure 5.3. (B) The idealised voltage profile along the chains of
the resistors in the X dimension is shown for the case illustrated in (A). Voltage rises across
across the neural arrays from vPullDown at Sx on the left chips up to vPullUp at Cx on the
right chips. Dotted lines represent the voltage of resistor chains at links between chips.
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Figure 5.6: Trace showing the rewiring of a synapse. At the beginning of the simulation all
synapses were disconnected. Shortly after time 0.1s, a rewiring event was sent to synapse
Y15X15Syn63 (such events were sent periodically at 10KHz thereafter) where the presynaptic address was Area0Y0X0 and nProbConnect was 0V, i.e. connection was guaranteed. CloseEnough (for neuron Y15X15) rose, permitting connection. Spikes were sent
from neuron Area0Y0X0 starting at time 0.1s with frequency 1KHz, continuing to time 0.3s,
whereupon the spikes were sent instead from neuron Area0Y0X1 (the change can be seen
from the LSB on the distribution bus Dstr<0>; the spikes can be seen from the request
signal DstrReq). Immediately after the connection of the synapse, the AeCorrect signal
from the synapse rose, showing that the incoming address on the bus was being received,
and shortly thereafter the neuron started to produce a string of output spikes, (see the request signal of the accumulation bus AcumReq); depression was disabled. Shortly after
time 0.2s, rewiring events were sent to the same synapse with nProbConnect=3.3V and
nProbDisconnect=0V, i.e. disconnection was guaranteed. CloseEnough dropped while
WeakEnough raised, the synapse became disconnected, AeCorrect dropped and the neuron stopped emitting spikes shortly thereafter. Shortly after time 0.4s, rewiring events were
sent to the same synapse with connection guaranteed to pre-synaptic address Area0Y0X1.
Connection took place and as spikes were being sent from neuron Area0Y0X0 by that point,
AeCorrect raised and the neuron started to emit spikes again.
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achieves good linearity and the main effect of mismatch is a shift in the output voltage,
suggesting that the main cause of mismatch is threshold variation in the pMOSFET that
generates Proximity at its gate. In general, this variation is likely to cause different neurons
to have incoming connection fields with different amounts of spread. Applied to Gaussian
distributions, a downward/upward shift of Proximity is likely to increase/decrease kurtosis
respectively. Mismatch between neurons on the same chip cannot be assessed because
only one Proximity node per chip has been made accessible, but it is likely to be less
severe than mismatch between chips.

5.5.3 Ability to form probabilistic distributions
The circuitry within each synapse which implements the connection and disconnection
rules has been demonstrated above in section 5.5.1, in trials which eliminated the influence
of analogue values for Proximity and nWeight by using only extreme (digital) values for
nProbConnect and nProbDisconnect. In this section, the ability of the analogue values to
influence rewiring is demonstrated.

5.5.3.1 Insufficient open-loop amplification

In fact, the design presented has a defect in the ability to form synapses. In figure 5.2, the
amplifier DA2 which compares Proximity to nProbConnect is in open loop configuration
and, as it is a wide range amplifier [Mead, 1989, page 80] it typically outputs a voltage
close to Vdd or Gnd. Only when Proximity and nProbConnect are very close will it output
an intermediate value, and the following gate NAND3 applies further amplification to this
signal to yield nOverSig. Nevertheless in a system where there are a large number of
comparisons made, a proportion of these result in an intermediate value for nOverSig.
Since this is applied separately to T1 in figure 4.2 for each monitor bit, mismatch in the
transistors which make up the transmission gate provide an overriding signal of varying
strength to each of the monitor bits, such that some bits take their new value whilst others
do not. Thus in some cases where the decision that the pre- and post-synaptic neurons are
close enough to connect is marginal, the pre-synaptic address can be stored wrongly in the
synapse by the failure to latch some bits. Experiments established that for the standard
ranges of values used for Proximity and nProbConnect in order to implement the model
from chapter 2, there is a 1/136 chance per bit of not taking the correct value upon synapse
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Figure 5.7: Proximity. (a) A single chip was configured so that the voltage along both of
its resistor chains was linked and externally controlled. This value was swept in the range
Gnd-Vdd (x-axis) and the Proximity value calculated by the bottom-right neuron (Y7X3)
was recorded. (b)-(c) For the bottom-right neuron on each of 8 chips, a synapse was
considered for connection with a neuron in each possible source location and Proximity
was recorded. vPullDown = 0.4V ; vPullU p = 2V . (b) The results were shifted so that
the highest Proximity in each case occurred at Y7X7, and the mean was taken for each
location. The lowest Proximity occurred at the complementary position i.e. Y15X15. (c)
Proximity is plotted against the distance which it is intended to represent. A different symbol
is used for the data points from each target neuron.
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formation. As there are 9 bits per synapse this would give a maximum 6.4% chance of
a synapse taking an incorrect value, if the probabilities per bit were independent within
a synapse; in fact the probabilities per bit are not independent within a synapse, such
that the actual chance of a synapse taking an incorrect value is lower. It may, however,
be high enough to significantly affect statistics relating to mapping quality. To correct the
design, one approach would be to introduce an additional amplification stage between DA2
and NAND3, for example a pair of inverters or a further open-loop differential amplifier.
As amplification in this stage was increased, this would decrease the distance between
Proximity and nProbConnect that would result in an intermediate output value, until a
desired level of accuracy was achieved. To achieve 100% accuracy, a memory element
could be inserted between DA2 and NAND3, with a similar design to INV5 and M7-M10,
which was activated shortly before the compare signal, ensuring that a stable all-or-nothing
output state was achieved.
To compensate for this problem for the purposes of implementing the model, two measures
were adopted. Firstly, rather than generating initial random synaptic distributions for each
neuron based on ideal parameters, the initial distributions were instead created by selection
from a set of synapses which had previously formed on the chips. The results of several
attempts to form distributions with a given set of parameters were pooled, with synapse
formations recorded separately for each neuron on each physical chip. Then a subset
of incoming (dendritic) synapses was chosen from the pool for each neuron, up to the
required numbers. Note that this procedure is required in any case in order to allow for the
effects of mismatch, since each physical neuron has a different effective standard deviation
measured relative to its ideal location (σmeasured ), for an applied standard deviation (σ f orm )
and a given number of synapses, due to mismatch (see section 5.5.3.3). This implies that
chips cannot be interchanged if the same pooled data is to be used. It is then still possible to
apply statistical tests to the de facto before and after variances in order to observe changes
which indicate the action of the synaptic learning rule, although the initial mean σmeasured
may differ from the intended value.
Secondly, the implemented synaptic address bits happen to initially latch at Gnd on startup, therefore if a synapse is formed during simulation for the first time, any bits which
do not correctly take their new value would retain their existing zero value. This has the
potential to systematically skew incoming connection fields in favour of pre-synaptic addresses which contain more zeros. To overcome this, an initial pool of synapse formations
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was generated as above. During start-up, all synapses were connected to synapses selected
from the initial pool and then disconnected. A second phase of synapse pool formation
was then carried out, where address bits which did not latch correctly would retain their
previously programmed values, strongly skewing the incorrect address away from the tendency to an excess of zeros (from 1/136 per bit to 1/18496 per bit, assuming independence
between trials). Further iterations of this process could be carried out if it was deemed
necessary. This correction has been applied in all results presented hereafter.

5.5.3.2 Creating differently shaped receptive fields

The method for generating the signal nProbConnect is described in appendix G. The
method used to read the final connectivity following rewiring is described in appendix H.
Figure 5.8 demonstrates the ability of the system to form receptive fields with a Gaussian
profile.
Figure 5.9 demonstrates another possible receptive field shape, in this case a bounded
isodensitic receptive field. In this case the uncertainty at the boundary due to mismatch is
apparent, and a small number of outliers can be seen, which are probably the result of the
address-bit latching mismatch problem described above.

5.5.3.3 Variation in variance

For a desired σ f orm , each neuron develops a different σmeasured . This is partly expected due
to the random nature of the input stream, and partly due to mismatch between neurons in
the circuitry which generates the CloseEnough signal. This mismatch is partly due to the
MOSFETs that generate the Proximity voltage, as suggested by figure 5.7. There are also
likely to be differing offsets between neurons for amplifier DA2 in figure 5.2. The effect
of this mismatch is more apparent when σ f orm is small, as is shown in figure 5.10. (a)
demonstrates visually that outliers can be seen more easily for a small σ f orm , for example
the connection field of the neuron which is 5th down and 3rd across on the right grid is
more diffuse than those of its neighbours. (b) shows this effect as an inversely proportional
relationship between σ f orm and the coefficient of variation of σmeasured .
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Figure 5.8: Gaussian receptive field formation. nProbConnectFF/Lat signals were created
based on parameters σ f orm− f eed f orward = 2.5, p f orm− f eed f orward = 0.16, σ f orm−lateral =

1 and p f orm−lateral = 1. With no synapses initially connected, rewiring was run for 50
seconds with 10,000 rewiring iterations per second (≈ 30 rewiring opportunities in total per

synapse); nProbDisconnect was maximised, i.e. no synapse elimination. Afterwards there

were an average of 16.1 feed-forward and 18.0 lateral synapses per target neuron. Mean

σa f f − f f = 2.30, Mean σa f f −lat = 0.97. left: feed-forward receptive fields; right: lateral
receptive fields. (a) Receptive fields for a subset of target neurons (in the range Y5-10, X510). Within each receptive field, white space indicates no synapses formed with neurons
in that part of the afferent area; squares of increasingly darker grey shades indicate higher
numbers of synapses with the neuron in that position (max=9 as shown in the scale-bar);
(b) combined receptive fields for all target neurons, with the afferent neuron whose ideal
location matches the location of the target neuron centred at (0,0).
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Figure 5.9: Formation of isodensitic bounded fields.
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The experiment was as in fig-

ure 5.8 but with nProbConnect created based on a formation probability which was
flat up to a certain boundary distance and zero thereafter.

Combined receptive

fields for all target neurons are shown, with the afferent neuron whose ideal location
matches the location of the target neuron centred at position (0,0); Left: feed-forward
projection (boundarydistance = 5; p f orm− f eed f orward = 0.25); right: lateral projection
(boundarydistance = 2.5; p f orm−lateral = 1).

5.5.4 Non-toroidal topology
Figure 5.11 shows the ability of the chips to calculate proximity based on a non-toroidal
topology and the effect of this on receptive field formation. In the receptive fields of
neurons towards the edge of the chip, more connections form with pre-synaptic partners
whose ideal locations are in the area which is available, resulting in denser sampling.

5.6 Discussion
The synapse design which has been presented allows synapses to be rewired during operation, without interrupting spike delivery and neuron functions. Whilst it is possible
to impose an arbitrary network topology by external programming, it is also possible to
allow a probabilistic topology to form and, if desired, to continue to develop within the
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Figure 5.10: Variation of σmeasured vs σ f orm . (a) the initial pool of possible synaptic connections, created as described in section 5.5.3.1, for neurons Y=0-7, X=8-15 only; left:
feed-forward synapses, σ f orm− f f = 2.5; right: lateral synapses, σ f orm−lat = 1. Each neuron has more than 64 afferent synapses for each projection. (b) for four initial pools of
connectivity formed based on different σ f orm , the coefficient of variation of σmeasured is
plotted. For generality, σ f orm is expressed as a proportion of the width of the area (i.e.

σ f orm /16). The best fit line is shown for a 1/x curve.
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Figure 5.11: Non-toroidal topology. (a) Proximity value generated by neuron Y15X15 with
respect to every possible pre-synaptic location. (b) Gaussian receptive field formation.
nProbConnectFF was created based on σ f orm− f eed f orward = 2.5, and p f orm− f eed f orward =

1. nProbDisconnect allowed no synapse elimination and only feed-forward connections
were considered. With no synapses initially connected, rewiring was run for 100 seconds
with 10,000 rewiring iterations per second. Receptive fields for the feed-forward projection
are shown for a example set of target neurons (neurons in the range Y0-7, X0-7). White
space indicates that no synapses formed with neurons in that part of the afferent area;
squares of increasingly darker grey shades indicate higher numbers of synapses with the
pre-synaptic neuron in that position.
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system according to biologically realistic principles, without any details of the topology
being made available off-chip. In other words this system allows a black-box approach to
network wiring at the level of individual synapses, allowing a neural network designer to
concentrate on higher-level building blocks. Rewiring probabilities can be made arbitrarily low, even achieving biologically-realistic rates of synapse formation and elimination,
i.e. hours, days or months between events [Grutzendler et al., 2002, Trachtenberg et al.,
2002]. Although supporting stochastic processes were generated off chip for this test system, these could be integrated on-chip.
The proximity calculation circuits presented deliver a measure of distance which is isodirectional, resulting in fully radially symmetric receptive fields. This sets it apart from the
systems of Serrano-Gotarredona et al. [1999] and Choi et al. [2005] which could achieve
receptive fields with radial symmetry of limited order with angular phase linked to the
axes of the chips. The measure of distance is also linear. Linearity is not in fact necessary for the system described, as supporting probability distributions could be profiled to
compensate for any monotonically decreasing measure of proximity, but the calculations
necessary to generate the probability distributions are simplified with a linear solution.
This may prove advantageous if random value generation was moved on-chip. To produce random values on chip would require a linear feedback shift register configured as a
pseudo-random number generator, followed by any digital arithmetic necessary to create
the appropriate distributions (for example by implementing the calculation presented in
appendix G), followed by a DAC to create the analogue voltage required. Alternatively
it is possible to generate analogue noise by amplifying thermal noise [Alspector et al.,
1988]; this could then be profiled through various analogue transformations to match the
probability of adaptation.
The cross-chip proximity calculation circuit represents an advance in multi-chip neuromorphic systems. Whilst multiple chips have previously been used together in single
systems, each chip has either represented a separate neural layer [Serrano-Gotarredona
et al., 2006, Chicca et al., 2007] or else a separate set of cells or function within a layer
[Choi et al., 2005]. Multiple chips have also been used to implement contiguous segments
within a spinal cord, which arguably have a topographic organisation [Patel et al., 2006].
The system presented here, however, consolidates the use of multiple chips to create a
single expansive area, by implementing a 2D cross-chip proximity calculation, which requires that all chips have a dedicated place within a 2D lattice of chips which form a
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complete neural area.
As this system scales, speed of operation may eventually become an issue, since the maximum speed at which rewiring can take place is inversely proportional to the number of
synapses in the neural area. Assuming, arbitrarily, that each synapse should be given one
opportunity to rewire each hour, then at the speed of 10KHz used in this test system,
3.6 × 107 synapses can be accommodated.
The inverse relationship of σ f orm to the coefficient of variation of σmeasured suggests that
this effect will become more problematic if the size of neural areas were scaled up and
σ f orm were not scaled up accordingly. That is, if receptive fields over small regions of a
large neural area were desired, the resulting receptive fields would be poorly matched in
size. There are a few possible solutions to this. Firstly, the approach taken in the results
presented in this chapter, of raising vPullUp beyond the ability of the pMOSFET to source
current, can be extended to some extent, stretching the range of the Proximity measure
which represents close values for greater accuracy at the expense of accuracy at a distance.
Secondly, weakening the pMOSFET would extend this effect still further. Finally, with
more complex decoding circuitry it would be possible to set two complementary locations
on each resistor chain, a certain distance away from the source location in each direction;
this would set a boundary for the range over which the proximity calculation would work.
Is it necessary to recreate the physical layout of neural areas? Section 2.1.3.2 presented the
viewpoint that the purpose of topographic organisation in brains may be to improve wiring
efficiency by minimising wiring length. Since individual wires between connected neurons are not implemented in this system, but rather, all spikes are broadcast to all neurons,
the potential advantage of topographic organisation may no longer apply. However it is
likely that in order to create neural areas on the scale of those in the human cortex, further
advances are necessary. One possibility is to assume that the probability of a neuron being
connected to a pre-synaptic partner whose ideal location is beyond a certain distance from
it is too low to be worth modelling, allowing a layer to be subdivided into different regions each with its own bus and a higher-level routing system controlling communication
between different regions; in this case, keeping neurons which are more interconnected
close to each other, whether on the same chip or on chips which are nearby in terms of
their communications network, continues to be advantageous. As discussed in section 4.7,
Khan et al. [2008] have presented an approach to minimising the amount of communication in the inter-chip routing of spikes; this approach is most efficient when connections
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are predominantly local.
The approach of distributing the circuitry which achieves rewiring throughout the synaptic
array has been argued for in section 5.3 above. As such, this design serves to highlight a
pole on a spectrum of design choices regarding the amount of functionality implemented
within synapses and indeed on-chip as opposed to in external digital processing. However,
hybrid approaches are possible and may prove beneficial. Rewiring functions could be
centralised to a single circuit on the periphery of each chip. This would remove about 20%
of the area of the synapse design in the present system, with the expense that the synapse
would have to buffer its analogue weight value out to the periphery and some additional
signal rails would be required. A hybrid approach might be to implement disconnection
in the synapse and connection at the level of the chip or the network. The decision to
disconnect could then be easily based on the weight and would result in a simple digital
message, (perhaps simply a pulse) to peripheral circuitry. This could then trigger the
reassignment of that potential synapse circuit by external circuitry with the benefit that
the implications for higher level network routing tables [for example, those described by
Khan et al., 2008] could be resolved at the same time.
The model in chapter 2 assumes a fixed relationship between neural areas. Additionally,
the neural areas are of the same size and shape and there is no transformation in the mapping between the areas. This allows for the address of the pre-synaptic neuron in the source
area to be directly decoded and used to specify a cell in the target area as the ideal location
of the pre-synaptic neuron. However it was noted in section 2.1.5.4 that the model is not
incompatible with transformations between areas. To apply transformations between areas
in this system, some transformation must be applied to the source address and the location
in the target area which is used as its ideal location. For simple transformations such as
rotation through right-angles, mirroring, or expansion or compression by multiples of 2,
simple bit-wise or bit-shifting operations on the source address prior to decoding would be
sufficient [as in Choi et al., 2005]. Any linear transformation could be achieved by matrix
multiplication, and for ultimate generality, there could be a piecewise arbitrary mapping
between addresses implemented by a look-up table; note that this proposal differs from the
use of the look-up table identified in section 4.2.1 since source neuron addresses would
not be converted to target synapse addresses but rather to source neuron addresses in a
transformed topology. Another interesting possibility may be to replace the resistors in
the peripheral cells of the proximity circuit with transistors so that their resistances could
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be dynamically altered in order to skew proximity calculations. In order to implement
the suggestion in section 2.4.4 of combining the model with a model for the development
of areas, such as that described by Willshaw [2006], there would need to be a further
mechanism, possibly implemented across the chip, which maintained details of the afferent mapping, which could then be used to modify the transformation applied to the source
addresses.
One more contemporary approach is worth mentioning. Anand Chandrasekaran (Stanford
University, California, personal communication) is developing a system whereby point-topoint AER is used to deliver address-events from a source neuron to a location in a target
chip which represents the ideal location of the neuron. From there they travel through local
reconfigurable interconnect composed of wires and switch matrices in the style of a FPGA
to their target neurons. Such a system would not lose channel capacity in the presence of
large fan-out and would maintain the ability to implement arbitrary axonal arbors and
synaptic rewiring, where the extent of axonal arbors would be constrained only by the
competition for limited available interconnect resources; the brain has a similar resource
problem as there is only a limited volume in which neuropil can develop, although it has
three dimensions to work with rather than two.

5.7 Conclusions
An approach has been presented of choosing the location of circuitry for neural and synaptic functions based on minimising the need to transmit information. This approach has
been used to argue for the location of circuitry for implementing synaptic rewiring within
each synapse. Such circuitry has been developed and results have been presented which
demonstrate its functioning. Notwithstanding a design error for which solutions have been
suggested, the circuit is capable of connecting and disconnecting a synapse in response to
either explicit external programming or a probabilistic learning rule, proposed in chapter
2. The connection rule requires a calculation of the distance between a neuron and the
ideal location of a potential pre-synaptic partner; consequently, circuitry for Euclidean
distance calculation has been presented. This circuitry is based on established principles
for calculating Euclidean distance, but it is a novel formulation for the specific task; its
notable features include current mode operation across multiple chips and the capability
of implementing both toroidal and non-toroidal topologies. The ability of the rewiring
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circuitry, together with the distance calculation circuitry, to allow the formation of radially symmetric receptive fields with arbitrary relationships of connection probability to
distance from the centre, has been demonstrated.
The first part of the hypothesis which was proposed in chapter 1, that synaptic rewiring can
be implemented in neuromorphic VLSI by circuitry distributed throughout the synapses
of a neural array, has therefore been proven.

Chapter 6
Map formation model implemented in
VLSI

6.1 Introduction
In section 1.2 a hypothesis was proposed, that (1) synaptic rewiring can be implemented in
neuromorphic VLSI by circuitry distributed throughout the synapses of a neural array, that
(2) this ability can be used to model the phenomenon of topographic map formation, and
that (3) this ability can increase the stability of patterns learnt by a neuromorphic system.
Topographic map formation was therefore explored in chapter 2, culminating in a model
which captures many general features of this process. A chip was then fabricated and its
capabilities have been explored in chapters 3, 4 and 5. In particular, circuitry for synaptic
rewiring has been developed which is distributed throughout a neural array (chapter 5),
built on top of a novel design for a distributed address-event receiver (chapter 4).
In this chapter, chip results are presented which qualitatively match the simulation results
presented in chapter 2, thus demonstrating its fitness for the intended purpose. In so doing,
part 2 of the hypothesis is proven, at least to the extent that the many diverse phenomena
related to topographic map formation have been captured in the model. Similarities and
differences between the model and its implementation are discussed. Additionally, in order
to address part 3 of the hypothesis, the advantage of increased memory duration offered
by synaptic rewiring is demonstrated.
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6.2 Results
6.2.1 Effects of rewiring
The experiment and control from chapter 2 which establish the difference in behaviour
between rewiring and no rewiring, that is case 1 and case 2 from table 2.2, were duplicated
using the fabricated chips. The experimental set up was as described in section 3.5, with
the multi-chip spike delivery system as described in section 4.5.4. The initial number
of feed-forward and lateral synapses was 32 each, to make full use of the capacity in
the fabricated system. Parameters used were as in table D.1. Most parameters given in
table 2.1 were therefore matched, with the exception that it is difficult to quantify A+ (the
proportion of gmax by which synaptic weight is raised on an immediate potentiation event)
and B (the ratio A− τ− /A+ τ+ ) given the weight dependence in the synapse circuit and other
slight non-linearities. Rather, the biases which work together to create A+ and A− were
treated as free parameters in order to achieve similar weight distributions and output spike
rates to those achieved in simulation. gmax (as created by the bias PrePulseSynCond) was
also treated as a free parameter; it had to change to accommodate the greater number of
synapses used.
Initial connectivity for each neuron was randomly chosen from a previously generated
pool of possible pre-synaptic partners, as described in section 5.5.3.1. “Shuffled” versions
of the final connectivity were created in the same way, for the purpose of significance tests,
as described in section 2.4. At the end of the experiment, weights were recorded for each
synapse and then connectivity was recorded, using the method described in appendix H.
The experiments ran for 5 minutes of simulated time; this took 5 minutes, plus a period of
less than 1 minute for set up of the chip and data read out, compared with many hours for
the simulations in chapter 2, which were carried out using a compiled C++ function on a
single PC within a cluster.
In order to interpret weights on a normalised scale, nWeight voltages were converted by
linear interpolation between 0.2V (representing 1, or maximum weight) and 1.9V (representing 0, or minimum weight). Any outliers from this range were constrained to the
maximum or minimum value.
Results are given in table 6.1, including the results of relevant significance tests; comparable results from the simulations in chapter 2 are included for reference. As with the
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simulations, in case 3 (with rewiring) the variance of the final connectivity (not considering weights) is significantly lower than a shuffled version of the final connectivity in
which the same number of synapses are redistributed randomly according to the method
for constructing the initial connectivity, and the variance of the final weight distribution is
significantly lower than a shuffled version of those weights within the same set of synaptic
connectivity for each neuron. AD results are also included for completeness. However,
whilst not all comparisons involving AD follow the same pattern, the reason why these
should be disregarded was explained in section 2.4.2.

6.2.2 Weight distribution

The weight distributions generated tend to be bimodal, at least for a range of parameters
around those given in section 6.2.1 above. An example is given in 6.1. In this experiment,
uncorrelated spike trains were used as input. The only correlations were those where a
target neuron had two or more synapses with a single pre-synaptic partner; this was enough
for the development of a slight bias towards higher weights with pre-synaptic neurons
whose ideal locations were closer to the location of the post-synaptic neuron, due to the
increased sampling of that space in the network connectivity; this demonstrates one of the
effects described in section 2.4.3. The distribution which formed was initially uni-modal;
then, while there was little change in overall weight, the distribution gradually became bimodal over ≈ 20s, as a group of synapses within each neuron gained control over its firing.
The bi-modal divergence was not extreme, however. Introducing correlations between
sub-groups of synapses can increase the divergence, as shown below in section 6.2.3.
According to the analysis in [Gutig et al., 2003], as weight dependence of STDP increases,
the effect on a stable distribution of weights of afferent synapses to a single post-synaptic
neuron is that the poles of a bi-modal distribution move closer together until a critical point
is passed at which they form a uni-modal distribution. However, there are many other
factors that can influence the weight distribution, so the extent of divergence observed in
experiments such as these cannot on its own be taken as evidence of the effect of weight
dependence.
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Table 6.1: Summary of simulation results: cases 1-2: from simulations; cases 3-4: from
implementation; case 1 and 3: rewiring and input correlations; case 2 and 4: input correlations and no rewiring

Case

1

2

3

4

Target neuron mean spike rate

24.7

17.4

11.2

15.4

Final mean no. feed-forward

14.1

NA

25.4

NA

0.60

0.36

0.50

0.41

2.36

2.36

2.94

2.94

2.32

NA

2.94

NA

1.95

2.36

2.51

2.94

p (WSR; σa f f − f in−con

2.4 × 10−25

NA

6.8 × 10−29

NA

Mean σa f f − f in−weight−shu f

1.88

2.10

2.45

2.91

1.70

1.98

2.16

2.48

p (WSR; σa f f − f in−weight

2.7 × 10−27

8.7 × 10−6

2.3 × 10−22

7.3 × 10−33

Mean ADinit

0.78

0.78

0.80

0.80

Mean AD f in−con−shu f

0.89

NA

0.74

NA

Mean AD f in−con

0.83

0.78

0.92

0.80

p (WSR; AD f in−con

0.31

NA

1.2 × 10−4

NA

Mean AD f in−weight−shu f

0.92

1.36

1.31

0.93

Mean AD f in−weight

0.95

1.58

1.32

0.88

0.48

1.2 × 10−3

0.12

0.14

synapses per target neuron
Weight as proportion of max
for the initial no. of synapses
Mean σa f f −init

Mean σa f f − f in−con−shu f
Mean σa f f − f in−con

vs σa f f − f in−con−shu f )
Mean σa f f − f in−weight

vs σa f f − f in−weight−shu f )

vs AD f in−con−shu f )

p (WSR; AD f in−weight
vs AD f in−weight−shu f )
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Figure 6.1: Emergence of bimodal weight distribution. All synapses were connected with
input layer neurons (i.e. a fully feed-forward network) with σ f orm− f f = 2.5. All parameters
were as in section 6.2.1 except that τ− = 40ms, τex = 10ms and the biases which yield

gmax , A+ and A− were adjusted to achieve mid-range weights. Spike trains from input
neurons were selected from a Poisson distribution with a fixed rate of 20Hz (i.e. there were
no spatial correlations). The weight of each synapse was sampled every 5 seconds for 30
seconds; each complete set of weight samples took over 0.5 seconds to complete, thus
some of the weights shown for the zeroth second have already reduced from their initial
maximum value. Top to bottom: results at each sample point; the time of the sample point
is given to the left. Left: histogram of weights. The number to the right of each histogram is
the total weight as a proportion of the total if all weights were maximised. Centre: The mean
weight (y-axis) for the nth synapse (x-axis) in each neuron, where the synapses in each
neuron are sorted in ascending order of weights; this demonstrates that the distributions
seen in the histograms are generally present within each neuron, rather than an aggregate
effect. Right: The mean weight (y-axis) for all synapses whose pre-synaptic neurons have
ideal locations of various distances from the location of the post-synaptic neuron (x-axis),
where distance has been rounded to the nearest whole number.
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6.2.3 Persistence of learnt patterns
A set of experiments described here demonstrate the ability of the rewiring mechanism to
increase the persistence of learnt patterns.
In each neuron, 32 synapses were connected to each area, input from both areas was
generated by the PC and spikes generated by the chips were not relayed back to the chips.
Thus the network was completely feed-forward, with input coming from two areas each
mapped across the same space, simulating a binocular projection converging on a single
area.
For the first 240s, spiking input consisted of simultaneous spikes from a randomly chosen
50% of the neurons in one input area. after 20ms there was another simultaneous set of
spikes from neurons in the other input area. After a further 20ms this pattern repeated,
with different randomly chosen neurons constituting the “flash” each time. Between these
flashes there were Poisson-distributed spikes from all neurons in both input areas with the
rate set so that the total spike rate per pre-synaptic neuron including spikes from flashes
was 20Hz. For a further 30s afterwards spiking input consisted just of Poisson-distributed
spikes from all neurons in both input areas with a fixed rate of 20Hz. Thus, there was
a longer period of input with intra-ocular but not inter-ocular correlations, followed by
a shorter period of input with no correlations. The spike trains were designed to contain strong correlation cues and therefore departed further from such biological realism
as there was in those employed by Song and Abbott [2001], in order to achieve a clear
demonstration.
Figure 6.2 shows the results for an experiment in which there was no rewiring. Parameters were as in appendix D, except that τ− 20ms, τex = 10ms and the biases which yield
gmax , A+ and A− were adjusted to achieve mid-range weights. During the intra-ocular
correlations, strong ocular preferences quickly developed in the weights of the incoming
synapses to each target neuron. This is shown by ocular dominance maps. In addition a
measure of ocularity is given to the left of the maps. This is the mean of the ocularity for
each target neuron, which is calculated as:
Ocularity = 2

∑i w1i 1
−
∑i wi 2

where wi is the weight of the ith synapse for the target neuron and w1i is the weight of
the ith synapse only for synapses with pre-synaptic neurons from area 1. The measure
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therefore gives a value of 1 if ocular preferences are complete, but 0 if there are no ocular
preferences. Strong preferences developed during the first 20-30s. There was further slight
improvement until 70s after which the ocularity measure did not change. In contrast to the
results given in figure 2.5 there are no spatial correlations in the ocular preferences, as
there were no lateral connections to set up such correlations. After 240s when the intraocular correlations in the input disappeared, the ocular preferences quickly collapse until
after 30s there is not much evidence of them remaining.
In this process, the weight histogram shows that the strong correlational cues in the input caused strong and relatively rapid bimodal divergence, compared with figure 6.1 in
which there are no correlational cues in the input. Then, when the correlational cues were
removed the weight distribution reverted to a less clearly bimodal distribution, similar to
that achieved in figure 6.1.
Figure 6.3 gives results for the same experiment but with rewiring. For these experiments,
pelim−pot = 0, i.e. synapses were only eliminated when weaker than 50% weight. During a rewiring experiment it is not possible to observe the connectivity of the chip, as the
method for observing it is destructive to weights, therefore results are given only for the
end of an experiment. In (a) and (b), the experiment was stopped after 240s, at the end of
the correlated phase. Both experiments used identical initial connectivity, spike trains and
rewiring probabilities, that is to say, all inputs to the chips were identical. Nevertheless
different ocular preferences arise; this demonstrates the indeterminate performance of the
chips, at least in a case where different outcomes should be equally likely. Therefore,
observing different patterns of weights or connectivity (or ocular preference) for different
experiments in which identical input is supplied and the experiments are stopped at different points cannot be taken to indicate that the rewiring mechanism makes the pattern
of connections or weights volatile. Experiments (c) and (d) (described below) also use
identical initial connectivity, spike trains and rewiring probabilities.
In (a) and (b), a pattern of connectivity in the weights (centre) became embedded in the
connection preferences (left), with the result that the ocular preference resulting from the
combination of connections and weights (right) was stronger than that achieved with no
rewiring mechanism (figure 6.2) after the same amount of time, as judged by the ocularity
measures (0.91 vs 0.73 respectively).
In (c), the experiment was stopped after an additional 30s of uncorrelated spike trains.
Whilst the preferences due to the weights (centre) declined to a similar extent as those
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Figure 6.2: Persistence of learnt patterns without rewiring. Top to bottom: the weights of
all synapses were sampled at the times labelled to the left. Left: histogram of weights.
The number to the right of each histogram is the mean normalised weight. Centre: The
mean weight (y-axis) for the nth synapse (x-axis) in each neuron, where the synapses
in each neuron are sorted in ascending order of weights. Right: ocular preferences for
neurons. Within each raster, each cell represents one target-layer neuron. The shade of
the pixel gives the weighted sum of the synapses connected to area 1 as a proportion of
the weighted sum of all synapses on a scale from white to black. The number to the left of
the ocular dominance map is the related ocularity measure, as defined in the text.
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Figure 6.3: Persistence of learnt patterns with rewiring. Ocular preferences for neurons.
Within each raster, each pixel represents one target-layer neuron. The shade of the pixel
gives the preference of synapses for area on a scale from white (area 1) to black (area 0).
Left (within each sub-figure): preference due only to the connections; this is calculated as
the number of synapses connected to area 1 as a proportion of all connected synapses.
Centre: preference due only to the weights irrespective of the relative numbers of synapses;
this is calculated as the summed weight of the synapses connected to area 1 divided by
their number, as a proportion of the summed weight of all connected synapses divided by
their number. Right: preference due to the combination of connectivity and weights; this is
calculated as the summed weight of the synapses connected to area 1 as a proportion of
the summed weight of all synapses. (a)-(d): the results of 4 separate experiments. (a)-(b):
After 240s of spike trains with strong intra-ocular correlations; the results of two separate
experiments using identical initial connectivity, spike trains and rewiring probabilities; (c)
after 240s of intra-ocular correlations followed by 30s of uncorrelated Poisson spike trains;
(d) after 30s of uncorrelated Poisson spike trains. The number under each map is the
related ocularity measure, as defined in the text.
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in the experiment with no rewiring after the same time (0.11 vs 0.17 respectively), the
preferences due to the connectivity (left) only declined slightly (from 0.66 to 0.61), with
the result that the overall preferences (right) remain comparatively strong. (d) is a control
experiment in which the same 30s of uncorrelated spike trains as used previously were sent
to the chips immediately, without any correlated input first. No strong ocular preferences
formed, demonstrating that the ocular preferences observed in (c) were not an artefact of
the rewiring mechanism.
The experiments are summarised in figure 6.4, which shows the trends of the ocularity
measure through time. The relatively slow rate of change of the ocularity measure for
connectivity compared with weights is apparent.

6.2.4 Ocular dominance patterns
The model in chapter 2 was used to demonstrate two phenomena relating to topographic
map formation and receptive field development. The first was reduction in the spread of
receptive fields, which was used to quantitatively evaluate the change in network topology
due to learnt patterns. The second was the development of patterns of ocular dominance,
as an additional qualitative view, since patterns which form due to synaptic weight changes
can be seen in the patterns of connectivity. To attempt the same with the fabricated chips,
a further experiment was carried out, similar to case 1 as described in section 6.2.1, except
that the input neurons were divided into two groups, mimicking the effect of binocular
inputs. The groups were interspersed in a regular diagonal pattern, i.e. each input neuron
is in the opposite group to its 4 adjacent neurons; the stimulus location switched between
the two groups every time it changed. To keep the overall input rate the same the peak
firing rate was doubled. The experiment therefore mirrored those reported in section 2.4.1.
After 5 minutes, preferences had developed not only for the centre of the distribution (figure 6.5, left) but also for one of the input spaces (right). Although the lateral synapses
were largely depressed (centre right), they had sufficient influence that discernable regions of the area formed similar preferences. The result is qualitatively similar to the
results presented in figure 2.5 for a lower number of afferent synapses per target neuron.
The boundaries are not as clear as the best results achieved in simulation for the same
number of afferent synapses; this might be improved with more optimisation of parameters, but it is not unexpected, given the non-idealities in the design. There is however
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Figure 6.4: Persistence of learnt patterns summary. The ocularity measure (defined in the
text) is plotted against time for an experiment in which stimuli with strong intercorrelations
for 4 minutes are followed by 1 minute of stimuli with no intercorrelations. The solid line
shows data points from the experiment with no rewiring shown in figure 6.2. The other
three lines show the ocularity measure for connectivity only (dashed line), weights only
(dotted line), and connectivity combined with weights (dashed-dotted line). For these three
lines, the three data points at each time come from a single experiment, which terminated
at the given time, allowing the connectivity and weights to be read out. These data points
include those given in figure 6.3(a) (240s) and 6.3(c) (270s).
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a noticeable vertical division between the upper and lower half of the map, which lies
along chip boundaries, and the boundary between chips Y2X1 and Y2X2 stands out, on
some rows. This suggests that the design suffers from unwanted intra-chip correlations. A
likely cause is the choice of a transmission gate implementation of the pulse receiver, as
discussed in section 4.7. Alternative designs which could avoid this problem are proposed
in section 7.2.2.
Weight by distance
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Figure 6.5: Ocular dominance patterns. Results after 5 minutes of input from two interspersed input spaces with intra- but not inter-correlations. Left: the mean weight of
synapses according to the distance of the ideal location of the pre-synaptic neuron from
the post-synaptic neuron (with distance rounded to the nearest whole number). Left-centre:
histogram of weights of feed-forward synapses. Right-centre: histogram of weights of lateral synapses. Right: Ocular dominance map, where each cell represents a target layer
neuron and is shaded according to the sum of feed-forward weights from one of the two
interspersed input areas as a proportion of the sum of all weights, on a scale from white (1)
to black (0).

6.3 Discussion
6.3.1 Differences between model and implementation
There are various differences between the simulations presented in chapter 2 and the experiments in section 6.2.1. It will be argued here that such differences do not diminish the
ability of the fabricated chips to model the process of topographic map formation.
The introduction of weight-dependence in STDP in the circuitry for STDP was discussed
in section 3.4.4.1. Whilst the model used weight-independent STDP, both to reduce the
number of parameters and in keeping with the previous model on which it was based [Song
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and Abbott, 2001], weight-dependence was introduced in the chip due to other theoretical
and practical considerations. Firstly, it has been shown that a moderate degree of weightdependence can improve the ability of STDP to act as a correlation detection mechanism
[Gutig et al., 2003]. Secondly, weight-dependence reduces the duration of a memory
trace [Billings and van Rossum, 2008], allowing the ability of synaptic rewiring to reduce
volatility to be demonstrated, as in section 6.2.3. Finally, it is simply serendipitous that
the silicon substrate allows various forms of weight-dependence to be implemented “for
free” instead of by explicit design, [c.f. Bofill-i Petit and Murray, 2004]. The fact that
two different forms of STDP can achieve qualitatively the same results suggests that the
model is more robust than if it were tied to a specific form; the fact that non-linearities
were introduced into the weight-dependence profile by the use of MOSCAPs for weight
storage, without undermining the ability of the system to function, furthers this suggestion.
Another difference between the model and its implementation has been discussed in section 5.4.1. In the model, the potential pre-synaptic neuron for a potential synapse which
is implementing its formation rule was chosen as the last neuron to have fired, whereas
for the fabricated system the pre-synaptic partner considered was randomly chosen. The
differences between these approaches have been discussed; however, here it is sufficient to
note that since in simulations efforts were made to balance the firing rates between areas
and since in a mature implementation additional homeostatic processes might be expected
to keep neural firing rates in broad agreement, these differences are likely to be slight and
are likely to be reduced rather than enhanced due to further anticipated developments.
In contrast to the simulations, the fabricated system is non-deterministic, such that different equally likely outcomes can arise even when identical input is provided, as seen
in section 6.2.3. This indeterminism arises from analogue electrical noise, which is not
present in digital simulations. Analogue noise is also present in the brain, and could be
seen as an advantage for a system which seeks to model the brain, since a system whose
performance does not change qualitatively in the presence of noise demonstrates such
robustness as is characteristic of biological neural networks; indeed, noise is frequently
added to computational simulations of neural systems and in some cases the results are
found to be beneficial to performance [Mitaim and Kosko, 2004]. In a similar way, there
are numerous sources of mismatch which cause permanent differences in performance between synapses and neurons. The combined effect of these has not been to undermine
the performance of this system, as judged by the similarity between results in sections 2.4
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and 6.2.1. It remains to be seen, however, whether such performance can be maintained
while progressing towards the use of processes with smaller geometries and the greater
mismatch they entail. Some loss of performance is noticeable in the ability to form clearly
segregated ocular dominance patterns (comparing the results in sections 2.4.1 and 6.2.4),
but it is difficult to conclude that this is due to either mismatch or electronic noise, since
parameterisation of the model can have such a great effect on performance (the best results in section 2.4.1 were achieved after a detailed guided search through the parameter
space). A particular problem is noticeable whereby unwanted correlations lead to similar
preferences within chips or rows of neurons; this may be solved with an alternative design
(see section 7.2.2).
There are various other limitations of the fabricated chips, for example the ability of a
neuron to integrate the effects of incoming pulses on synaptic conductance and thus membrane potential at only a limited rate, and the coarser discretisation of time in some clocked
processes. To some extent the fabricated chip has been constructed based on the particular requirements of the simulations it was intended to model. Providing certain limits
are not exceeded the system will perform well, but the chips do not offer an infinitely reconfigurable neural simulator in the same way as a general purpose computer does. This
drawback, coupled with the high-expense and long development time necessary to design
and fabricate such a system, makes it unlikely that such systems will be of general use to
computational neuroscientists, although for simulations of sufficient scale the advantage
in terms of speed may ultimately create a demand.
Notwithstanding this, the chips have a limited generality as neural network simulators.
One demonstration of this is the ability to use a portion of the address space originally
intended for lateral connectivity as input from a second, independent input space. With
more chips, arbitrarily complex networks could be constructed, and if the mechanisms
for forming probabilistic distributions around an ideal location were not required, arbitrarily shaped or sized neural layers could be implemented. Generalising the circuitry for
proximity calculation would therefore be useful future work.

6.3.2 Memory stability
In section 2.1.5.2, theoretical reasons for including both weight and rewiring plasticity in
a model of topographic map formation were presented, and evidence suggesting a causal
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link between the two were given. Then in section 3.2.3.2, a practical reason was given
for creating a causal link between weight and rewiring plasticity. To recap this practical
reason: by allowing weight distributions (which can change rapidly and are stored in
volatile memory on capacitors) to influence network topology (which changes slowly and
is stored in stable memory elements), features learnt from input can continue to influence
the behaviour of a network long after the original input has occurred and the immediate
memory trace has faded. This process has been demonstrated in section 6.2.3. Specifically
it has been shown that by adding a rewiring mechanism to a weight change mechanism,
a learnt pattern based on correlations in the input to the network can persist in a stronger
form for longer when the correlations which set up the pattern are removed. Although
this is shown for a rewiring mechanism which operates on a timescale of tens of seconds
(i.e. not much slower than the weight change mechanism) it is intuitively obvious that the
same effect should occur if the rewiring mechanism were slowed down further, perhaps to
biologically realistic rewiring speeds.

This observation, however, highlights a limitation of this approach, if the rewiring rate is
lowered then just as it will take longer for memory traces stored in the network topology to
fade, so it will take longer for them to form. The trade-off between learning and forgetting
rates for a neural network is an active area of study, for example by Fusi et al. [2005],
who proposed that by operating learning within a single synapse at a range of different
timescales, an optimum balance of learning and forgetting rates could be achieved. This
finding can be related to the mechanism presented here. Synaptic weight change is a fast
process, so that patterns of input correlations can quickly be learnt. These patterns will
persist in the weights while they persist in the inputs, as shown by figure 6.2. Rewiring
by contrast is a slower process, so it should slowly learn persistent patterns in the inputs.
Although it has not been demonstrated here, it also seems likely that a pattern which
appeared intermittently in the inputs such that it was present on average, would be slowly
learnt by the rewiring mechanism. It has also been shown that the rewiring mechanism can
allow for an amplification of the strength of the learnt pattern beyond what is achievable
by weight changes alone. Thus the system allows both for fast, ephemeral changes and
slow, durable changes in the learnt pattern, as shown in figure 6.4.
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6.4 Conclusion
In chapter 1 a hypothesis was proposed, that (1) synaptic rewiring can be implemented in
neuromorphic VLSI by circuitry distributed throughout the synapses of a neural array, that
(2) this ability can be used to model the phenomenon of topographic map formation, and
that (3) this ability can increase the stability of patterns learnt by a neuromorphic system.
In section 6.2.1, results of experiments using the fabricated chips have been presented, in
which the outcomes of statistical significance tests match results from the simulation of
a model of topographic map formation presented in chapter 2, thus demonstrating their
fitness for the intended purpose. The second part of the hypothesis has therefore been
proven, at least to the extent that the many diverse phenomena related to topographic map
formation have been captured in the model. In section 6.2.3 the advantage of increased
memory duration offered by synaptic rewiring has been demonstrated, proving the third
part of the hypothesis. Similarities and differences between the model and its implementation have been discussed; the differences have not been found to undermine the ability
of the fabricated chip to model topographic map formation.

Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the work which has been carried out is summarised and recommendations
are made for how the work should continue. Finally, conclusions are drawn relating to the
hypothesis.

7.1 Work carried out
7.1.1 Model
A model of topographic development was produced which includes both weight and wiring
plasticity. There are three key assumptions: (a) synapses preferentially form in locations
to which their axons are guided, (b) weights of dendritic synapses of a neuron are modified
according to a competitive Hebbian learning rule, and (c) weaker synapses are more likely
to be eliminated. Synaptic rewiring is therefore modelled as a pair of stochastic processes.
In order to instantiate the model in a form amenable to simulation, more assumptions were
made, the main ones being that the neurons are single-compartment integrate-and-fire neurons and the synaptic weight-change mechanism is a form of spike-timing-dependent plasticity. A range of computational simulations were then performed.
A method of analysing map quality was devised whereby the quantities of mean AD (absolute distance of the centre of mass of a receptive field from its ideal location), and mean
σa f f (variance of the receptive field about its centre of mass) were considered separately,
and statistical significance tests were applied to compare developed maps to carefully constructed controls.
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It was found that whilst spatially correlated inputs help to create patterns of synaptic
weights which favour narrower projections, spatial correlations are not necessary for some
reduction of variance to occur. A weight-change mechanism and a rewiring mechanism
can work together such that the rewiring mechanism acts to embed patterns of synaptic strengths in the network topology; this is as one would expect, though it has not
been demonstrated quantitatively before. It was also demonstrated qualitatively, with the
embedding of developed spatial patterns of ocular dominance in the network topology.
The accuracy of preferred locations for target neurons will not necessarily improve when
synapses are initially distributed around ideal locations.

7.1.2 Circuitry
Circuitry was then developed which is capable of implementing the model. Novel features
of this implementation are described here.
A circuit for implementing STDP was developed which introduces a degree of weightdependence. This works on a different principle to the only other published circuit which
explicitly does so, by exploiting the characteristics of existing devices, resulting in a similarly compact implementation. The STDP circuit also uses negative Vgs in order to reduce
the leakage currents from a weight capacitor down to the limits imposed by the technology, such that a learnt weight distribution decays slowly over a period of minutes. This
is long enough to allow learnt patterns to become embedded in the network topology,
at least given the artificially increased synaptic rewiring rates which are achievable in a
silicon implementation.
The capacitance profile of MOSCAP devices was used in two novel ways. Firstly it was
used to increase the broad linearity of charging profiles which are non-linear due to the
limited ability of transistors to act as ideal current sources. Secondly it was used to alter
the weight-dependence profile of STDP in a way which allows the overall behaviour to
match broadly, if not in detail, an established model for STDP, whilst benefiting from the
smaller area per unit capacitance offered by MOSCAPs.
A novel design was developed for an address-event receiver, where the decoding elements
are distributed through the synaptic array and act simultaneously on broadcast addressevents. This allows a spike to be received simultaneously by all the synapses on the axonal arbor, allowing for arbitrarily large axonal arbors to be implemented without reducing
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channel capacity. This receiver is compatible with existing address-event senders. The receiver is reprogrammable during run-time, allowing synaptic rewiring to be implemented.
The scalability of this design was compared against existing systems with respect to the
silicon area, and energy and time required for spike transmission, as numbers of neurons
and synapses in a system increase. According to this analysis, the design scales particularly well in terms of speed as synaptic fan-out increases.
An approach was presented of choosing the location of circuitry for neural and synaptic functions based on minimising the need to transmit information. This approach was
used to argue for the location of circuitry for implementing synaptic rewiring within each
synapse.
Circuitry was developed and results were presented which demonstrate its functioning.
Notwithstanding a design error for which solutions have been suggested, the circuit is
capable of connecting and disconnecting a synapse in response to either explicit external
programming or the probabilistic learning rules of the model.
The probabilistic rule for synapse connection requires a calculation of the distance between a neuron and the ideal location of a potential pre-synaptic partner. Consequently,
circuitry for Euclidean distance calculation was developed. This circuitry was based on established principles for calculating Euclidean distance, but it is a novel formulation for the
specific task. Its notable features include current mode operation across multiple chips and
the capability of implementing both toroidal and non-toroidal topologies. The rewiring
circuitry and distance calculation circuitry together allow the formation of radially symmetric receptive fields with arbitrary monotonically decreasing relationships of connection
probability to distance from the centre.
The circuitry described above was implemented in the form of fabricated silicon chips
using the AMS 0.35µm process. 8 of these chips were connected together, both in a
grid arrangement for spike delivery, and in the arrangement of a neural layer for distance
calculation. This system was used to demonstrate the development of receptive fields, in
experiments analogous to those carried out in simulation. Analogous significance tests
were performed demonstrating qualitatively similar performance to that of the simulated
model. Additional results were gathered relating to learning stability.
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7.2 Future work
7.2.1 Model
Although the model was developed primarily as a basis for a neuromorphic system rather
than as a tool for computational neuroscience research, its contribution to computational
neuroscience can nevertheless be evaluated. For example, the conclusion that activity dependent topographic refinement simply enhances an existing trend produced by an activityindependent mechanism echoes the conclusion of Butts et al. [2007], whilst the observation that receptive field spread reduces without input correlations is similar to the findings
of Linsker [1986b] and Miikkulainen et al. [2005] that functional architecture can form in
the absence of any input except uncorrelated random noise, although an alternative mechanism is suggested. The model has combined some suggestions previously made in the
literature about the link between synaptic weight change and synaptic rewiring in order to
demonstrate quantitatively a way in which the two can work together which is consistent
with many findings in the biological literature.
However, the model has not been developed to the point where it can make experimental
predictions. For example, it would be tempting to predict that in amphibia or fish, the centre of mass of the retinal receptive field for a neuron of the optic tectum, (as judged by the
locations of the RGCs which are afferently connected to it, perhaps judged by retrograde
tracing from a single cell) will be no closer its ideal location (as judged by a smoothed
average of all projections, perhaps established by functional optical imaging) later in development than in a constructed topography based on addition or elimination of synapses
to the final observed topography according to the distribution observed earlier, irrespective
of the smaller relative spread of the receptive fields later in development. Various methodological issues may prevent such an experiment from succeeding. Then, if this turned out
to be true, it might lend weight to the idea that receptive field refinement is simply Hebbian reinforcement of random tight clusters in a receptive field which is initially randomly
formed based on developmental pressure towards an ideal location dictated by guidance
molecules. However if it turned out not to be true this would not necessarily falsify that
hypothesis, because it might be that lateral interactions in the optic tectum increase pressure towards an ideal location; the apparent lack of effect of lateral interactions in the
simulations performed may be because of the very small scale at which the model has
been implemented or it may be because the learning rule applied does not sufficiently re-
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ward bursting behaviour, as suggested by Butts et al. [2007]. Thus in order to develop this
model further, there should be further experimentation with lateral interactions at various
scales, and with alternative Hebbian learning rules.
More generally, further experimentation with different sizes of neural layers, variances
of receptive fields, numbers of afferent synapses and other parameters would all help to
develop its credentials as a generalised model.
A possible way this model could be extended is to allow that axon branching should be
guided by the existence of axons, such that an input neuron is more likely to form synapses
with target cells which are close to target cells which it is already innervating. This might
be expected to model axonal arbor development more accurately. In addition there is no
mechanism in this model for the preferential sprouting of synapses due to potentiation, as
suggested by some literature. As is common in this field, there has been no consideration
of the spatial and temporal summation and filtering performed by transmission of postsynaptic potentials along dendritic trees. Such considerations are likely to be important
for a complete understanding of map formation, especially since it is known that temporal
learning windows can be different at different locations on the dendritic tree. The development of a mapping from the start has not been simulated, nor has the growth of areas
been addressed. Rather, this model assumes a starting time at some point during development, in order to assess the effect of the proposed learning rules. Additionally, initialising
weights at their maximum is unlikely to reflect the reality of synapse development.
In order to model both the growth of areas and the effects of lesions on redevelopment,
a promising possibility would be to combine the mechanisms used in this model with the
activity-independent process described by Willshaw [2006]. This would involve replacing the probabilities of synapses forming which are currently based on distances from
fixed ideal locations, with probabilities which Willshaw modelled as synaptic strengths
but which represent affinity of an axon towards a particular target location. These affinities change according induced levels of ephrin ligands, which in turn change according
to a developmental rule which can allow for growing areas and for abnormalities of the
types introduced by lesion studies. More generally, the probability of synapse formation
is a promising place in which to intervene within this model in order to somehow capture
the aforementioned effects. This could potentially yield a model where the topography
could develop and the areas themselves could grow, which could replicate compression
and expansion studies etc, and which in addition could allow for the formation of func-
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tional architecture such as ocular dominance, based on statistical structure in input spike
trains.
Adding all these abilities would not necessarily make sense for computational neuroscience, since it could result in a model which mimicked everything and explained nothing.
However, as a basis for the development of neuromorphic systems, where engineering solutions are expected to be generated though an attempt to mimic biology, it could prove
fruitful.

7.2.2 Circuitry
The distributed address-event receiver which has been implemented breaks new ground,
yet it may benefit from redesign, in any of the following ways. Firstly, stored bits of
addresses might be stored on floating gates to achieve non-volatile storage. Analogue
storage of many address bits on a single gate could be explored for a possible space saving.
Secondly, the adoption of word-serial AER could limit the number of receiver elements
in the synapse since they could be used to compare a word at a time against words stored
in S-RAM cells in order to receive an entire address-event. Alternatively, adopting a
monitor bit design similar to that of standard Content Addressable Memory could achieve
a space saving. Both of these suggestions would come at the expense of a more complex
comparison cycle and both may lead to the adoption of a standard S-RAM cell for bit
storage.
The present transmission gate implementation of the pulse receiver has a drawback whereby
if an unusually large number of synapses within a row are connected to a particular presynaptic address, the capacitance on the broadcast signals will increase. This is a likely
cause of the problem with ocular dominance pattern formation shown in section 6.2.4.
This could be avoided with the use of active gates. Thirdly however, a more generally useful improvement than the previous one would be to decouple the delivery of spikes from
the implementation of neural processes. At the moment the delivery of spikes is by a pulse
(in fact, a set of them), the precise lengths of which are used to deliver measured amounts
of charge. This causes two problems: (a) it prevents the spike broadcast and receivers
from being optimised for speed; (b) it appears to have introduced systematic variation in
the performance of neurons due to the limitations of the clock distribution network. Some
of the processes in the neuron and synapse have been made insensitive to the duration of
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controlling pulses by the use of switched capacitors, and this approach could be extended
to cover all of the analogue processes of the neuron and synapse. This would require a
state machine to be built into each synapse (and into each neuron) capable of generating a pair of non-overlapping pulses in response to a single brief pulse; however since
the pulses would not need to be of precisely measured duration these could be created
by circuits which use minimum geometry transistors. The present design uses two pulse
generators in the design of the neuron which contain capacitors of greater than minimum
geometry (in order to create controlling pulses for STDP), so there would be a potential
space saving in the neuron. A possible design is outlined in figure 7.1.
Regarding the use of switched capacitors, those which have been used to implement exponential decays could be replaced with parasitic insensitive circuits at the expense of
slightly more area; eliminating parasitic capacitances would also eliminate mismatch in
the parasitic capacitances. Moreover, although the circuit presented in section 3.4.3 for
generating membrane currents achieves a slight gain in compactness by means of combining a linear integration with an exponential decay, the disadvantages of sensitivity to
mismatch and relatively restrictive parameterisation may outweigh the benefit, compared
to the combined use of a parasitic-insensitive switched capacitor transresistor and integrator.
The implementation of synaptic rewiring rules locally at each synapse has the potential
to minimise intra- and inter-chip communication, especially if, in a mature implementation, the probabilistic processes necessary to drive the learning rules could be generated
on chip. Two interesting avenues to explore in this respect would be (a) the possibility of
amplifying analogue noise and then shaping it, and (b) the modification of the connection
rule to use the most recently delivered spike as a potential pre-synaptic partner. Notwithstanding this, alternatives should be considered. If the rewiring rules were implemented in
shared peripheral circuitry there could be a substantial space saving. A hybrid approach
whereby synapse elimination is performed locally at the synapse whereas connection is
a globally controlled process may be a beneficial approach. Centralising the control of
rewiring, or at least some central circuit for receiving information about rewiring which
occurs, would be a pre-requisite for using the chips in a network of the type envisaged by
Khan et al. [2008], where address-events are routed only to chips where they are required.
The circuit which implements the connection rule contains a design error which corrupts a
small proportion of the addresses stored; a solution for this has been proposed and should
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Figure 7.1: Pulse-duration-insensitive neuron — high-level design. The synapse and neuron are mainly composed of two repeating blocks — a leaky integrator and a clock generator, whose I/O ports are shown above, but whose detailed workings are left unspecified
here (although switched capacitor function is intended and designs are suggested in section 3.4.3). The leaky integrator maintains an internal voltage across a capacitor which is
then buffered to the Out port. One complete cycle of the pair of non-overlapping clock signals IncClk increments the internal voltage by some proportion of the difference between
IncMagnitude and DecTarget, whereas a complete cycle of DecClk decrements the internal voltage by some proportion of the difference between the internal voltage itself and
DecTarget. This block is used for SynCond, Mem, Pot and Dep. The Weight block would
differ according to the exact learning rule desired; in the version shown, one complete cycle of IncClk would increment Weight by some proportion of the difference between Inc+
and Inc-, and likewise for the decrement caused by a cycle of DecClk. The clock generator block in the synapse takes a single pulse which has been received and outputs two
non-overlapping pulses on a 2-bit bus (all the buses shown in the diagram convey such
clock signals), triggering a decrement to Weight and an increment to SynCond and Pot.
Likewise the clock generator in the neuron triggers an increment to Dep and an increment
to Weight. All other processes are governed by global clock signals.
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be included if the circuit is used again.
A preliminary discussion of the scalability of the proximity calculation circuitry has been
given in section 5.6, including suggestions on how to minimise variability. If the use of
this circuit is perpetuated, these issues should be explored more thoroughly, in order to
assess the ultimate potential of the circuit.
It would be interesting to investigate the possibility of implementing non-trivial mappings
between areas and the development of such mappings. Two methods that might be used
to achieve this are: (a) applying a transformation to the addresses of address-events; (b)
replacing the resistors of the proximity calculation circuit with transistors and then dynamically controlling their resistances in order to skew distances across the map.
The homeostatic properties of STDP appear to have been useful in this implementation.
Numerous non-idealities of the proposed circuits were known in advance of fabrication,
but simulations of the map formation model which included variation extracted from
monte-carlo simulations showed that the neural algorithm was robust against them. This
robustness held true in practice; a notable example is the way that STDP acted to compensate for systematic variation due to a limitation of the clock distribution network. Therefore, whilst attempts to minimise the effects of mismatch and noise are good practice, it
may ultimately prove more fruitful for neuromorphic engineers to attempt to implement
other mechanisms of neural homeostasis, in order to take full advantage of further silicon
miniaturisation.
The potential benefit of using synaptic rewiring to stabilise learnt memory traces has been
demonstrated. Nevertheless, the limitations of this approach in terms of the trade-off
between learning and forgetting rates for a neural network is apparent from the theoretical
literature. Therefore it may be useful to combine the system proposed here with other
attempts to overcome this problem, for example the semi-supervised learning scheme of
Brader et al. [2007].

7.3 Conclusions
This project was an investigation of the hypothesis that (1) synaptic rewiring can be implemented in neuromorphic VLSI by circuitry distributed throughout the synapses of a
neural array, that (2) this ability can be used to model the phenomenon of topographic
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map formation, and that (3) this ability can increase the stability of patterns learnt by a
neuromorphic system. Circuitry has been developed within the context of a neuromorphic
system, in which synaptic rewiring is implemented by circuitry distributed throughout the
synapses of a neural array. This circuitry has been integrated in silicon chips and these
have been used to demonstrate synaptic rewiring, thus proving the first part of the hypothesis. A model of topographic map formation has been developed, which focuses on the
interplay between synaptic weight change and synaptic rewiring, and its relevance to the
current developmental neuroscience literature has been argued for. Instantiations of the
model were simulated and statistical tests as well as qualitative observations were used
to demonstrate its core features. Similar instantiations of the model were implemented
using the fabricated chips, and the application of the same statistical tests achieved the
same results (there were also notable similarities in qualitative observations), thus proving
the second part of the hypothesis, at least to the extent that the many diverse phenomena
relating to topographic map formation have been captured by the model. In separate experiments it has been shown that with the addition of the synaptic rewiring mechanism to
the synaptic weight change mechanism, a learnt pattern based on correlations in the input
to the network can persist in a stronger form for longer when the correlations which set up
the pattern are removed; this has proven the third and final part of the hypothesis.

Appendix A
Neuron circuit
The circuitry which implements the threshold, spike and reset mechanism of the integrateand-fire neurons is based on that described in Indiveri [2003b] and can be seen in figure
A.1. The main difference is that a differential amplifier is used instead of a source follower to set the threshold, allowing a greater range of thresholds to be chosen without
implications for power consumption.
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Figure A.1: Threshold, spike and reset circuit. Synaptic currents (not shown) flow into and
out of the capacitance of the membrane (the Mem node). When the voltage of Mem rises
to approach the threshold MemThresh, the output of DA1 starts to rise above Gnd (this
circuit differs from that presented in Indiveri [2003b] only in that this amplifier replaces a
source follower). This causes current to start to flow through M6 and consequently through
M4. The current in M4 is mirrored onto M1, sourcing current into Mem; this causes positive
feedback which quickly pushes the output of DA1 high, cutting off the current through M5.
nReq is therefore lowered and this triggers a request to spike-sending circuitry. It also
triggers pulse generators which create two timed post-synaptic pulses used in the STDP
mechanism, as described in section 3.4.4. The output of inverter M9-M10 however is
prevented from rising until nAck is lowered, indicating that the spike has been successfully
delivered; during this period it is held weakly low by a subthreshold current through M12
set up by the Refrac bias. Once the output of M9-M10 rises, C1 is charged and Mem is
discharged through M3. The current through M9 is therefore shut off and the output of
M9-M10 is restored to Gnd through a subthreshold leak current through M11 set up by
the Refrac bias. This implements an absolute refractory period which can be altered by
adjusting Refrac.

Appendix B
Pulse generators and bias generators
The circuits which have been described depend on a set of precisely timed pulses and
accurate voltage biases for correct operation. The design of pulse generator used is similar
to that described by Bofill-i Petit [2005, page 60] so is not sufficiently novel to warrant
detailed description here. Essentially, a transistor is biased to generate a current from a
capacitor to Gnd. Upon a trigger which marks the start of the pulse, the capacitor is raised
to Vdd. Thereafter the capacitor drains until a threshold is crossed, at which point the
pulse finishes. By varying the bias voltage applied, the duration of the pulse can be varied
over many orders of magnitude. The pulse generator implemented has a minimum pulse
duration of about 8ns.
The pulse generator circuit described above is one example of a circuit which needs a
voltage bias in order to generate a current. However transistors can be expected to be
mismatched in their threshold voltage both between transistors on the same chip and especially between transistors on different chips. A voltage applied to the gate of two identical
transistors will therefore generate different currents through them. This is especially a
problem in multi-chip systems as the variations between different chips are typically more
extreme, meaning that a bias voltage generated externally and applied equally to two different chips will give rise to different currents within the chips. In the example above
this would equate to pulses of different lengths, which might mean, for example, that the
synapses on one chip are more likely to become depressed than those on another chip. It
would be possible to generate a different set of bias voltages for each chip used and calibrate them independently in order to match performance, but this approach would soon
become intractable as the number of chips in a system increases. This problem has been
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circumvented by employing programmable bias generator circuits as described by Delbrück and Lichtsteiner [2006]. A reliable master current is generated on each chip, which
is then mirrored and subdivided according to digital words (these are initially streamed
onto the chip with a shift register). The resulting currents are then converted to voltages by transistors whose dimensions and source voltages are matched to those transistors
across the chip which the voltages are then used to bias. This scheme does not eliminate
mismatch between circuits within a single chip though it should greatly reduce mismatch
between chips.

Appendix C
Layout considerations

C.1

Area usage

The chips were fabricated using the AMS 0.35u 4-metal 2-poly process. The area of
the synaptic address monitor bit is 11.1µm × 15.95µm = 177µm2 . The system simulated
has 512 neurons i.e. grids of 16 × 16 neurons in each of two layers. The target layer is

fabricated whereas the input layer is simulated; nevertheless a 9-bit address is required
to uniquely identify neurons. Therefore each synapse has a 9-bit receiver. This receiver
takes up 56% of the total synapse area, which is 11.1µm × 255.95µm = 2841µm2 . The

remaining area is dedicated to: storing the additional synaptic variables; implementing
the connection and disconnection circuitry; creating an increase in the neuron’s level of
synaptic current when a spike arrives; and implementing spike-timing-dependent plasticity. Each neuron has 64 potential synapses, and the synaptic array takes up 98.6% of the
total area of the neuron (740.275µm × 255.95µm = 0.189mm2), where the remaining area

is dedicated to the storage of the neuron’s variables, its central (integrate and fire) functions and its sending circuitry. Each chip is of total area ≈ 14mm2 , of which ≈ 6mm2 is
used to implement neurons and the remaining area is dedicated to peripheral circuitry, i.e.

pads, bias generators, AER input buffers and timing control, AER output arbiters, peripheral cells for proximity calculation and rewiring, clock buffers, analogue output buffers,
etc. In order to achieve the required number of neurons for a layer, 8 chips were required.
The choice of die-size reflects a budgetary constraint; for larger-scale production systems
larger die sizes would be more efficient since there would be a greater ratio of chip area
dedicated to implementing neurons vs. peripheral circuitry.
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Figure C.1: Layout scheme to maximise separation of analogue and digital domains. Within
a neuron, all synapses are arranged in a single row. Both synapses and the central neural
circuitry are designed with vertical separation between analogue and digital circuitry. Every
alternate row of neurons is flipped vertically to double the average separation of digital
and analogue circuitry. Thus, there are broad horizontal bands of alternating digital and
analogue circuitry. Where possible, routing of global and shared signals and biases is
horizontal across the chip, within the appropriate bands.

C.2

Digital and analogue separation

In order to reduce the coupling of digital onto analogue signals, maximum separation was
sought between circuitry which carried predominantly analogue signals and that which
carried predominantly digital signals. This was achieved as shown in figure C.1. Other
standard methods of reducing coupling included the use of separate digital and analogue
power supplies which are only brought together outside the chip, and the use of separate
n-wells with appropriate bulk connections for pMOSFETs and guard rings of substrate
contacts for areas of the bulk containing nMOSFETs carrying analogue signals.

C.3

Energy cost of spiking

The chips each contain 2048 synapses and based on a simulation including capacitances
extracted from layout, each synaptic address-monitor consumes per incoming spike: 227fJ
for delivery of the spike signal; 69.6fJ per address bit (assuming that each incoming address bit makes a transition with 50% probability each spike); and 5fJ pumped through
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the NAND gate that determines whether the correct address has been received. The 9-bit
address-monitors therefore consume 859fJ each per spike. This figure includes internal
buffering to the neurons but does not include buffering from the pads to the peripheral
latches.

C.4

Switched capacitor clocks

As noted in section 3.4.5, 4 pairs of non-overlapping clock signals are used to implement
conductances. To reduce the impact of transients on the power rails and other biases due
to parasitic capacitances from the clocks, the pulses are slowed down by (a) being buffered
across the chip with weak inverters and (b) being routed in minimum-width polysilicon.
This should ensure that the pulses rise and then fall in a wave which propagates slowly
across the chip. Although the chip was not designed in such a way as to allow this feature
to be tested, simulations suggest that the wave should take about 100ns to propagate across
the chip.

Appendix D
General parameters for chip
experiments
General parameters given in table D.1 were used in all chip experiments unless otherwise
noted.
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Name

Value

Clock periods:
1330µs, so that τ+ ≈ 20ms

Pot

1490µs, so that τ− ≈ 64ms

Dep

80µs, so that τex ≈ 5ms

SynCondLeak

358µs, so that τm ≈ 20ms

SynCond
Voltages from external DAC
MemThresh

0.89V*

nWeightLowThr

1.95V

GeneralHigh**

3.1V, i.e. V dd − 0.2V

GeneralLow**

0.2V, i.e. Gnd + 0.2V

DistGenPu

2.5V

DistGenPd

0.4V

Currents from on-chip generator
Refrac

10nA, giving refractory period ≪ 1ms
4µA, giving a pulse of ≈ 33ns

PrePulseSynCond
PostPulseDep
PostPulsePot
PrePulsePot
PrePulseDep

19.3µA, giving a pulse of ≈ 9ns
19.3µA, giving a pulse of ≈ 9ns
19.3µA, giving a pulse of ≈ 9ns
6µA, giving a pulse of ≈ 23ns

nDepMin

1nA

PotMin

1nA

Table D.1: General parameters for chip experiments

* MemThresh: 0.89V would be the correct value to implement a threshold of -54mV if
Vdd is defined as the excitatory reversal potential of 0V and Gnd is defined as the resting
potential of -70mV. However, as there is no practical need for these conventions to be
respected, the value of MemThresh is an arbitrary choice.
** MemLow and SynCondLow are constrained to be the same bias, as a condition for
the correct functioning of the circuit for membrane currents (see section 3.4.3), and
nWeightHigh is also included as the same bias in the fabricated chip, for reasons of
economy; they are collectively referred to as GeneralLow. Likewise SynCondHigh and
nWeightLow are collectively GeneralHigh.

Appendix E
Parameterisation of neuronal processes

In this section the parameterisation process is described which yielded clock periods and
pulse durations which give appropriate values for τm and gmax . Other parameters can be
set in similar ways.

E.1

Setting τm

The period of SynCondClk was set to a guessed value of 400µs and membrane decays
were observed for neurons on different chips, as described in figure E.1. The time it took
for Mem to decay from 0.8V down to 1/e of this level with respect to the recorded mean
resting potential was noted. Table E.1 gives 3 such data points. There is a certain variation
in both the recorded mean resting potential and in the time constant. The variation in the
mean resting potential is probably due to mismatch in the amplifiers in figure 3.9, (though
there may be some contribution from additional amplifiers which buffered the Mem signal
out to pads), whilst the apparent offset of the mean values above the intended 0.2V is
likely due to the small remaining currents into SynCond through transistors M1-2 in figure
3.4, as judged by the difference between the resting levels of SynCond and Mem which
can be observed in figure 3.14 (recordings over 8 chips give average resting levels for
SynCond and Mem as 0.3V and 0.26V respectively); (there could also be a contribution
from from differences in performance between the off-chip DAC that created the bias of
0.2V and the ADC that recorded the output). From the mean τm which was given by a
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Figure E.1: Membrane decay. SynCondLeakClk was given a very short period whilst the
membrane threshold was raised to a high level, then a fast burst of spikes was delivered
to one synapse whilst synaptic depression was inhibited. Thus Mem was raised to a high
level and was then allowed to drop whilst SynCond quickly decayed to its resting level of
GeneralLow = 0.2V . SynCondClk period = 400µs. The decay of Mem from 0.8V is shown.

Mean resting potential (V)

1/e voltage w.r.t. 0.8v (V)

Time of decay to 1/e voltage (ms)

0.2303

0.4399

20.7

0.2797

0.4711

22.2

0.2434

0.4482

22.0

Table E.1: Membrane decay time constants for 400µs clock period for three neurons on
different chips

known SynCondClk period, it is possible to derive the SynCondClk period which will give
any desired value of τm by straightforward multiplication.

E.2

Setting gmax

The next step in parameterising the neuron is to set gmax i.e. the instantaneous rise in
conductance upon a spike to a synapse of maximum weight; this is defined in terms of
the leak conductance and the desired value is gmax = 0.2gleak . Thus if 5 spikes arrive simultaneously to synapses with maximum weight, the level to which SynCond rises should
be such that if it were sustained, Vm would stabilise halfway between Vrest and Eex , in the
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ideal model, if it were not reset due to crossing its threshold. This is because at that point
the excitatory and leak current would be equal:
gex (Vex −Vm ) = gleak (Vm −Vrest )
Substituting gleak = 5gmax and rearranging:

gex = 5gmem

Vm −Vrest
Vex −Vm

(E.1)

The level of SynCond at which output spikes start to occur, i.e. the level which achieves
the rheobase current, was determined experimentally to be 0.58V, as shown in section
3.5.1. The rheobase current causes Vm to stabilise just on its spiking threshold of -54mV
in the ideal model. So using equation E.1, a sustained excitatory conductance of:
gex = 5gmem

−54mV + 70mV
0V + 54mV

gex = 1.48gmem
should cause Mem to stabilise at its threshold voltage (if it were prevented from firing
and resetting). Therefore, 1.48 (≈ 1.5) pulses to maximum strength synapses should raise
SynCond from its resting potential of ≈ 0.3V to its rheobase level of 0.58V. Using this
guideline it was possible to set the nPrePulseSynCond pulse in figure 3.4 at an appropriate

duration, approximately 27ns for the fabricated chip. The design could be optimised for
speed by sizing transistors M1-2 wider and using correspondingly shorter pulses.

Appendix F
Limits of integration
The integration performed on nodes such as Pot is approximately linear only up to a maximum level, beyond which further inputs cease to have any effect. This applies to all nodes
where inputs are integrated and subject to an exponential decay, namely, Pot, nDep and
SynCond. For a periodic input it would be possible to calculate the maximum input rate
which could be sustained without overloading the respective node. However for Poisson
distributed spike trains, as used extensively in computational neuroscience, including in
the model being implemented, it is always possible for a burst of spikes to occur which is
sufficiently dense as to overload the input node. However, with careful design, it should
be possible to allow a large enough number of spikes to be integrated instantaneously that
a burst with more than that number of spikes would be sufficiently rare within the intended
inputs as to not adversely affect the operation of the neural network being implemented.
This was the approach taken when choosing the sizes of capacitors and charging transistors used in the fabricated chip. For example, figure 3.19 shows 17 spikes taking Pot from
its minimum to its maximum. Conservatively it might be seen as desirable not to allow
more than 17 spikes to arrive during a 20ms period, in which Pot should decay to 1/e of
its initial value. The peak spike rate used in any of the simulations was ≈ 300Hz (not

continuously but only for brief periods for any one neuron). By integrating the Poisson
distribution it can found that for a spike rate of 300Hz, 18 or more spikes will arrive within
20ms with a probability of just 5.6 × 10−5 . From this, the likelihood of occurrence could

be calculated for a given simulation period and size of network. In fact, the incoming
spike trains are not truly Poisson-distributed, since there is a maximum rate allowed by
the spike delivery circuitry (see section 4.6). In the same way there is additional scope for
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the relaxation of such constraints with regards to nDep, since it is driven by post-synaptic
spikes and the rate at which these can be generated is limited by the ability of the clocked
synaptic conductance circuitry to raise Mem to its threshold.

Appendix G
Creating random input distributions
In order to generate the signal nProbConnect, equation 2.2 was re-arranged for distance:

distance < Re

s

−2σ2 ln



r
p f orm

!

This condition was then put in terms of Proximity, using the peak Proximity voltage and
its gradient with respect to distance, taken from results such as those given in figure 5.7:
s

!

δProximityVoltage
r
.Re
Proximity > PeakProximityVoltage−abs
−2σ2 ln
δdistance
p f orm


The term on the right was then used to generate values for nProbConnect, based on the
random number r. nProbConnect was constrained to a minimum value of 0V, which guarantees connection, since Proximity cannot go so low. Conversely if r is greater than p f orm
then nProbConnect was set to 3.3V, which guarantees that connection does not occur. A
similar procedure was used to create nProbDisconnect, based on the chosen relationship
of weight to elimination probability.
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Appendix H
Reading connectivity
The method used to read the final connectivity following rewiring is as follows. The potential for depression was maximised by raising the current that generates the bias nDepMin. Then for each synapse in turn, the following steps were carried out. nWeight was
lowered towards Gnd for all synapses across the system, by temporarily lowering nWeightLowThresh. The synapse had its Compare signal raised; this doubled as a signal for the
synapse to buffer out its nWeight value onto a global node, using an amplifier included for
testing purposes only. Meanwhile nProbConnect and nProbDisconnect were maximised;
thus the weight of the synapse could be recorded without changing its connectivity. An
event was then sent in for each source address in the system, until nWeight rose, indicating
that the synapse had received the event and had become depressed. This process, when
automated, took up to 45s to complete for all 16384 synapses. This method was destructive to weights and could not be used during a simulation but only after the simulation had
finished and weights had been read.
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Peer-reviewed conference papers
1. SA Bamford, AF Murray, and DJ Willshaw. Synaptic rewiring for topographic map
formation. International Conference on Artificial Neural Networks (ICANN), 2008
2. SA Bamford, AF Murray, and DJ Willshaw. Large developing axonal arbors using a
distributed and locally-reprogrammable address-event receiver. International Joint
Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN), 2008.
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Synaptic Rewiring for Topographic Map
Formation
Simeon A. Bamford1 , Alan F. Murray2 , and David J. Willshaw3
1

Doctoral Training Centre in Neuroinformatics, sim.bamford@ed.ac.uk,
2
Institute of Integrated Micro and Nano Systems
3
Institute of Adaptive and Neural Computation,
University of Edinburgh

Abstract. A model of topographic map development is presented which
combines both weight plasticity and the formation and elimination of
synapses as well as both activity-dependent and -independent processes.
We statistically address the question of whether an activity-dependent
process can refine a mapping created by an activity-independent process.
A new method of evaluating the quality of topographic projections is
presented which allows independent consideration of the development of
a projection’s preferred locations and variance. Synapse formation and
elimination embed in the network topology changes in the weight distributions of synapses due to the activity-dependent learning rule used
(spike-timing-dependent plasticity). In this model, variance of a projection can be reduced by an activity dependent mechanism with or without
spatially correlated inputs, but the accuracy of preferred locations will
not necessarily improve when synapses are formed based on distributions
with on-average perfect topography.

1

Introduction

The development of topographic mappings in the connections between brain
areas is a subject that continues to occupy neuroscientists. There have been a
number of investigations of the development of maps through networks with
fixed connectivity and changes to synaptic weights [1–5]. Other models have
considered the formation and elimination of synapses with fixed weight [6]. Indeed a mathematical equivalence between such models has been demonstrated
for certain conditions [7]. There have been few attempts to include both forms
of plasticity in a model (though see [8, 9]) however since both forms of plasticity
are known to exist, we have created a model of topographic map development
which combines both forms of plasticity and we explore some of the consequences
of this model. This work is part of a project to implement synaptic rewiring in
neuromorphic VLSI [10], however the results presented here are purely computational.
Theories of topographic map formation can be divided by the extent to which
activity-dependent processes, based on Hebbian reinforcement of the correlated
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activity of neighbouring cells, are deemed responsible for the formation of topography. Some assume that activity-independent processes, based on chemoaffinity
[11] provide an approximate mapping, which is then refined [12]. Others [5] show
how activity-independent processes may fully determine the basic topography,
thus relegating the role of activity-dependent processes to the formation of “functional architecture” e.g. oculardominance stripes etc. [13]. Our model is in the
latter of these categories, assuming that synapses are placed with on-average
perfect topography by an activity-independent process. Miller [7] gives evidence
that the decision whether newly sprouted synapses are stabilised or retracted
may be guided by changes in their strengths; this is a basis for our model.

2

Model

This generalised model of map formation could equally apply to retino-tectal,
retino-geniculate or geniculo-cortical projections. There are 2 layers (i.e. 2D
spaces on which neurons are located), the input layer and the network layer.
Each location in one layer has a corresponding “ideal” location in the other,
such that one layer maps smoothly and completely to the other. For simplicity
neural areas are square grids of neurons and the 2 layers are the same size (16 x
16 in the simulations presented here). We have worked with small maps due to
computational constraints; this has necessitated a rigorous statistical approach.
Periodic boundaries are imposed to avoid edge artefacts.
Each cell in the network layer can receive a maximum number of afferent
synapses (32 in our simulations). Whilst we acknowledge arguments for the utility of inhibitory lateral connections in building functional architecture [8] we
simplified our model using the finding [4] that a topographic projection could
form in the absence of long-range lateral inhibition. Thus, two excitatory projections are used, a feed-forward and a lateral projection; these projections compete
for the synaptic capacity of the network neurons. We assume that an unspecified
activity-independent process is capable of guiding the formation of new synapses
so that they are distributed around their ideal locations. We assume a Gaussian
distribution, since a process which is initially directed towards a target site and
then randomly branches on its way would yield a Gaussian distribution of terminations around the target site. Our model does not specify the underlying
mechanisms that cause an axon to be guided towards an ideal location. Thus it
is not fundamentally incompatible with lesion studies which show shifts or compression of maps, but rather, to achieve such reorganisation some mechanism for
specifying and changing ideal locations would need to be added.
To implement the Gaussian distributions, where a network cell has less than
its maximum number of synapses, the remaining slots are considered “potential
synapses”. At a fixed “rewiring” rate a synapse from the neurons of the network
layer is randomly chosen. If it is a potential synapse a possible pre-synaptic cell
is randomly selected and synapse formation occurs when:
−

r < pf orm .e

δ2
2σf orm 2

(1)
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where r is a random number uniformly distributed in the range (0, 1), pf orm is
the peak formation probability, δ is the distance of the possible pre-synaptic cell
from the ideal location of the post-synaptic cell and σf orm 2 is the variance of the
connection field. In other words, a synapse is formed when a uniform random
number falls within the area defined by a Gaussian function of distance, scaled
according to the peak probability of synapse formation, (which occurs at δ = 0).
This is essentially a rejection sampling process.
Lateral connections are formed by the same means as feed-forward connections though σf orm is different for each projection and pf orm is set correspondingly to allow the same overall probability of formation for each projection. In
the absence of a general rule for the relative numbers of feed-forward vs lateral
connections formed, starting with equal numbers of each is a good basis for observing the relative development of these projections; σf orm−f eedf orward is given
a larger value than σf orm−lateral , in line with generic parameters given in [8].
If the selected synapse already exists it is considered for elimination. In general we propose that the probability of elimination should be some monotonically
decreasing function of weight. Due to the nature of the learning rule we have
chosen (STDP; see below in this section), which tends to deliver a bimodal
weight distribution, we have simplified probability of elimination to one of 2
values with a higher value for synapses with weights below a certain threshold
(pelim−dep ) and vice versa (pelim−pot ). Data is scarce on appropriate values for
these probabilities, however dendritic spines have been imaged extending and
retracting over periods of hours compared with others stable over a month or
more [14]. We have used much higher rates so that synapses have several chances
to rewire during the short periods for which it was tractable to run simulations,
while maintaining a large difference between these probabilities (in fact we used
a factor of 180 representing the difference between 4 hours and 1 month).
The rest of our model is strongly based on [4]. We use integrate and fire
neurons, where the membrane potential Vmem is described by:
τmem

δVmem
= Vrest − Vmem + gex (t)(Eex − Vmem )
δt

(2)

where Eex is the excitatory reversal potential, Vrest is the resting potential
and τmem is the membrane time constant. Upon reaching a threshold Vthr , a
spike occurs and Vmem is reset to Vrest . A presynaptic spike at time 0 causes a
−t
synaptic conductance gex (t) = ge τex (where τex is the synaptic time constant);
this is cumulative for all presynaptic spikes. Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity (STDP) is known to occur in biology at least in vitro, and has been used
recently to explain map reorganisation in vivo [15]. STDP is implemented such
that a presynaptic spike at time tpre and a post-synaptic spike at time tpost
modify the corresponding synaptic conductance by g → g + gmax F (∆t), where
∆t = tpre − tpost and:
F (∆t) =

(

( τ∆t )

A+ .e

+

,

)
( −∆t
τ

−A− .e

−

if ∆t < 0
, if ∆t ≥ 0

)

(3)
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where A+/− are magnitudes and τ+/− are time constants for potentiation and
depression respectively. This is cumulative for all pre- and post-synaptic spike
pairs. g is bounded in the range 0 ≤ g ≤ gmax .
Parameters were set starting from parameters given in [4]. A+ was increased
20-fold as a concession to limited computational resources for simulations (this
should not qualitatively change the model since many plasticity events are still
needed to potentiate a depressed synapse). Then key parameters were changed;
namely gmax (the peak synaptic conductivity), τ −/τ + (the ratio of time constants for depression and potentiation) and B (the ratio of potentiation to depression, i.e. A+ /A− ) were changed to maintain key conditions, being: the total
weight should be approximately 50% of the maximum possible; the average network neuron firing rate should approximately match the average input firing
rate; and the total weight of lateral synapses should roughly match the weight
of feed-forward ones. In the interests of simplicity we did not allow for different
values of B for different projections feedforward vs recurrent). An unjustified
simplification is that new synapses start strong and then get weakened; the opposite case seems more likely. We have used this for simplicity because it avoids
the need for any homeostatic mechanisms to kick-start the network.
Each input cell was an independent Poisson process. A stimulus location was
chosen and mean firing rates were given a Gaussian distribution around that
location based on a peak rate fpeak and variance σstim 2 which was added to a
base rate fbase . The stimulus location changed regularly every 0.02s. This regularity is a move away from biologically realistic inputs (c.f. [4]); this was a
necessary concession to provide stronger correlation cues given the smaller number of synapses per neuron. A further concession was the more extreme values of
fbase and fpeak . σstim was chosen to be between the values of σf orm−f eedf orward
and σf orm−lateral and fpeak was set so as to keep the overall mean firing rate at
a mean value fmean which gave sufficient difference between fbase and fpeak .

3

Results

Simulations were run with a C++ function, with initial conditions created and
data analysis carried out with Matlab. Simulations used a time step of 0.1ms.
Parameters are given in table 1. The mean frequency of rewiring opportunities
per potential synapse was 1.22Hz (depressed synapses were therefore eliminated
after an average of 33s). Initial placement of synapses was performed by iteratively generating a random pre-synaptic partner and carrying out the test for
formation described in section 2. Initially feed-forward and lateral connections
were placed separately, each up to their initial number of 16 synapses. Weights
were initially maximised. Runs were for 5 minutes of simulated time.
For calculating the preferred location for each target cell, the use of the
“centre of mass” measure as in [6] would be erroneous because the space is
toroidal and therefore the calculation of preferred location would be skewed by
the choice of reference point from which synapses’ coordinates are measured. In
[6] the reference point for calculating centre of mass of the dendritic synapses of
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Table 1. Simulation parameters
for STDP
gmax = 0.2
τm = 0.02s
τ+ = 0.02s
τ− = 0.064s
A+ = 0.1s
B = 1.2

for rewiring
σf orm−f eedf orward = 2.5
σf orm−lateral = 1
pf orm−lateral = 1
pf orm−f eedf orward = 0.16
pelim−dep = 0.0245(= 0.5∗mean formation rate)
pelim−pot = pelim−dep /180 = 1.36 ∗ 10 − 4

for inputs
fmean = 20Hz
fbase = 5Hz
fpeak = 152.8Hz
σstim = 2

a target cell was chosen as the predefined ideal location, therefore the measures
of distance of preferred location were skewed towards the ideal locations dictated
by the model. We avoided this by the novel method of searching for the location
around which the afferent synapses have the lowest “weighted variance” (σaf f 2 ),
i.e.:
X
wi .|pxi |2
2
σaf
f = argmin
x

i

X

wi

(4)

i

where i is a sum over synapses, x is a candidate preferred location, |pxi | is the
minimum distance from that location of the afferent for synapse i and wi is the
weight of the synapse (if connectivity is evaluated without reference to weights,
synapses have unitary weight). We implemented this with an iterative search
over each whole number location in each dimension and then a further iteration
to locate the preferred location to 1/10th of a unit of distance (the unit is the
distance between two adjacent neurons). Note that in the non-toroidal case this
measure is equivalent to the centre of mass, as used in [3].
Having calculated the preferred location for all the neurons in the network
layer we took the mean of the distance of this preferred location from the ideal
location to give an Average Absolute Deviation (AAD) for the projection. By
reporting both AAD and mean σaf f for a projection we have a basis for separating its variance from the deviation of its preferred location from its ideal
location. However AAD and mean σaf f are both dependent on the numbers and
strengths of synapses and these can change during development. Therefore to
observe the effect of the activity-dependent development mechanism irrespective of changes in synapse number and strength we made comparison in two
ways. Firstly, for evaluating change in mapping quality based only on changes
in connectivity without considering the weights of synapses we created a new
map taking the final number of synapses for each network neuron and randomly
placing them in the same way as the initial synapses were placed. We then calculated σaf f and AD for each neuron in each of the maps and compared the
averages of these (i.e. mean σaf f and AAD), applying significance tests between
the values of two populations of neurons, i.e. all the neurons on the final map
vs all those on the reconstructed map. Having established what effect there was
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on connectivity we considered the additional contribution of weight changes by
creating a new map with the same topology, taking the final weights of synapses
for each network neuron and randomly reassigning these weights amongst the
existing synapses for that neuron. We then compared the two maps as described
above.
Three main experiments were carried out: Case 1 had both rewiring and input correlations, as described in section 2; case 2 had input correlations but no
rewiring; case 3 had rewiring but no input correlations (i.e. all input neurons
fired at fmean). The results are given in table 2. For comparisons, mean σaf f

Table 2. Summary of simulation results: Case 1: Rewiring and input correlations; Case
2: Input correlations and no rewiring; Case 3: Rewiring and no input correlations
Case
1
2
3
Network neuron mean spike rate
24.7 17.4 10.5
Final mean no. feed-forward incoming synapses per network neuron 14.1 NA 12.5
Weight as proportion of max for the initial no. of synapses
0.60 0.36 0.33
Mean σaf f −init
2.36 2.36 2.36
Mean σaf f −f inal−con−shuf f led
2.32 NA 2.32
Mean σaf f −f inal−con
1.95 2.36 2.17
Mean σaf f −f inal−weight−shuf f led
1.88 2.10 1.99
Mean σaf f −f inal−weight
1.70 1.98 1.95
AADinit
0.78 0.78 0.78
AADf inal−con−shuf f led
0.89 NA 0.90
AADf inal−con
0.83 0.78 0.93
AADf inal−weight−shuf f led
0.92 1.36 1.21
AADf inal−weight
0.95 1.58 1.34

and AAD were each calculated for the feed-forward connections of the following networks: (a) The initial state with weights not considered (recall that all
weights were initially maximised) these results are suffixed “ini”, i.e. AADini ;
(b) the final (“f in”) network with weights not considered but only connectivity
(“con”) with all synapses weighted equally, i.e. AADf in−con ; (c) for comparison
with AADf in−con , the final number of synapses for each network neuron, randomly placed (“shuf ”) in the same way as the initial synapses (not applicable
for simulations with no rewiring), i.e. AADf in−con−shuf ; (d) the final network
including weights, i.e. AADf in−weight ; (e) for comparison with AADf in−weight ,
the final connectivity for each network neuron with the actual weights of the
final synapses for each network neuron randomly reassigned amongst the existing synapses, i.e. AADf in−weight−shuf . Results were compared using Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank (WSR) tests on AD and σaf f for incoming connections for each
network neuron over the whole network layer for a single simulation of each of
the two conditions under consideration.
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Discussion

We observe the effect of rewiring by comparing case 1 (with rewiring) and case 2
(without rewiring). Considering topology change, in case 1 mean σaf f −f in−con
drops to 1.95, c.f. 2.32 for mean σaf f −f in−con−shuf ; this drop is significant
(WSR, p=2.4e-25). In case 2 mean σaf f −f in−con is constrained to remain at
mean σaf f −ini = 2.36. Considering weight change, in case 1 mean σaf f −f in−weight
drops to 1.70, c.f. 1.88 for mean σaf f −f in−weight−shuf . In case 2, mean σaf f −f in−weight
drops to 1.98, c.f. 2.10 for mean σaf f −f in−weight−shuf . Both drops are significant
(WSR, p=2.7e-27 and 8.7e-6 respectively).

Fig. 1. A-C: Normalised weight density of incoming lateral synapses (weight/unit area;
y-axis) radially sampled and interpolated at given distances of pre-synaptic neuron from
post-synaptic neuron (x-axis), averaged across population. D-F: ocular preference, i.e.
preference for cells from the two intra-correlated input spaces interspersed in the input
space, for each network cell on a scale from white to black. A,D: initial. B,E: final,
considering synaptic weights. C,F: final, all synapses with unitary weight.

Mean σaf f −f in−weight appears to be lower in case 1 than case 2. We cannot
say for sure that this superior reduction of variance is due to the effect of the
rewiring mechanism because the different numbers of final synapses in each case
make a comparison impossible, however there is a good reason to believe that
this is so: the drop in mean σaf f −f in−con . This drop on its own indicates that
the rewiring mechanism has helped to reduce variance and would also lay the
groundwork for different final measures of σaf f when weights are considered.
We can also see qualitatively that the effect of rewiring is to embed in the
connectivity of the network input preferences which arise through the weight
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changes mediated by the learning rule. STDP favours causal inputs with the
lowest latency and local excitatory lateral connections tend to lose the competition with excitatory feed-forward connections as they have a higher latency
[4]. The extreme of this effect can be seen in synapses from a network neuron
back to itself (recurrent synapses). The placement rule allows these synapses to
form, however these synapses only ever receive a pre-synaptic spike immediately
following a post-synaptic spike and therefore they are always depressed by the
learning rule. Figure 1A shows the initial density of incoming lateral synapses
from pre-synaptic partners at given distances out from the post-synaptic neuron.
It can be seen that the average neuron receives more synapses from itself (those
at x-position 0) than from any of its closest neighbours. Figure 1B shows the final distribution where synapses are weighted. The recurrent synapses have been
depressed much more than their neighbours. Figure 1C shows the final distribution only considering numbers of synapses and not their weights. The proportion
of recurrent synapses to lateral synapses with neighbours has reduced from the
initial state, due to the preferential elimination of the weak recurrent synapses.
As a further demonstration of the effect of rewiring a simulation was carried
out with the input neurons divided into two groups, mimicking the effect of
binocular inputs. The groups were interspersed in a regular diagonal pattern,
i.e. each input neuron is in the opposite group to its 4 adjacent neurons; the
stimulus location switched between the two groups every time it changed. To
keep the overall input rate the same the peak firing rate was doubled. Figure
1D shows the initial preference of each network neuron for input neurons in the
two groups. Figure 1E shows the final ocular dominance map where synapses are
weighted. Although the space used was too small and the result of the learning
rule with a small number of synapses too random for familiar striped ocular
dominance patterns to emerge (c.f. [3]) ocular dominance zones can be seen.
This pattern is reflected in the final map of connectivity in Figure 1F, where
synaptic weights are not considered; another example of weight patterns caused
by input activity becoming embedded in connectivity patterns.
Considering the effect of the algorithm on AAD, in case 2 AADf in−weight
is significantly increased c.f. AADf in−weight−shuf (WSR, p=0.0012). In case 1
the corresponding change is not significant (WSR, p=0.48). In case 1 the drop
in AADf in−con c.f. AADf in−con−shuf is not significant (WSR, p=0.31).
The basic action of weight-independent STDP on a set of incoming synapses
for a single neuron is to deliver a bimodal weight distribution [4]. Where there are
input correlations these cause the more correlated inputs to be maximised and
the less- or un-correlated inputs to be minimised. The effect of both the input
correlations and the local excitatory lateral synapses on each individual incoming connection field then should be to cause a patch of neighbouring synapses
to become potentiated and for outliers from this patch to be depressed. The
location of the patch will be random; it is likely to form near the ideal location
because there should be a denser concentration of synapses there, however the
centre of the patch is unlikely to fall exactly on the ideal location but rather
a certain mean distance from it. This introduces a shift of preferred location
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from the ideal location. Rewiring cannot be expected to eliminate this error but
it might be expected to allow the patch to move towards the centre as σaf f
reduces due to the preferential placement of synapses towards the centre. However in our simulations AAD did not improve. The slight drop in AADf in−con
c.f. AADf in−con−shuf is not significant but in any case a drop in AAD could
only be a result of the reduction in mean σaf f because AADf in−weight does not
decrease, rather it stays the same (as in case 1) or increases (as in case 2). That
is to say, the result of the weight changes is not to drive the preferred location
towards the ideal. Rather, the improvement of topography is driven by the continued placement of synapses towards the ideal location; the activity-dependent
mechanism simply facilitates by allowing the incoming connection field to be
narrowed by the preferential elimination of outliers.
Considering the role of input correlations, in case 3 (rewiring but no input
correlations) mean σaf f −f in−con = 2.17, vs 2.31 for mean σaf f −f in−con−shuf ;
this is significant (WSR, p=5.0e-6). Mean σaf f −f in−weight = 1.95 vs 1.99 for
mean σaf f −f in−weight−shuf ; this is significant (WSR, p=0.028).
The slight drop in mean σaf f −f in−weight is a sufficient cue to drive the narrowing of the incoming connection fields, as evidenced by the drop in mean
σaf f −f in−con . It was shown [8] that functional architecture could form in the
absence of any input except uncorrelated random noise. We show that this applies to topographic map refinement as well, although our explanation differs:
A spike from a single input neuron will excite a given network neuron and any
other of its neighbours which have a synapse from that input. Thus the neuron
will also tend to receive some excitation from lateral connections because of that
spike. Network neurons sample afferent neurons more densely around their ideal
locations so they are more likely to share an afferent with a neighbour if that
afferent is close to their ideal location. Thus synapses from afferents closer to
the ideal location are more likely to be potentiated. Therefore the gradient of
connection density set up by activity-independent placement acts as a cue which
allows the preferential elimination of outliers, giving a reduction in variance.

5

Conclusions

We have presented a model of topographic development including both weight
and wiring plasticity, which follows the reasonable assumptions that synapses
preferentially form in locations to which their axons are guided and that weaker
synapses are more likely to be eliminated. We have shown that spatially correlated inputs help to create patterns of synaptic weights which favour narrower
projections, but the spatial correlations are not necessary for some reduction of
variance to occur (extending a result from [8]). A weight-change mechanism and a
rewiring mechanism can work together to achieve a greater effect than the weight
changes alone, with the rewiring mechanism acting to embed patterns of synaptic strengths in the network topology; this is as one would expect, though it has
not been demonstrated quantitatively before, to our knowledge. The accuracy
of preferred locations for network neurons however may not necessarily improve
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when synapses are formed based on distributions with on-average perfect topography to start with. The novel division of mapping quality into the quantities of
mean σaf f and AAD is therefore a useful means for investigating these effects,
and we have demonstrated a method of applying statistical significance tests to
extract highly significant effects from small-scale simulations. Future work will
include the introduction of weight-dependent STDP and of noise in the measures
of proximity and weight used for formation and elimination.
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Large Developing Axonal Arbors Using a Distributed and
Locally-Reprogrammable Address-Event Receiver
Simeon A. Bamford, Alan F. Murray, David J. Willshaw

Abstract— We have designed a distributed and locally reprogrammable address event receiver. Incoming address-events
are monitored simultaneously by all synapses, allowing for
arbitrarily large axonal fan-out without reducing channel capacity. Synapses can change input address, allowing neurons
to implement a biologically realistic learning rule locally, with
both synapse formation and elimination.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Neuromorphic engineers create integrated electronic circuits which mimic neural computation in biological nervous systems, both to inform computational neuroscience
and in pursuit of superior engineering solutions for classes
of problems where biology currently outperforms artificial
devices [1]. There is a need to form interconnects between
many integrated neuron circuits to create neural networks. In
many applications such as topographic map development [2],
reconfigurability in the connections is essential to underpin
map formation and maintenance. In a topographic map, one
(typically 2D and sensor-driven) layer of neurons maps its
connections to another layer such that neighbouring relationships between neurons in one layer are preserved in the other.
In order for such a mapping to develop, neurons gradually
change their patterns of connections according to both innate
preferences and feedback induced by network input [3].
Time-division multiplexing facilitates massively-parallel
connection between spiking neuron circuits across multiple
chips. Specifically, spikes are treated as address-events; the
unique address of a neuron within a neural array is transmitted on an address bus. This approach was first used in the
theses of Sivilotti and Mahowald [4] and [5] and has since
been extended and improved. Boahen [6] gives a good summary of this still-evolving technique. Within this AddressEvent Representation (AER) protocol, the number of wires
required to connect N neurons scales as log(N ), such that
the number of pins and wires necessary to interconnect
chips is achievable. The development of word-serial AER
reduces the number of wires required still further [7]. AER
exploits the large difference in frequency between the spiking
behaviour of biological neurons (on the order of 10-1000Hz)
and the capability of digital electronic communication (many
MHz). Approximately 100,000 neurons can share a single
bus [6] if biological spike rates are desired.
This work has been funded by EPSRC. Authors details: Simeon Bamford,
Neuroinformatics Doctoral Training Centre, University of Edinburgh. Alan
Murray, Institute of Integrated Micro and Nano Systems, University of
Edinburgh. David Willshaw, Institute of Adaptive and Neural Computation,
University of Edinburgh. To whom further communication should be addressed: sim.bamford@ed.ac.uk

AER was originally conceived as a point-to-point protocol.
If each neuron in one neural layer has a unique connection
to only one neuron in a corresponding neural layer in a topographic map arrangement, the outgoing bus can be decoded
directly by a row-and-column decoder on a receiving chip,
and spikes are delivered correctly to the same location on
a corresponding chip (as in [4] [5]). Simplistically this type
of one-to-one connectivity can be observed in some places
in the nervous system, for example the connections from
cone receptors to bipolar cells, at least in the fovea ([8] ch.
26). More commonly however neurons make connections to
many other neurons (i.e. they have a large “fan-out”) and
receive large numbers of incoming connections (“fan-in”).
As two examples, Xiong et al [9] found an average fan-out
of 167 for retinal ganglion cells in the tectum of the hamster,
whilst Palkovits et al [10] found an average fan-in of 85,000
onto the Purkinje cells of the cat. In order to implement
arbitrary many-to-many network connectivity, address-events
are commonly received not directly by a neural array chip
but rather by a microcontroller and are then compared to a
look-up table in memory in order to find out which outgoing
address-events should be sent (e.g. [11]). These are then sent
sequentially to one or more receiving neural arrays. This
approach reduces the capacity of the bus in the presence
of large fan-out. If an average fan-out of 1000 is desired for
example, a bus can only support about 100 neurons.
The use of a microcontroller and a look-up table in
memory has also been used to implement synaptic rewiring,
where the connectivity between neurons changes with time
according to a biologically inspired learning rule [12]. In
the scheme of Taba and Boahen [13], information from
the receiving synapse is transmitted off-chip back to the
microcontroller where it is used to modify the look-up table.
This is part of a trend of using the microcontroller to
implement more of the neural network model. This trend has
been extended by Vogelstein et al [14] where other synaptic
variables (number of release sites, probability of release and
quantal post-synaptic response — the product of these is
essentially the synaptic weight) are also held in the lookup table, allowing each neuron to have a single “general
purpose” synapse circuit which acts as a number of virtual
synapses.
II. P ROPOSED SYSTEM
In order to overcome the bottleneck on channel-capacity
as fan-out increases, we have taken an alternative approach in
which more information is stored in synapse circuits within
the neural array. Details of incoming connectivity are stored,
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along with synaptic variables such as an analogue voltage
representing synaptic weight. Address events from a sending
chip are directly received by a receiving chip and broadcast
across the receiving chip’s neural array. Simultaneously, all
synapses compare that address to a locally-stored address
to establish whether the address-event was intended for it.
Many synapses can store the same desired address and thus
arbitrarily large axonal arbors can be implemented without
reducing bus capacity. Synapses do not acknowledge receipt
of an event, rather the chip-wide broadcast is timed to last
long enough for all synapses to receive it. We compare our
approach to the “look-up table” approach in which source
neuron addresses are mapped to target synapse addresses
using a look-up table, an example of which is Mitra et al
[15]. The look up table approach allows the use of receiving
circuitry as described by Boahen [6], which is shown in fig
1a. The receiving circuitry which implements our system is
shown in fig 1b. In our system, to ensure that communication
succeeds, each communication cycle is deliberately slower
than the average cycle speed which could be achieved if the
sender were allowed to proceed with the next event as soon
as a synapse acknowledges, as in Fig 1a. However as average
fan-out increases our solution outperforms any system which
implements fan-out serially.

Synapse/Neuron array

(a) AER receiver circuitry, functionally equivalent to that described
in [6]. The incoming request “ReqIn” triggers the raising of the
global acknowledge “AckOut” and the decoding of the incoming
address; a synapse (or neuron) is targeted; when this acknowledges,
AckOut is lowered (once ReqIn has also been lowered), allowing
the next event to be transmitted.
Timed response unit
AckOut

aC
PG1
PG2

ReqIn

PG3

III. S CALABILITY OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
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Each synapse, in order to implement its address bus
monitor, must store as many bits in memory elements as
the width of the incoming address bus. The total area of the
monitoring circuitry across the chip (or across the system, for
a multi-chip system) then scales as Smax N log2 (N ), where
N is the number of neurons in the system and Smax is
the maximum fan-in, i.e. number of dendritic (or incoming)
synapses allowed per neuron. The Smax N term represents
the number of synapse circuits in the system and the log2 (N )
term represents the number of bits necessary to encode a
neuron’s address within each synapse. At first glance this
scales poorly compared to the look-up table approach, which
employs row and column decoders√ allowing the area of
the receiving
√ circuitry to scale as Smax N log2 (Smax N ),
where the Smax N term represents the number of row
or column decoder elements necessary to decode a target
synaptic address and the log2 (Smax N ) term represents the
number of bits necessary to encode a synaptic address (each
decoder element must store one dimension (i.e. half the
bits) of the synaptic addresses it encodes for). Importantly
however the look-up table approach requires that an external
memory chip is used, in which area is required which
scales as Sav N log2 (Smax N ), where Sav is average fanout. The Sav N term is the number of axonal (or outgoing)
synapses in the system and the log2 (Smax N ) term is the
number of bits necessary to encode a dendritic (or incoming)
synaptic address. The costs of microcontrollers and RAM
are not normally considered, whether in terms of chip area
or power consumption. This is acceptable for test systems,

AddrIn<0-n>

Spike

A. Area

Synapse array

(b) Our AER receiver. Upon ReqIn going high, AckOut is immediately driven high and also a pulse generator (PG1) is triggered,
the output of which stays high for a precisely-timed (adjustable)
period thereafter. AckOut stays high until ReqIn and PG1 both
drop. ReqIn also triggers the local latching of the incoming address
bus. Once latched the address is broadcast across the chip and all
synaptic address-monitors simultaneously compare this address to
their own stored address to decide whether it is correct. From the
rising of ReqIn there is a short delay (implemented by PG2) to
allow this to happen before a pulse (“Spike”) is sent out across the
chip (implemented by PG3) triggering those synapses with correct
addresses to accept the event. The pulse generated by PG1 is timed
to be long enough to accommodate the joint delays of PG2 and PG3
before allowing AckOut to drop and the cycle to repeat.

(c) Example timing diagram for our response unit.
Fig. 1.
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TABLE I
S CALING OF AREA , ENERGY USAGE AND

System

SPEED

On-chip receiver area

Off-chip
memory Internal buffering en- Speed per
space
ergy per spike sent
spike sent
Ours
Smax
N
log
(N
)
none
required
S
N
unity
2
max
p
p
Look-up table C pSmax Nchip log2 (Smax Nchip ) Sav N log2 (Smax N )
Sav C pSmax Nchip
Sav
Vogelstein [14] C Nchip log2 (Nchip )
Sav N log2 (N )
Sav C Nchip
Sav
Nchip = number of neurons per chip; C = number of chips in system; N = number of neurons in system = Nchip C;
Smax = maximum fan-in, i.e. number of dendritic synapses allowed per neuron; Sav = average fan-out.

however if total power budget and space are considered (for a
hypothetical implantable system, for example) it can be seen
that in our approach the chip space necessary to implement
memory is simply being distributed throughout the neural
array, rather than stored in a separate dedicated chip.
It’s also worth noting that the scaling expression above
for the look-up table approach only holds for a singlechip system. If the system is spread across multiple chips
then
p the expression for the look-up table approach becomes
C Smax Nchip log2 (Smax Nchip ) where C is the number of
chips in the system and Nchip is the number of neurons
per chip. Therefore as a neural network is scaled up by
networking together more chips and the ratio of C/Nchip
goes up, the on-chip area scaling advantage with respect
to our system due to row and column decoding is eroded.
The scaling expressions above are summarised in table I.
Vogelstein’s approach [14] is also included for comparison;
this is included because it is a special case of the look-up
table approach in which there is only one target synapse
address per target neuron.
Note that we do not wish to overlook the actual difference
in area requirements between these approaches. Memory on
a dedicated RAM chip takes up much less space than in
our design, partly because it is not integrated with decoder
circuitry but rather optimised for its purpose and partly
because it does not need to be implemented in a process
suitable for mixed signals and can therefore benefit from
smaller feature sizes. Beyond this it is also less costly
simply because it is mass-produced. Our approach yields
synapses of significantly larger on-chip area resulting in
higher production costs for the foreseeable future. If however
this increase of area can be tolerated for a given technology,
then it can be tolerated equally both as miniaturisation
proceeds and as the size of neural network implemented
expands. Meanwhile we can expect our approach to continue
to support larger neural networks with large average fan-outs
long after the existing approaches run out of “bandwidth”.
Whilst chip area is much more expensive on trial ASICs than
on mass-produced memory, this may not always be the case
if neuromorphic circuitry comes into mainstream demand.
B. Energy usage
In our approach, each incoming address event must be
broadcast across the neural array to each synapse. Consequently each synapse contributes a capacitive load to the

on-chip buffering and therefore energy consumption will
scale linearly with Smax N . This figure includes internal
buffering to the neurons but does not include buffering
from the pads to the peripheral latches shown in figure 1,
because the look-up table approach has an equivalent cost.
The chips we are fabricating each contain 2048 synapses,
and based on the analysis in section VI will therefore use
1.76nJ per incoming spike for internal buffering. We expect
this to be comparable to the energy necessary to transfer a
spike externally between chips, though as die sizes increase
we expect the energy cost of internal buffering to become
increasingly dominant. In the look up table approach there
is no need to broadcast the address across the chip and the
spike signal can be targetted to the row and column of the
correct synapse within the neural array. The energy cost
of internal buffering should therefore
be lower and should
p
scale per incoming spike as C Smax Nchip . In our system
however, energy usage remains constant per address-event
sent, whilst in the look-up table approach energy usage per
spike sent increases linearly with axonal fan-out, as each
axonal synapse requires a separate spike to be transmitted
between chips and the correct synapse targetted. Bearing this
in mind, scaling expressions for energy are given in Table I.
This suggests that if the choice of which approach to use is
to be determined by energy usage then there will be a ratio
(ignoring the complexity introduced by multi-chip systems)
of Sav / Smax N above which our system can be expected
to outperform the look-up table approach. Here we have not
considered the additional energy costs of the microcontroller
and RAM in the look-up table approach; how this scales
depends on the implementation.
C. Speed
As noted above, in our system each communication cycle
is deliberately slower than the average cycle speed which
can theoretically be achieved in the look-up table approach,
though we expect this difference to be no more than a small
factor. However the time taken in our approach does not
increase with Sav whereas in the look-up table approach it
increases linearly (as shown in table I). Additionally even in
the case where fan-out = 1, the look-up table approach introduces a small latency due to the need for the microcontroller
to receive, process and send a spike, though this latency is
normally considered insignificant for neural systems running
on a biological time scale.
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IV. L OCAL SYNAPTIC REWIRING
As the details of incoming connectivity are stored locally
to the synapse, neurons can take advantage of other information stored locally at the soma and in the synapses in order
to change incoming connectivity. Specifically, by also storing
a binary variable at each synapse indicating whether or not
the synapse exists, we use the synaptic weight (an analogue
voltage stored on a capacitor) to inform the decision to
disconnect. This follows Miller [16], who gives evidence that
the decision whether newly sprouted synapses are stabilised
or retracted is guided by changes in physiological strengths.
The synapse circuit therefore becomes a circuit representing a
potential synapse, part of the neuron’s total synaptic capacity
(a concept explored in [17]). We supplement this with a
chip-wide mechanism for implementing synaptic connection,
where the probability of a synapse forming with a given
pre-synaptic neuron is influenced by the distance between
that neuron and the post-synaptic neuron, allowing receptive
fields to form according to 2D probabilistic distributions,
as if the axons were guided according to some version of
the chemoaffinity hypothesis [18]. The details of the neural
learning algorithm we use are being published separately
however a brief summary is given here:
This generalised model of map formation could equally
apply to retino-tectal, geniculo-cortical, or other projections.
Implemented cells are considered to be in a 2D “layer” of
neurons. There are two excitatory projections to this layer,
one from a simulated source layer and one a lateral projection
from the cells themselves. Each location in one layer has a
corresponding ideal location in the other, such that one layer
maps smoothly and completely to the other; for simplicity
there is no transformation from source location to ideal
location; the address spaces are identical, though our implementation would allow for transformations to be inserted.
Each cell in the network layer can receive a maximum
number of afferent synapses (64 in our implementation).
The projections compete for the synaptic capacity of the
network neurons. We assume that an unspecified activityindependent process is capable of guiding the formation
of new synapses so that they have a distribution around
their ideal locations which is monotonically decreasing with
distance. To implement this, where a network cell has less
than its maximum number of synapses, the remainder are
considered potential synapses. At a fixed rewiring rate a
synapse is randomly chosen. If it is a potential synapse a
possible pre-synaptic cell is randomly selected and, if for
example we choose a Gaussian function of distance, then
synapse formation occurs when:
− 2σ

r < pf orm .e

δ2

f orm

2

(1)

where r is a random number uniformly distributed in the
range (0, 1), pf orm is the peak formation probability, δ is
the distance of the possible pre-synaptic cell from the ideal
location of the post-synaptic cell and σf orm 2 is the variance
of the connection field. In other words a synapse is formed

when a uniform random number falls within the area defined
by a Gaussian function of distance, scaled according to
the peak probability of synapse formation, (which occurs at
δ = 0). Lateral connections are formed by the same means as
feed-forward connections though our implementation allows
different parameters for equation 1 for each projection, or
indeed a different function for each projection. If the selected
synapse already exists it is considered for elimination. The
probability of elimination should be some monotonically
decreasing function of weight and is implemented in a similar
manner. Weights themselves vary according to a synaptic
learning rule - we have chosen a form of spike-timingdependent plasticity. For completeness, we briefly present
ideal models of the neurons and synapses we have implemented. Based on [19], we use integrate and fire neurons,
where the membrane potential Vmem is described by:

τmem

δVmem
= Vrest − Vmem + gex (t)(Eex − Vmem ) (2)
δt

where Eex is the excitatory reversal potential, Vrest is the
resting potential and τmem is the passive membrane time
constant. Upon reaching a threshold Vthr , a spike occurs
and Vmem is reset to Vrest . To simplify implementation, we
use a linear approximation to membrane excitation, which is
justifiable when Eex ≫ Vthr . Other parameters are highly
modifiable. A presynaptic spike at time 0 causes a synaptic
−t
conductance gex (t) = ge τex (where τex is the synaptic
time constant); this is cumulative for all presynaptic spikes.
Spike-timing-dependent plasticity is implemented such that
a presynaptic spike at time tpre and a post-synaptic spike
at time tpost modify the corresponding synaptic conductance
by g → g + gmax F (∆t), where ∆t = tpre − tpost and:

F (∆t) =

(

( τ∆t )

A+ .e

+

,

)
( −∆t
τ

−A− .e

−

if ∆t < 0
, if ∆t ≥ 0

)

(3)

where A+/− are magnitudes and τ+/− are time constants
for potentiation and depression respectively. This is cumulative for all pre- and post-synaptic spike pairs. g is bounded
in the range 0 ≤ g ≤ gmax .
V. P ROPOSED CIRCUIT
A. Address-event receiver circuitry
Our chip-level address-event receiver is compatible with
standard address-event transmitters. An incoming request is
acknowledged immediately and triggers local latching of the
address bus and a timed delay followed by a timed pulse to
synapses. A minimum cycle time is imposed. In our circuit
this is about 20ns, which also allows for the effect of parasitic
capacitances extracted from layout; this could be improved
if the synapse design was optimised for speed. The circuitry
which implements this is shown in fig 1b and a timing
diagram is given in fig 1c.
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B. Synaptic address monitor circuitry
The total area of the synapse scales as the number of
bits necessary to encode a neurons address in the system.
It is therefore necessary to make the storage of each bit
and its associated circuitry as compact as possible. We
have used a static memory element with a transmissiongate implementation of an XNOR gate for comparison with
the incoming address bit. The result of the comparison
contributes to a NAND gate for the whole monitor, the
output of which (“nAeCorrect”) indicates whether or not
the incoming address is correct. Additional circuits allow
for overwriting and read-out (though read-out may not be
necessary in a final implementation). The synaptic address
monitor circuitry is shown in fig 2, omitting read-out circuitry
in the interests of clarity.

MonitorBit<1> ...

M1
M2

T3

DesiredBit

T1
T2

Addr<1>

Inv1

OverAddr<1>

M5
nOverSigPU

nAddr<1>

Addr<0>

MonitorBit<0>

OverAddr<0>

nAddr<0>

OverSig

nDesiredBit
M3
M4

And
Or

nAeCorrect

nOverSigPD
nOverSig

M6

Fig. 2. Address monitor circuitry. The monitor is composed of a chain
of bits; one bit is shown here (the zeroth bit). A bit of the address
(“DesiredBit”) is stored in a memory element composed of Inv1 and
M1-2. An XNOR is continuously performed between DesiredBit and the
incoming address bit (“Addr<0>”) by means of T2-T3 (the incoming
bit’s complement “nAddr<0>” is also required). The result of the XNOR
contributes to a NAND gate implemented throughout the monitor array
by transistors M3-4. The result is nAeCorrect, indicating whether the full
incoming address matches the full stored address. When OverSig goes
high (and its complement nOverSig goes low), this is the signal for the
monitor’s address to be overwritten with the address on the “OverAddr” bus,
a separate bus latching a recently received spike for consideration. OverSig
chokes off transistors M1-2 using transistors M5-6 (these are common for
all the monitor bits) while T1 opens, allowing DesiredBit to take the value
of OverAddr<0>. Readout circuitry is not shown for clarity; this is an
additional choked inverter with the same design as M1-2 & 5-6, opened
onto a common outgoing bus during the “Compare” signal (see fig 3).

C. Synaptic rewiring circuitry
Synapses can be individually targeted for rewiring by an
additional chip-wide mechanism, employing row and column
decoders in the periphery. This allows both for the explicit
setting and read-out of synaptic variables from an off-chip
control mechanism for the purpose of testing the circuit,
and for ongoing probabilistic rewiring, where synapses are
randomly selected at a given rate as candidates for rewiring.
The randomly chosen synapse addresses come from off-chip
in our test implementation but could come from an on-chip
random-number generator in a mature implementation.
When a synapse is selected as a candidate for rewiring
its behaviour depends on its state of connectedness, stored
in a static memory element. If it is connected then it is

considered for disconnection. Its analogue weight value is
compared to a voltage randomly chosen according to a
probabilistic distribution. If the weight is below the random
value then the synapse is disconnected. The random value is
common for all the synapses on the chip but is only used
at one synapse at a time and changes between each usage,
avoiding the possibility of correlation between synapses. In
our implementation the voltage is produced off-chip, but
could be produced on chip by a random number generator
and a DAC in a mature implementation. It is also possible to
generate analogue noise for use in this way [20] which could
then be profiled to match the probability of adaptation.
If the synapse is disconnected and it is selected as a
candidate for rewiring then the possibility of it taking a
new pre-synaptic partner is considered. The pre-synaptic
partner considered is the last address to have arrived on the
incoming bus. This is latched separately by the chip and
also broadcast across the chip at the point that a rewiring
consideration takes place. This allows a chip-wide calculation
to take place providing a value, available at each neuron,
of the geometric proximity of that neuron to the incoming
address. The synapse under consideration then compares this
proximity value to a random value, similar to the random
value for disconnection but separate, created according to a
probabilistic distribution for synapse formation. If the proximity value is higher than the random value then the synapse
becomes connected and it adopts the incoming address in
consideration as its new stored address. The circuitry which
implements the connection and disconnection algorithm is
shown in fig 3.
Regarding the proximity value, the incoming address may
be from a neuron in the same neural layer, even a recurrent
spike from the neuron itself, or it may be from a neuron
in an afferent layer. We are considering a model in which
there is a strong topographic mapping between successive
neural layers, but this assumption is not essential to the
system we describe. The effect of the proximity on the
probability of rewiring can be eliminated altogether if it is
not required, by reducing the probabilistic distribution to a
binary choice between an extremely high value (where the
synapse will not connect no matter how high the proximity)
and an extremely low value (where the synapse will definitely
connect regardless of proximity). The circuitry for creating
the proximity value will be published separately. Briefly
however it is an analogue current-mode circuit capable of
operating across a neural layer composed of multiple chips
and capable of delivering proximity values based on either
toroidal (wrap-around) or non-toroidal spaces. It creates
voltage gradients along both dimensions of the area upwards
from the ideal location of the pre-synaptic partner and then
allows a Euclidean distance to be created at a chosen node
based on circuitry fundamentally similar to that described in
[21].
Whilst it is possible to impose an arbitrary network topology by external programming, it is also possible to allow a
probabilistic topology to form and, if desired, to continue to
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bits
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Fig. 3. Circuitry for synaptic rewiring. The synapse’s “Connected” state is stored in a memory element composed of Inv4 and M4-5. This state can be
overridden by a disconnection signal from Nand2 and Inv2, using M2-3, or by a connection signal from Nand3 using M1 and M6. “Compare” is driven high
by the targeted conjunction of the CompareX and CompareY signal from row and column decoders, to indicate that rewiring is under consideration. While
Compare is high, the Connected state is latched in a separate memory element “ConnectedRetainer” (Inv 5 and M8-9). This ensures that only connection
or disconnection can occur, avoiding oscillations during the Compare signal. On connection, the override signal “Oversig” and its complement are sent to
the address monitor, allowing the address under consideration to override the monitor’s stored address; nWeight is also set to its strongest value (M11).

develop within the system according to biologically realistic
principles, without any details of the topology being made
available off-chip. In other words this system allows a blackbox approach to network wiring at the level of individual
synapses, allowing a system designer to concentrate on
higher-level building blocks. Rewiring probabilities can be
made arbitrarily low, even achieving biologically-realistic
rates of synapse formation and elimination, i.e. hours, days
or months between events [22].
VI. S IMULATION RESULTS AND

LAYOUT

A simulation demonstrating the ability of a neuron to
rewire one of its synapses is shown in fig 4.
A high level neural network simulation implemented in
C++/Matlab has shown the ability of a system with these
capabilities and parameters to be capable of performing
biologically realistic topographic map formation, even when
mismatch ranges taken from Monte Carlo simulations of
circuits are applied to the simulation (results not shown here).
The chip is being fabricated in AMS 0.35u 4-metal 2poly process. The area of the synaptic address monitor bit is
11.1µm×15.95µm = 177µm2 . We are creating a test system
with 512 neurons (spread across multiple chips), therefore
each synapse has a 9-bit receiver. This takes up 56% of
the total synapse area, which is 11.1µm × 255.95µm =
2841µm2 . The remaining area is dedicated to: storing the
additional synaptic variables; implementing the connection
and disconnection circuitry; creating an increase in the
neuron’s level of synaptic current when a spike arrives; and
implementing the synaptic weight change algorithm (spiketiming-dependent plasticity). Each neuron has 64 potential
synapses, and the synaptic array takes up 98.6% of the total
area of the neuron (740.275µm × 255.95µm = 0.189mm2 ),
where the remaining area is dedicated to the storage of the
neuron’s variables, its central (integrate and fire) functions
and its sending circuitry (the neuron circuit is novel, using

a switched capacitor approach; this will be described in a
separate publication). The layout of the synaptic addressmonitor bit is shown in fig 5, excluding upper metal signal
and power rails for clarity.
The need to buffer the address out to all the synapses as
well as the spike signal requires that a significant capacitive load is overcome. Buffers which achieve this within
a reasonable timescale (<5ns) are placed in the periphery
of the chip. The ratio of address buffer to synaptic monitor
area is ≈ 0.5% and we would expect this ratio to remain
approximately constant as neural network size is scaled up
within the same technology.
Regarding power consumption, based on simulation with
extracted capacitances, the synapse consumes per spike:
227fJ for delivery of the spike signal; 69.6fJ per address bit
(assuming that each incoming address bit makes a transition
with 50% probability each spike); and 5fJ pumped through
the NAND gate that determines whether the correct address
has been received. Our 9-bit synapses therefore consume
859fJ each per spike. This figure includes internal buffering
to the neurons but does not include buffering from the pads to
the peripheral latches shown in figure 1 (this is not included
because the look-up table approach would be expected to
have an equivalent cost).
VII. D ISCUSSION
The address event receiver we have implemented redefines
synapse circuits as potential synapses and, in a straightforward manner, shifts the burden of decoding and receiving
spike events into them. Pursuing this design choice we
have moved other functions into the synapse, namely the
ability to implement a developmental model which involves
synaptic rewiring. Thus the circuit we have created highlights an alternative pole on a spectrum of design choices
regarding the amount of functionality implemented within
synapses. Hybrid approaches are clearly possible and may
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Appendix I. Publications

Fig. 4. Trace showing the rewiring of a synapse. The first synapse of a neuron is initially connected(“Connected”=true=vdd) to pre-synaptic address
000000000 (only the least significant bit is shown: “DesiredBit¡0¿”). The incoming address starts as 000000000, switches to 000000001 at 150ns, and then
switches back and so on every 100ns thereafter (only the least significant bit is shown: “Addr<0>”). “AeCorrect” is the (inverted) output of the NAND
gate composed of all monitor bits and this initially indicates that the incoming address is correct, until 150ns at which point the incoming address changes.
The random value for connection is initially lower than the “Proximity” value (i.e. nProbConnect is higher) thus “CloseEnough” is false (= 0), until it
they switch to respectively high values at 200ns. The random value for disconnection and the corresponding thresholded value “WeakEnough” happen to
mirror the aforementioned values (they are not shown here). nProbDisconnect is compared to “nWeight”. The two rewiring consideration (“Compare”)
events at 50ns and 150ns therefore fail to disconnect the neuron because WeakEnough is low. Once WeakEnough goes high the next Compare event at
250ns causes disconnection. Now, although the incoming address matches the stored address, AeCorrect is false, thus the synapse will not accept a spike.
At the following Compare event at 350ns, CloseEnough is true and the disconnected synapse is free to connect to the currently latched incoming address,
000000001. Thus DesiredBit goes high and AeCorrect now indicates that the incoming address 000000001 is correct. nWeight is also driven to its minimum
(= strong synapse) — a feature of the learning rule we have implemented.

prove beneficial. For example, the adoption of word-serial
AER would limit the number of decoder elements in the
synapse and promote the adoption of a more standard choice
for a repeating memory element. If standard 6-transistor SRAM elements were used then the size of the repeating
memory element would be ≈ 30µm2 for the same technology and additional read-out circuitry would not be required.
Alternatively a DRAM architecture could reduce the size
of the repeating unit to as little as ≈ 2µm2 , though noise
and power consumption issues may prove prohibitive. As
a further alternative, whilst floating gate technology is not
best suited to storing synaptic weights because the high
frequency of changes usually required by synaptic learning
rules would lead to eventual dielectric breakdown, the low
rates of synaptic rewiring in natural systems make storage of
pre-synaptic addresses on floating gates an attractive option.
Analogue storage of many address bits on a single gate could
be explored for a possible space saving [23].
Rewiring functions could be centralised to a single circuit
on the periphery of each chip. This would remove about 20%
of the area of our synapse design, with the expense that the
synapse would have to buffer its analogue weight value out

to the periphery and some additional signal rails would be
required. Note that in our present design, there are two sets
of row and column decoders necessary for synaptic rewiring.
One targets a synapse for rewiring whilst the other creates
a reference location for the proximity
calculation. The area
p
required
for
these
scales
as
C
S
N
log2 (Smax Nchip )
max
chip
p
and C Nchip log2 (Nchip ) respectively. This area requirement would not change with the aforementioned proposal.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have designed a distributed and locally reprogrammable address event receiver, which allows for arbitrarily large axonal fan-out without reducing channel capacity.
Our approach has been mooted before e.g. [11]:
“Ideally each node should recognise its relevant
source events, but our present multi-neuron chips
use a DSP chip and lookup table to implement the
fan-out from source address to the individual target
synaptic addresses.”
To our knowledge, however, no such system has been
implemented. There is a precedent for simultaneous receipt
of events by multiple neurons, in which the same spike was
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Fig. 5. Layout of synaptic address-monitor bit, in AMS 0.35µ 4-metal
2-poly. Two intermeshing signal layers M2 and M3, and the power layer,
M4, have been removed for clarity, though their pin labels and contacts
downwards to M1 (larger black squares) are shown. Signal names broadly
follow those in fig 2.
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